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PREFACE 

Numericn l Control p;:l rt-p1·ogr::imrn'in.g coi.1sist s of organizing 

tcchnologicul aud kinematic d2ta 5.11•:.:o a form::H. wh1.ch may be read 

.'11:1d processed by a machine control unit, the purpru e of which is 

to control the movements of ~ machine tool cutter relative to a 

workpiece. There cire bas).cAlly two approaches to part-programming, 

manual and computcr .. assisted. Hnnual pa1·t-p1~ogr.;,~n;ni.ng infers that 

ali data is generated ond org::mized by tl~e programmer. In cm1!mter 

nss:tsted p.a:ct .. pro3rnmming the part di::ncnsions are 5-nserted into a 

processor which then generates data nna puts it into the proper 

format for control tape generation. 

In this the~:d.s three are~:is of the NC technology are i.n-

vestigate~ for the purposes dclinc8ted below: 

1) A survey of current NC coa1putcr-Ci::;sisted pa1·t-pi~ogeamming 

l.8nguages. 

- this study was undertaken to Acquaint the author with the 

computer pror:;r(Jms presently avB:i.lablc to industrial users, 

to cvt1lute them in terms of uniqueness, capability, nppH.cation 

llnd avail~bility 1 and to investigate their- modes of operation. 

2) A tape fonn2t translator program to convert control tapes 

encoded in Univers;3l or Word Address formats into the MOOG fixed 

block f o rr.rn t • 

- this was a project, the ai~ of which to restructure the 

d3ta from the more c<nwentioi.·!;;J.ly m1co<1ed tapes (Univet's<:il, Word 

Addr~ss) to the propriet ... 1~y MOOG forn:at, uslng the mini.-.computcr. 

http:c<nwentioi.�!;;J.ly
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Problems requiring a solution such as the one outlined here could 

arise in a shop where two or more different machines must handle 

the same work load. 

3) A time sharing post-processor system for the MOOG 3-Axis 

machining center in the Engineering Machine Shop at ~k'Moster. 

- presently this machi.ne is progrnmmed either manually or by 

special-purpose programs which generate mathematically defined 

contours. It is desirable therefore to have a simple language 

which is easily and quickly learned, so that regular point-to

point work, for which the machine is best suited, may be prepared 

for by computer. A time-shnring system is offered by CGE in 

Toronto which is presently on~line to the terminal in the Mechanical 

Engineering Department. This system was modified so that all the 

facilities available on the NOOG may now be employed for regular 

point-to-point work. 

In terms of content, the thesis has been organized into 

six sections. In the first section the history and development of 

NC technology have been discussed to establish a background for 

subsequent work. 

In section 2 the background of the APT system is discussed 

briefly. This discussion goes on to include the system structure 

of the updated version, its operation and use, and its present 

status as the "de facto" standard i.n the area of NC part-program-

ming languages. 

The investigation of thl~ other languages ensues with AD-

iv 
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APT, EXAPT, SPLIT and AUTOSPOT probably sharing the bulk of the 

non-APT workload. Some space is given to discussion of the time-

sharing systems, ~ccla).med by some as the answer to the delays 

caused by batch processing and the expenee of in-house software. 

With this in mi.nd, a brief compad.son of convcntionol post-pro .. 

cessors and time shDt"ing systems is given. Post .. processors are 

the software items which translate all the svitch:tng functions 

and other non-mov~mcnt functi.ons from codes j_nto the proper sig

nals for machine tool operation. 

The tape format translator and the work done in the devel

opment thereof is described in Section 3. The co.nputcr hardware 

used was a PDP 8/L dnta processor avaih<ble on a time-rental 

basis from the Electrical Engineering department at McHr.ister. 

'l'he software which ·was developed cannot be considered complete as 

the tj_rne and effort required to develop D completely interchange" 

able program were considered to be beyond the scope of this pro

ject. 'l'he program is written in PAL III, a propd.etc:iry assembler 

language which effectively reduces core rcqui.rE:ments to about lK 

12 bit words. 

'l'he operation and organization of the time s1u1ring post

processor is discussed in Section 4. An operating example is 

also given to illustrate the input and output requirements of the 

operating system. 

Section 5 re.views so•n~ of the multiple flppliccitions of 

Nr..nneriC<tl Control. This includes a bri.ef discusslon of <in East 

v 



German display where a workpiece is handled and nwchines on sev .... 

eral different worktables as well as an installation where a 

PDP 8/s computer directs the motions of 8 machine tools simultan

eously. Both of these are applications of DNC or direct numerical 

control, which dispenses with the control tnpe entirely. 

In Section 6 the work done in the thesis is evaluated in 

tenns of its usefulness and some recorrm1Cndations regarding the 

design of machine controller units are made, as well as sotne 

criterion for the purchase of present day NC systsms. 
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l~O INTRODUCTION 

}· l Hist<::.~ 

COMPUTER ASSJ:STED K~RT-PROGR/\MMING 

FACILITIE~ KOR NU~IERICA~ CONTROL 

The concept of controlling a mechanica 1 device through 

the use of a digitally coded series or set of instructions stems· 

back as far as 1650. At that time the application involved ro

tating drums on ~1ich were mounted pins so positioned as to ring 

chimes automatically, in a manner analagous to t.he music boxes 

found in children's toys today. Later on, around 1725 the Euro

pean textile industry developed knitting machines which would 

produce patterns according to instructions supplied in the form 

of a pre-punched set of cards. 

In 1863 the first automatic piano player was patented by 

one M. Fourneaux whose principle of operation was blowing air 

through a perforated roll of paper, ultimately actuating the 

piano's keys. 

Numerical control of industrial machinery was confined to 

the textile industry until about 1930 when a patent was awarded 

Max Schenker for a control system employing the punch data con

cept whose function it was to control a machine tool. 

These early control systems were exclusively mechanical 

or pneumatic, hence they were slow, occupied a great deal of space, 

and were not reliable. The whole conct~pt therefore required an 

1 
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electromechanical system in order that it could be more practically 

implemented. It was suspected that development to this end was 

being carried out in Germany during WW II. An almost parallel 

development evolved in the United States where John Parsons of 

Traverse City Michigan conceived a system for numerically con

trolling a jig borer to manufacture inspection templates for 

helicopter blades. 

About this time the U.S. Air Force was encounter.ing dif

ficulty in mcet:i11g producti.on schedules due to the extremely com

plex shapes which were required for modern aircraft and missile 

manufacture. A more flexible input for the production machinery 

was needed, and subsequent investigations brought to light the 

work that Parsons Corp had done a fe·w years befo·re. In 191~8 a 

development contract with Parsons was signed to pursue the possi

bilities of numerica 1 control. In 191-~9 MIT joined Parsons in the 

project and was awarded a development contract in 1951. The first 

successful demonstration of a 3-motion milling machine was observ-

ed in 1952. 

1 .. 2 ~ompu!!;_E_ Assistance .!.1! N/C progy?mnd::.~8..:. 

The prime function of these early machines was to manufac

ture contours for the aerospace industry, contours which were dif

ficult to define simply, hence the control unit often required a 

great deal of data to successfully execute the desired cuts. 

Early control systems used vacuum tubes in their electronics. 

http:producti.on
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These ceused excessive heat to be generated, were very b~lky, and 

aga5.n, were not reliable. Monumemtal strides in computer hard ... 

ware tedmology have had the effect of reducing the physlcal size 

reqt.d.ren-:.ents of the machi.ne control units while multiplying their 

capabili.t 1.es. 

A prerequisite to making today's systems work is of course, 

rapid gcner<-1tlon of precisely coded, correct dnta. The technology 

i.s already available in the form of modern, high-speed digital 

computers. The ability of these devices to process large amounts 

of data, perform involved calculations and generate controlling 

media is well known, and well suited to the requirements of the 

Numerical Control conce~t. Just how the computer accomplishes 

these tasks is, of course, subject to human direction as each of 

these machines can o;.1ly execute when, and how it is told to do so. 

The result of this technology explosion has been an explosion in 

app::::or1-:h to computer assiste<l p:rogrcrn:lJ'ling of NC mac:hi.ne tools. It 

is difficult to say how many languages exist today for part-pro

franunj.ng workpieces on NC machines. Some of the more popular 

(\ne~ wil 1 be dealt with in detail while others may or may not be 

n1ent.ioned due to their popularity or lack thereof. 

Not' only arc these varlations in progran"J,;ning computers 

for NC machine tools, but the machine tools themselves differ 

~i2ely according to the whims of the manufacturers, the task to 

·wh:!..ch tilcy <:n:e .spplie<l, and the in-ho:.ise requirernents of v2rlou5 

shops. Differences also exist even in the. input coding and for-

http:franunj.ng
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mats into the control system but these problems may be overcome 

again through a bit of recent and very adaptable technology, the 

mini-computer. 

Finally, many computer languages, in order to remain as 

standard and flexible as possible, require an intermediate pro

gram to reprocess the data for a specific machine tool~ Here 

again, various approaches have been taken, depending on complexity 

and requirements and great pains are taken to ensure that the 

capabilities of writing intermediate programs (called post-pro

cessors) remaln in the hands of a sr:lect few for financial and 

prestige reasons. Systems do exist, however, which facilitate 

the compiling of such a program and require a minimum of computer 

prograITLming skill. 



2 • 0 PROGRAMMING FOR 1'.1l.TMERICAL CONTROL 

1..:.! _Th~ !'!9., ~YS!=E;.!ll_:_ 

5 

In the technology as we know it today, piece-part manu-

facture invariably begins with a part drawing. Generally, NC 

technology also makes use of this approach although there are 

certain developments such as the use of the light pen which can 

be put to fai.rly effective use in the generation of data for 

piece-part manufacture. Even these developments however, only 

generate data refering to the size and shape of the part, and not 

to the way it is made. 

In order to gain a perspe~tive of the various areas of 

NC technology and how they relate to one another, consider first 

the basic system of manually coded and prepared tnpes. Figure 

2.1 shows the flow of information from print to data form, to 

tape punch and ultimately through the control unit, to the work

piece. What the figure does not show, however is the relative 

magnitudes of each of the designated tasks. The programming of 

the data fonn requires familiarity with a variety of considerations 

on the part of the program.~er. Some of these considerations 

are: 32 

A. Familiarity of the characteristics of the machine tool-numer

ical control unit combination 

B. Axis nomenclature. 

C. Tape preparation equipment 

D. Specific knowledge of the input requirements of the control · 
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unit. This would include such items as: 

1. Tape Format 

a) word address/Tab sequential, etc. 

b) Maximum and minimum number of digits pennissible 

for all codes. 

c) Maximum block length. 

d) Programming sequence within a block. 

e) Miscellaneous function coding and their specific 

functions. 

f) Preparatory function coding and their specific 

functions. 

g) Spindle speed coding. 

h) Feedrate coding. 

2. Special Programming Parameters: 

a) Absolute or Incremental System. 

b) Linear or Circular interpolation. 

c) Pulse weight considerations. 

d) Acceleration/deceleration considerations. 

e) Tape reader limitations. 

f) Cutter path calculations. 

g) Other special features or options that may affect 

part programming and tape preparation. 

It is easy to see that in manual tape preparation, the 

part programmer must have a full understanding of how the system 

works, what the inputs are and at the same time perform all the 
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calculations for tool offsets, tool path, and so on. The job is 

simplified to an extent by a certain degree of standardization with 

regard to machine activity functions as shown in fig. 2.2 and 2.3. 

These machine activity functions are Electronics Industries Asso

ciation (EIA) and NASA standards which have been set so that re

lationships do exist between control systems. 

The Miscellaneous functions are generally switching codes, 

used to turn an auxiliary part of the machine on or off or to se

lect a mode of operation for these auxiliary parts. The Prepara

tory or "g" function on the other hand calls up a predetermined 

cycle of the operation of the machine itself which is built into 

the machine control unit. 

From the listing of considerations given above, it is ob

vious that many of the tasks required of the programmer may be 

done with much more efficiency and speed if they are done by com

puter. The part programmer, in such an updated system, remains 

the key to the whole operation but his role has changed somewhat. 

Figure 2.4 shows a computer aided part programming system. 

This is not to say however that the part programmer must 

now be a less knowledgeable individual. He now has the responsi

bility of communicating with the computer in a language that it 

too can understand, however knowledge.of the details of the machine 

control unit is no longer a prerequisite. He must still have an 

appreciation for setup and be able to specify feedrates, spindle 

speeds, tooling and so on (although some developments in recent 

http:knowledge.of


CODE 
GOO 

GOl 

G02 

003 

G04 

G05 
G06-07 
G08 

G09 
GlO 

Gll 

Gl2 

Gl3-16 

Gl7 

Gl8 

Gl9 

G20 

G21 

G22-29 

G30 
G3l 

G32 

G33 
G34· 

G35 

G36-39 
Gli.O 

G41 

Gli.2 

G43-l~9 

G50-59 

PREPARATORY FUNCTION CODING 

~ION 
Point-to-point positioning 

Linear interpolation (normal dimensions) 

Circular interpolation ARC clockwise 

Circular interpolation ARC counterclockwise 

Dwell 

Hold 

Unassigned 

Acceleration 

Deceleration 

Linear interpolation (long dimensions) 

Linear interpolation (short dimensions) 

Unassigned 

Reserved for axis ~election 

XY - plane selection 

ZX - plane selection 

YZ - plane selection 

9 

Circular interpolation ARC CW (long dimensions) 

Circular interpolation ARC CW (short dimensi.ons) 

Unassigned 

Circular interpolation ARC CCW (long dimensions) 

Circular interpolation ARC CCW (short dimensions) 

Unassigned 

Thread cutting, constant lead 

Thread cutting, increasing lead 

Thread cutting, decreasing lead 

Reserved for control use 

Cutter compensation cancel 

Cutter compensation - left 

Cutter compensation - right 

Cutter compensation if used, otherwise unassigned 

Unassigned 

FIGURE 2. 2 
~ ••• continued •••• 



G60-79 
G80 

G81 

G82 
G83 
G8lt-

G85 
G86-89 

G90-99 

Reserved for positioning only 

Fixed cycle cancel 

Drill Cycle 

Peck or Dwell cycle 

Tap cycle constant pitch 

Tap cycle - constant lead 

Bore cycle 

Reserved for cycle uses only 

Unassigned 

FIGURE 2.2 
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CODE 

MOO 

MOl 

M02 

M03 
M04 

M05 

M06 

M07 

M08 

M09 
MlO 

Mll 

M12 

Ml3 
M14 

Ml5-16 

Ml7-29 
M30 
M31 

M32-35 
M36-39 
Mlt0-45 

M46-49 

M50-59 

FUNCTION 

Program stop 

Optional stop 

End of program 

Spindle on clockwise 

Spindle on counterclockwise 

Spindle off 

Tool change 

Mist coolant on 

Flood coolant on 

Coolant off 

Clamp 

Unclamp 

Unassigned 

Spindle clockwise and coolant on 

Spindle counterclockwi.se and coolant on 

Motion 

Unassigned 

End of tape 

Interlock bypass 

Constant cutting speed 

Unassigned 

Gear change if used 

Reserved for control use only 

Unassigned 

FIGURE 2.3 
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years are making inroads into this area}. 

2.2~Th~ ~ Sy?~~ 

12 

In perhaps more cases than not, the part programmer will 

communicate with the computer in a language called APT which is a 

foreshortened version of ~utomati.cal ly !:rogrammed :f.ools. This is 

by far the best known of all the numerical control programs and 

forms the basis for most of the other computer assisted programming 

languages which are in use today. 

2.2.1 The History of APT 

The acronym APT stems back as far as 1941~ to the work done 

by the Parsons Corporation in their efforts to develop a numerical 

control system for the manufacture of templates for propeller and 

helicopter blade inspection. At that time a prototype program 

was written for the M. I'. T'. Whirlwind computer to perform the highly 

involved and numerous calculations required to define the contours 

of the aerofoil sections in question. This program was called the 

"Autornatical ly Programmed Tool" system and was used 1 ater in a 

modified form to program the early numerically-controlled machine 

tools developed at M.I.T. 

The concept and structure of the APT system in its present 

form however was developed by M. I. T. under Air Force contract dur

ing 1956-57 33 • The intent of the development was to provide a 

software system which could readily be extended into a variety of 

industrial applications. The magnitude of the task was such that 

tho concerted efforts of twenty member companies of the Aerospace 
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TOOL IN 

ROGHA.11 I PROGRAM- MANU ... 
MING SCRIPT 

~ 

l MANUAL 
OUTPU 
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ERROR' 

FIXTURE 

TOOLING SPECS 
LXTURES 

MANUAL 

MACHINE-CONTROLLER 

FIGURE 2 .4 COMPUTER ASSISTED PART-PROGRAMMING SYSTEM. 
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Industries Association (AIA) were required, along with the guidance 

and direction of M.I.T. Nevertheless, in 1958 a second version 

(APT II) was released. 

Continued development by this group resulted in the re

lease of the updated APT III version in 1961. Also in 1961, the 

AIA decided to establish the APT Long Range Program in order to 

continue the necessary maintenance and further development of the 

system and also to extend the benefits of APT to other companies. 

The new administrator of the program was the Illinois Institute 

of Technology Research Institute ( IITRI), which is still respon

sible for the updating and expansion of the APT language today. 

The prog:i.~am in suctLiincd by C::tnnual fees paid by the participating 

members of the ALRP who in return decide the direction of future 

activities and have access to the most recent developments and 

modifications. 

Since 1964 a policy of "staged release" was adopted by the 

ALRP wherein a new system is made available to the public two 

years after its release to use by members. Even without this, 

however, it is significant that present members of the ALRP in

clude such corporations as Control Data Corporation, IBM, Honeywell, 

General Electric and others. Hence when computing facilities are 

leas;~d from these companies, or alternatively, a time sharing 

agreement is made, many of the latest developments· in the APT 

system may be available to the user. 

At McNaster there are now two independent outlets where the 
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APT system may be used. One is the Multiple Access system available 

on a time-shared basis, and the other is the CDC 6400 in the uni-

versity's own computer facility. This latter facility does not 

as yet have all the proper hardware for successful implementation. 

2.g:_S !h.~ _?trl;lCtt!.E,£ of the APT ~stem 

At first, the APT system was written in an assembler lan

guage. This of course reduced the core requirements in the com

puter however it also required that the programmers have a full 

and intimate knowledge of the machine and severely restricted its 

computer independence. 

!ITRI took upon itself the task of restructuring the pro-

gram and l<:lnr,uage in such a ·way that the system is now "open 

ended" 23 , that is, technological improvements may now be easily 

incorporated into the program as they are developed. This is 

done by, in some cases, inserting empty subroutines which merely 

are filled in as the need arises. It is also signigicant that the 

bulk of the system is written in Fortran which, although it re

quires more core, is much more easily changed and is a more pop

ular form of communication than are the assembler languages which 

change from one company's machine to another. 

The 'new system' as it is called assembles and calculates 

simultaneously, hence if there is an error in the part program, a 

number of calculations will have been carried out, and time perhaps 

wasted. It is however more efficient than the interpretive approach 

where the program is first assembled, and then the subrouti.nes are 
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called up as they are needed. 

As of August 13, 1971 McMaster h;3s its own in-house ver-

sion of APT namely 6400/6600 APT. The system structure of 6400/ 

66oO APT is similar to that of Standard Version APT III. By 

sections, the program operates as follows: 34 

(I) translates the part program statements and reduces 

geometric definitions to their canonical forms; 

(II) calculates consecutive tool positions. 

(III) prints, copies, and performs transformations on 

tool location data. 

Section IV although included in the program is exclusively a calling 

subroutine for the post processor designated in the part-program, 

i.f the machine control tape is desired. The 6!+00/6&JO APT system 

does not include post-processors; these must be supplied externally 

by either the machine-tool builder or the user. 

The 6400/6600 APT system requires significantly less core 

than systems such as IBH 360 APT partly due to the larger word 

size of the 6400 (60 bits) and the extensive use of overlays 35 • 

Rather than the need for up to 256 K (IBM 360 APT) the CDC system 

can run with 65K. Execution times are compatible with Fortran 

programs of comparable complexity. In man7 cases the . names given 

to the "'.rari.ous subrout:fnes describe their £m1ction. 



The input to the APT system is the previousiy mentioned 

part program~ Output is a cutter-location tape (CL tape), a file 

containing successive cutter location coordinates and other control 

infonnation ready for post-processing. Printout consists of part 

program, diagnostics, and the edited CL-tape if requested. The 

format of the CL-tape is dictated by the ALRP so that the rules 

for post-processor writing need not be oriented to a specific 

computer, rather to a specific machine. 

?:..:2 .l~ !:_~ograp:untlB. in ~.,!'T 3 4 

The APT language shares many elements with other high

level computc1~ languages (e.g. Fortran, Algol, etc.), that is 

punctuation symbols, c0nstants defined symbols, Hollerith infor

mation and APT vocabulary words are all used. APT vocabulary 

words in most cases resemble their English equivalents. 

Examples are: 

GODWN 

GORGT 

EI.LIPS 

CI RC UL 

JUMP TO 

go down 

go right 

ellipse 

circular interpolation 

jump to 

APT manuals generally differentiate between certain types 

of words, i.e. they mny be Najar or Modal. Major words specify 

the gene1~a 1 function of the statement in which they occur.. They 

appear in the first section of the statement and are usually ac

companied by parameters completing their rnenning. An exnmple,Qf 
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a major word is: 

LINE/ x coord, y coor<l, z coord. 

Modal words generally specify conditions t·o remain in 

effect until countermanded. These may or may not be major in for-

mat. Tolerances, cutter diameters and so on are modal as are in-

structions for positioning the tool on the right or left of a 

given line. 

Other APT words may be classed as minor and "postprocessor". 

Minor words are used in conjunction with, and to assist in the 

definition of, major words. Postprocessor words are ignored by 

the APT system and are carried through to the system CL Tape where 

they will be used by the postprocessor. COOLNT/ON is major in 
OFF 

format but is a postprocessor word instructing the machine to be 

tu~ned on or off. 

As in all computer programming, the correct punctuation 

must be employed at all times. The common punctuation symbols 

retain for the most part, their conventional English or Fortran 

usage. Departures from this norm are the Line Continuation symbol 

(¢) and the End of Statement symbol (~¢) the latter of which per-

mits a remark or comment to be inserted on the same card with 

some regular progranl.l~ing. 

The symbols used in APT may represent scalar variables, 

geometric entities, statement identifications, Macro names, or 

arrays. The concept of the scalar variable is generally known. 

The geometric entity refers to some point, line, matrix or any 
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other surface type recognized by the APT system. Some commonly 

used examples are: 

Pl= POINT/1,2,3 

C5 = CIRCLE/CENTER, Pl, RADIUS, 2.5 

A macro name refers to a sequence of APT statements. The 

macro is in its operation, similar to a function subroutine the 

difference being that it is found inside the part program~ The 

use of statement identification symbols is characterized by se-

parating the statement and the symbol by ·a right parenthesis. 

Arrays may also be grouped under one name. 

All of the above symbols may be subscripted if necessary 

or desirable. FORTRAN rules for subscripted symbols apply in 

kind to use in the APT system. 

The Part Program is a sequence of APT statements. The 

basic structure of a part program generally consists of the 

following: 

Part identification 
Environment and description 
Geometric deHnitions 
Macro definitions (if any) 
Production commands including 

Motion statements 
Computing sequence 
Input/Output statements 
Postprocessor corrnnands 

Termination 

Of these, the part identification and tennination are 

fixed. The first statement of a part program must invariably be-

gin with a PARTNO statement in the first 6 columns of the card. 
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Following this the prograrrnner may identify the part in any suitable 

format. The program must always end with a FINI statement, which 

terminates processing and activates the output comrnands. 

Looping capability is incorporated into APT, controlled by 

the words LOOPST and LOOPND. S.ome computational rules apply in 

the control and exit from these loops in the form of conditional 

transfers [IF (J) Zl, 22, z3,] where J may be less than, equal to, 

or greater than zero. Unconditional transfers (JUMPTO) do not 

have this flexibility. These statements (IF, JUMPTO) may only be 

used ~ithin a loop. 

APT geometry consists of points, lines, circles and other 

types of surfaces. In cases such as points lines and circles, 

there may be ten or more variations in the definition form. Vee-

tors are used for extablishing directions and defining surfaces. 

At present there are two classifications of APT surfaces, Analytic 

surfaces and Large Surfaces. The analytic surfaces are those 

which generally can be defined by a single equation. These are 

designated as follows: 

LINE 
PLANE 
CIRCLE 
CYLNDR 
ELLI PS 
HYPERB 
CONE 
GCONIC 
LCONIC 
SPHERE 
QA DR IC 

line 
plane 
circle 
circular cylinder 
ellipse 
hyperbola 
cone 
general conic 
loft conic 
sphere 
general quadratic 
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In some instances simple mathematical equations are not 

adequate for the definition of a workpiece. When this is the 

case, the large surface capabilities in APT may b~ employed. 

They are represented by the words POLCON,TABCYL, and RLDSRF. 

POLCON refers to a polyconic surface which is a contin

uous family of conic sections in parallel planes. The shape of 

the conic is regulated by a set of polynomial curves. 

TABCYL (tabulated cylinder) is a surface generated by a 

moving line, parallel to some fixed base, and travelling along a 

space curve or directrix which is defined by a set of points 

known to lie on the surface. Interpolation formulae are employed 

to generate the directrix. 

RLDSRI:' calls up a ladder type surface generated, again by 

a moving straight line which travels along two defined space 

curves. 

Further geometric capabilities to assist in point-to

point programmi.ng, and also in continous path, are matrices and 

patterns. Associated with these is a REFSYS statement which is 

employed when a change in coordinate systems is required. 

The matrix routine however is fixed and only applies to 

an array of numbers having three rows of four. Its general usage 

is in the transformation of coordinate systems. Ordered sequences 

of points are defined by the PATERN/statement. The patterns may 

be defined as linear, circular, parallelogram and random. Here 

agc-1in, a number of auxiliary tool motion commands are available 

http:programmi.ng
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to assist i.n programming a desired sequence for the tool. Ex

amples are OMIT, AVOID and THRU. 

The MACRO sequence mentioned earlier is one of the most 

powerful tools that the APT programmer has at his disposc1l. 

Technically a macro deHnition is comprised of: MACRO/ statement, 

macro sequence, and a TEP.MAC statement. If the program for the 

machine tool requires a cycling through some specified number. of 

operations wherein one or more parameters change from cycle to 

cycle, the programmer set up the proper sequence of events in

side the MACRO, leaving those parameters lvhich vary cyclicly as 

constants. The MACRO statement could then have a format as given: 

MA :::: M.A.CRO/ a1, a 2 , a 3 

In the above example MA denotes the macro name and the 

ai __ are the variable parameters in the APT sequence of the macro. 

Having listed the entire macro, it may be called in this example 

as follows 

CALI../MA, a1 = 2.5, a2 = P7, a3 == C6 -----

Care must be taken when using and writing macros to ensure 

that! (a) macro definition precedes the CALL in a part program; 

(b) definition in another part program requires use of a 

READ command to bring it :i.nto the current part program; 

(c) tl1e macro used in another part program is on the APT 

library tape. 

From the prior d iscussiot1 of APT g1.~ome try J it i.s obvious 

that the system is designed for continuous path mi 11 ing, however, 

as also stated before, geometric facilities are also available for 
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point-to-point work. Motion instructions consist of a GO ---

statement which initiates motion in a directi.on determined by 

the part programmer as if he were sitting astride the tool and 

driving it around the specified part geometry. 

In principle the tool motion (in continuous motion work) 

is determined by three control surfaces, which may be real or 

mathematical. One of these is the part surface, generally the 

surface normal to the tool axis. The drive surface becomes the 

line or space curve the tool is directed to follow, and the 

check surface is the space curve at which the tool changes dir-

ection. Nonnal orientation of these curves is shown in Figure 

2.5. Many variations of these three surfaces exist as may be seen 

in Figure 2. 6. 

Once the programmer understands these few concepts he is 

ready to begin writing trial programs. Self-teaching APT manuals 

exist which greatly accelerate the learning process. One example 

is reference 33, prepared by the ALRP. 

Central to the concept of computerized numerical control 

is of course the capability of calculating coordinate locations 

and/or scalar values. Arithmetic operations may be designated in 

what amounts to a standard FORTRAN format and the heirarchical 

rules of FORTRAN also apply. To assist in this computational 

capability certain mathematical functions are recognized: 

SINF 
COSF 
ATANF 

-sine of an angle expressed in degrees 
-cosine of an angle expressed in degrees 
-angle expressed in degrees when tangent is given 

http:directi.on
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FIGURE 2 .5 RELATl-ONSHI p OF PART, DRIVE, AND CHECK 

SURFACES IN THE APT SYSTEM 



from 1 to 2 
DS is S2 
PS is Sl 
cs is s3 

from 2 to 3 
ns is s3 
PS is Sl 
cs is s4 

from l to 2 
. DS is Sl 

PS is Sh 
CS is. S2 

from 2 to 3. 
DS is S2 
PS is Sl+ 
cs is s3 

from 1 to 2 
DS is Sl 
PS is si~ 
CS is S2 

from 2 to 3 
DS is S2 
p·.s is s11-
cs is s3 
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____________________________________ ____,, 

F1GunE 2.6 ·soME v,l\n1AT10Ns oF PART, cHc::c1< 
AND DRIVE SUF~FACES IN THE APT 
SYSTEM . 

;. 



SQ RTF 
LOGF 
EXPF 
ABSF 
LNTHF 
DOTF 
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-square root of a non-negative number 
-natural logarithm of a positive number 
-value of raised to a power 
-absolute value of a number 
-length of a vector 
-Scalar or dot product of two vectors 

It is possible to incorporate an arithmetic operation 

into another APT statement by enclosing it in parenthesis in a 

manner similar to imbedding a geometric definition. This is 

cal led "Nested Computing". 

A full range of input/output instructions are part of the 

APT system. These instruction statements enable the programmer 

to: Punch geometric and macro definitions 
Read geometric nnd macro definitions 
Print geometric definitions and scalars 
Print the contents of the CL-tape 
Create a tape for use on a plotter. 

The APT system also contains a fairly comprehensive list 

of diagnostics, and it is here that the internal system structure 

comes to light. In Section 1 of the system an error occurs if 

the part programmer violates a language rule, exceeds system ca-

pacity, programs an infinite loop, presents false logic in the 

part program, or calls for an unavailable macro. Failure to 

successfully execute Section I terminates job execution and prints 

an error number. 

In Section 2 failure may be due to errors in a part pro-

gram or inadequacies in the calculatlon algorithm used by the 

system. The part program errors may consist of: describing an in-

valid cutter, specifying non-intersecting control surfaces; 
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using a GOFWD before a forward direction has been established, 

inadequate start-up information, and many other types. A failure 

in Section 2 produces a printout of the error rnes~age number, the 

card number on which the error was detected, and the error message 

itself. Additionally a dump of certain internally stored infor

mation is given. An error in Section 2 generates two possibilities: 

1) Cessation of further computation 

2) Warning diagnostics followed by continued processing 

at the point where the system can reestablish a valid tool posi

tion and vector direction. 

Section 3 diagnostics include language violations in COPY, INDEX, 

TRACUT, PLOT and VTLAXS statements, too many index markers on 

nested COPY commands or an illegal transfer into a COPY loop. 

Other errors may be input/output errors in which case 

the local·computer facility would supply its own system diagnostics. 

Programmed debugging aid are a part of the APT system. Debugging 

section 1 may be accomplished by a DEBUG/ON statement. Section 2 

debugging may be facilitated by a COMDMP statement which produces 

an edited printout of the entire contents of the Section 2 common 

area. 

Some examples of APT III diagnostics are shown in Figures 

2.7 and 2.8 

2.2.5 Strength~ and Weaknesses of the APT ?ystem. 

The APT system, as previously stated, is the oldest, pro

bably the most sophisticated, and without a doubt, the most widely 



Error 
Number 

1 

6 

26 

201 

231 

251 

355 

379 

401 

504 

8o4 

2002 
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PASS 1 ERROR DIAGNOSTICS 

Error Comment 

Variable symbol contains more than 8.characters. 

Statement identification doubly defined. 

Entry following slash in ZSURF not a plane. 

Only one vector in dot function argument. 

Incorrect number of scalars used in definition. 

Invalid punctuation or vocabulary word. Check syntax. 

Number of names exceeds number of values in canonical 

fonn • 

. Too many unn<lmed nested defi.nitions. Assign symbolic 

names. 

Illegal macro definition in loop or macro. 

Macro nesting exceeds system capacity. 

Insufficient internal storage for array. 

Vocabulary word used as synonym symbol. 

More than 20 points given in POCKET statement. 

First word of IF .or JUMPTO statement not a vocabulary 

word. 

Too many postprocessors called. 

Number of poi.nts in pattern is negative. 

Not enough data cards to complete READ list. 

DEGREE OF EQUATION EQUAL TO OR LESS THAN ZERO. 

FIGURE 2.7 Selected Pass 1 APT error messages. 



Error 
Number 

SECTION II ERROR DIAGNOSTICS 

Error Comment 

'29 

WARNING - TOLERANCE VALUES EXCEED ALLOWED NO. OF 

SURFACES. EXTRA VALUES IGNORED. 

311 CUTTER NOT DEFINED PRIOR TO STARTUP CALCULATION. 

411~ CUTTER DEFINITION NOT VALID. 

505 UNABLE TO DETERMINE INITIAL MOTION DIRECTION VECTOR 

OR ITS ORIENTATION. 

70!~ DRIVE SURFACE AND CHECK SUR"T?ACE NOT TANGENT AS STATED. 

8o2 CUT VECTOR ITERATION TO CHECK SURFACE FAILED. 

2 WARNING - CUTTER IS MOVING AWAY FROM THE CHECK SURFACE. 

81+3 CUT VECTOR ITERATION FAILED IN MOVE ALONG DS=PS 

PLANES RESTART COUNT EXHAUSTED. 

882 ·WARNING-CANNOT FIND CRITICAL MIDDLE POINT. CUT VEC-

TOR ACCEPTED. 

903 5-AXIS ITERATION DID NOT CONVERGE. SEE COMPUTER 

PROGRAMMER. 

1003 WARNING - CANNOT CALCULATE SATISFACTORY TOOL NORMAL. 

1083 CAN NOT FIND DIRECTION VECTOR 11L~T INTERSECTS THE 

SURFACE. 

1201 TRYING TO FIND A UNIT NOR.1'1AL TO A POINT, VECTOR, OR 

· MATRIX. 

3002 TOOL CANNOT BE ITERATED INTO CONTROL SURFACE. 

3507 ANGLE BETWEEN TOOL AXIS AND POCKET PLANE NORMA.I .. IS 

TOO LARGE. 

FIGURE 2.8 Selected Section II APT error messages. 



used part-programming language for numerical control. It is 

likely also the most complex, and herein lie some of the chief 

disadvantages of the system. 

APT has routines for elliptical cylinders, ruled surfaces, 

and polyconic surfaces, among others, which occur rather j_nfre

quent ly in most work including the aerospace industry. Routines 

such as this require the use of large digital computers, in some 

cases a core in excess of 256K bytes is needed. When only two 

dimensional contouring is required, the APT system is redundant 

in its operation because of its size and complexity. Point-to

point work is handled very inefficiently when it comes to fixed 

mach inj_ng eye les such as tap and counterbore. In some of these 

cases it is almost simpler to program manually than in APT, however 

the aforementioned MACRO systems may be used to aid in this regard. 

The language itself is not really geared to an engineer's 

or machinist's "jargon", on the contrary its similarity to FORTRAN 

in syntax and logi.c infers that it is conceptually a mathematician's 

language. Hence part-programmers are effectively required to im

merse themselves in a different technology level in order to be 

effective users of APT. The structure of the program (see Fig. 

2,9), although it appears to be segmented, is distinctly non

modular, the only detachable sections being the postprocessor 

which are not really part of the systen. Considering the system 

size, this large, interrelated fi.xed fonnat does not easi.ly facil

itate changes. indeed, throughout the system listing there are 
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frequent warnings to refer back to the manual before making changes. 

On the positive side though, it must be reiterated that 

the APT system conceptually was far-sighted, in some cases so 

much so that proper implementation was not realized until the ad

vent of the third generati.on, integrated circuit computer hardware. 

Its capabilities are far reaching and it is perhaps best used when 

a stack of part programs is subm1tted in one run. 

The language itself, a weakness because of its verbosity, 

and complexity, is nevertheless comprehensive. Through the use 

of the Synonym capability the programmer may if ·he chooses, sub

stitute his own terminology for some of the geometri.c definitions. 

The strength and continued updating of the APT system i.s enhanced 

by the organization and support of the ALRP. 

One of the objectives of the APT system was a machine

independent language. A penalty is incurred with a machine inde

pendent language in that another program, the postprocessor, is 

needed to interpret certain instructions which do not pertain to 

part geometry or continuous path tool motion. This effectively 

means that once the part progra·m data has been successfully pre

pared by the APT processor, it must still be transformed completely 

into specific machine codes by another program. 

An alternative approach to this problem is of course to 

structure the language for a particular range of machine tools 

which have simi.lar coding requirements, resulting in a single

pass processor, one which needs no additional encoding for machine 

http:generati.on
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utilization. This philosophy is generally tenned "Single Pro

cessorn ·whereas the philosophy requiring a postprocessor is gen

erally refered to as "General Processor". The problems of using 

a single processor language manifest themselves as soon as the 

user finds it advantageous to operate his shop with machine tools 

of more than one brand name. The problems of a general processor 

are primarily the initial cost of the software, which could be 

high. 

The inadequacies of the APT language and its inherent dis

advantages to some users of NC (due to size and complexity) have 

prompted many users to develop their own languages of lesser cap

ability. These are in many cnses derived in concept, and in vo

cabulary, from the APT system and hence bear the designation 

"APT-liken or "APT-compatible". Others are designed specifically 

for a particular range of machine-tool operations. This means 

that there will be languages of varying degrees of capability for 

handling point-to-point work, contouring work only, and some apply 

only to lathes. 

This forms a basis for the study and comparison of other 

part-programming languages, what their capabilities are {geometri

cally speaking) where they are used, and if possible, where they 

may best be applied in industry. 

~The ~C Languag~ ~xplosion 

As is frequently the case in instances where a problem 

emerges in different locations simultaneously, a considerable 



variation in approach is likely to be realized from one location 

to another. This applies to the NC part programming languages as 

well which have grown in number until a complete t:"eview of all 

languages becomes a mere exercise in frustration. It should 

however be of some value to potential NC users to have at their 

disposal a list of the computer-assisted programming software 

available together wi.th some indicatlon of the relative capabil-

ities llnd unique features of some of these systems. 

In addition to catergorizing languages in terms of their 

philosophy, i.c. single/ general processor, they may also be slotted 

according to capability. These capabilities may be segregated 

into: 

a) 5 axis contouring, 
b) 4 axis contouring, 
c) 3 axis contouring with 11-th axis positioning (3~), 
d) 3 axis contouring, 
e) 2 axis contouring with 3rd axis positioning (2~), 
f) 2 axis contouring, 
g) multi-axis point-to-point, 
h) 3 axis point-to-point, 
i) 2 axis point-to-point; 

where au axis j_s defined as a degree of freedom in motion, (fig. ~ .• 10) 

Multi-axis contouring languages are those which generally, 

have 4 and 5 axis contouring capability. These languages are 

highly sophisticated and require large computer systems for their 

implementation and execution. With a few exceptions, they are 

basically the variations of APT III as structured by the various 

computer hardware manufocturers for use in their large systems. 
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Thus the differences may be slight but the significance of some of 

the differences may be the deciding factor in a choice between 

systems. 

~l!...l p400/66oo APT 

6400/6600 APT 2.2 Version 3.3 is the system described in 

some detail in section 2.2.2, supplied to users of Control Data 

Corporation computing hardware. It is fully compatible with AP'r 

III and, as CDC is a member of the ALRP, incorporates changes in 

the system through the use of its own 5.nternal update facility. 

This is the system presently available in McMaster's own Data 

Processing Center (See Appendix). It requires 65Kwords of core 

storage in the 6400 series computer. 

2. 3. 1. ?_ _260. APT 

36o APT NC Processo,r (360A-CN-10X) Version 4 is the IBM 

proprietary system available to IBM users. It is perhaps the most 

up-to-date version available from any computing facility at the 

time of writing. The error diagnostics are the most c.omprehensive, 

the multi-axis capabilities are perhaps at a higher level of de

velopment and, due to IBM's extremely high market penetration, the 

system is perhaps more widely available than any other. 

The 360 APT processor is generally we 11 documented, 

(documentations available on reqw2st from IBM's local publications 

department) and its instructions for its use are given in detail 1 

(see References 65, 66) core requirements 0£ fonner systems of 

360 APT were very high; 256-262K on a model 40 or larger. The new 
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system configuration recommended by IBM is: System 360 Model 2040 H 

(or 2050H or larger if high usage of the APT system is anticipated) 

with the appropriate arithmetic capabilities, storage facilities 

and input/output devices. 

f..:.3- • l. 3_ APT !Y 

Under development for some time, APT IV has at this time, 

not yet made any "public" appearance. It is supposedly going to 

be an advanced version of APT III. !ITRI and the ALRP are engaged 

in its development. 

~ !hree ~xi~ CC?ptouring_ E:rocesso~. 

Only a relatively small segment of the machine tool indus-

try using numerical control needs the processor capability of the 

APT III system and its direct counterparts. Indeed / with a smaller 

vocabulary, programming a part may in some cases be simplified 

since the programmer now need only visualize one plane at a time as 

agai.r..st 3-ditm~nsional contouring capable on the other machine. Doc

umentation on this class of processors is not easily available in 

every case, however sufficient information is available such that 

a few of them may be ably compared. 

2 • 3 . 2 • 1 AD ~AP'~ 

AD-APT is an acronym for ~ir Material Command Qeveloped APT. 

This processor was Wl'itten by IBM for the US Air Force when it was 

found that many suppliers simply could not comply with the demands 

of leasing or purchasi.ng and maintaining a digital computer facility 

of the size required by the APT processor. Rather than being a 

http:purchasi.ng


scaled-down versio~ of APT, it has been redesigned so that it is 

in many ways corapletE!ly c.ompatible with APT, the difference being 

that it has a few teeth missing. These missing capabilities are 

the MUI.TAX or multi-axis capabilities. Hence there is room for 

a certain degree of interchangeability, AD-APT programs may be 

run on an APT system, however not all APT programs may be run on 

AD-APT. A more important reason for this flexibility rests on the 

interchangeability of postprocessors between APT and AD-APT, greatly 

reducing the software requirements for implementing a specific 

machine. 

In operation AD-APT is similar to APT however the structure 

of AD-APT is much more flexible i.n terms of being able to expand 

or tailor the language capabiliti.es to the particular needs of a 

manufacturer. This modular composition fad.litates the use of 

smaller computer systems (IBM 360/2030) with up to 40K words of 

core. 

In its present form off ere<l by IBM, the processor includes 

the AUTOSPOT point-to-point positioning program, about v.~hich more 

will be discussed in a later section. It is also available from 

G.E., SDS, Honeywell, and other companies. 

"The AD-APT language permits the specification of work op-

erations involving points, circles, straight lines, and curves 

passing through sets of points. The calculating ability of the 

program includes arithmetic operations as wel.1 as the functions of 

sine, cosine, arc tangen~square root, exponentiation, tangents, 
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and logarithms." (36) Macros are used as in APT. 

The scope of AD"·APT is sufficient to handle most two 

dimensional contouring problems which account for the great major

ity of situations. It is thus perhaps more useful than APT due to 

its smaller requirements and in some of its versions, especially 

when coupled with AUTOSPOT, handles point-to-point work much more 

efficiently. 

2. 3.2 .2 REMAPT 

The REMAPT system is a version of AD-APT modified by the 

General Electric Corporation for use in their Mark II time sharing 

system. The REMAPT vocabulary has been altered and slightly re

duced in size, however the facility of AD-APT still basically re

mains. Continued development on this package has expanded the 

point-to-point facility somewhat to the point where AUTOSPOT pro

grams also may be run on this processor. As in AD-APT, a post

processor is still needed in order to successfuly generate a ma

chine control tape. The postprocessor may be for A.PT or AD-APT, 

with suitable modifications to match the minor changes in vocabu

lary in the point-to-point areas. The POCKET routine is not yet 

available on REMAPT although some moves toward including this fa

cility exist. 

Having noted some of the omi.ssions in the REMAPT processor 

it must be emphasized that the package is nevertheless extremely 

desirable in terms of its availability. As with other time-shar

ing systems, the need for a dedicated in-house computer no longer 
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exists, the only requirements being a contract, acoustic coupler, 

teletype and telephone. The MARK II system is extremely comprehen

sive :f.n its coverage etnd is considered by some to be superior to 

the batch processing systems of in-house computers. With time 

sharing, tapes can be made in minutes close to the shop floor. 

This flexibi.lity may in many cases outweigh the limited vocabulary 

(with respect to AD-APT) for those who do not have ca.nputing fa

cilities readily available. 

In summary, REMAPT is a 2~, axis contouring Ge al Pro-

ccssor language with 3 Axis l)oint-to .. Point facility and is avail

able on a time sharing basis. 

S0_~£.0- !JNlAPT 

The United Computing Corporation (UCC) of California has 

taken a radically different approach in terms of the acutal hard

ware-software configuration. Recent developments in the data pro

cessing indastry have resulted in a new, compact unit popularly 

dubbed as the "mini computer". These are extremely versatile 

units ~1ich generally do not require special air conditioned sur

roundings for their operation. UCC have restructured the APT pro-· 

ccssor and successfully implemented it on the Digital Equipment 

Corporation's PDP8 mini-computer. Other versions have been written 

for the IBM 1130 and the GA 18/30. 

The core memory of these units is a mere 12K words as com

pared to the 256 ... 2621<. required on large systems f0r conventional 

APT processing. This was acheived by extensive use of overlays, 
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and the use of the disk storage unit as an extension of the core 

memory. 

UCC claims APT compatibHity for all 2, 3 ~nd some 4 and 5 

axis programs. Some minor differences exist in terms of POCKET 

and PATERN definitions, areas in which APT III is not particularly 

impressive. The program does not have full 5-axis capability and 

is presently marketed as a )-axis contouring system. tl.iACROS are· 

not yet avaHable as in APT. 

The advantages of this system may be cited as follows: 

i) Immediate access to the company's own dedicated com

puter in close proximity to the work station; 

ii) Low cost software and hardware compared to large 

systems; 

iii) Potential use of the shop floor computer for Direct 

Numerical Control (DNC) completely bypassing the tape reader fa

cility, and for other production control systems. 

The cost of the system hardware is listed at ~48,880 for 

a minimum configuration (as suggested by ucc) which includes a 

PDP8/I Computer with 12K memory and ASR 33 Teletype, Disk file 

(64K) and controller, High speed paper tape reader and Punch and 

the cabinet to house the hardware. This also includes the soft

ware at fll2,000. Adding an arithmetic unit, card reader-punch 

and line-printer and a larger disk stor::ige unit raises the cost to 

near ¢78,000. Leasing plans are also available. 11 

UNIAPT is a general processor program and still requires 
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a postprocessor for implementation. UCC claims to be able to 

supply these at a cost ranging from ~500 to ~l,500 as they are not 

compatible with other APT postprocessors. These sy:stems are in 

use and significant productivity increases have been realized by 

some user firms. 

2.3.2.4 SPLIT 

A somewhat alternative approach to NC contour programming 

has been taken by the Sunstrand Machine Company. They have, in 

conjunction with IBM prepared a point-to-point contouring language 

called SPLIT (Sundstrand Processing Language Internally Translated). 

The rather major difference of the SPLIT processor is that it is 

individually machine oriented and does not require further pro

cessing in order to produce a machine control tape. The program 

is o~erative on the IBM 7090, 1620, 620 and 360. The language 

consists of 16 to 18 major statements and approximately 40 minor 

statements in a semi-pidgin English. 

The SPLIT language is capable of handling up to five axes 

contouring but it is not as powerful as APT and is marketed as a 

3~ axis contouring language. It is, due to its machine oriented 

characteristics, a proprietary language basically restricted to 

Sundstrand's machine tool customers. However, Sundstrand have al.so 

prepared the system for use with Bendix Dynapath, G.E. Mark Century 

and Mark Series control systems, with the result that a machine shop 

using these controls may also use the SPLIT processor. 

In tenns of capability, SPLIT can handle canned cycles for 
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deep-hole drilling, boring and tapp:i.ng. Matrices of holes may be 

specified with hut a few commands in addition to the translation 

and rotation of coordinate system features available with most NC 

processors. Srnne typical major instructions are CUT, MOVE and 

CRINT (for circular interpolation) while minor operations are in

itiated by mnemonics such as: COii' (Coolant off) TOL, and LT (for 

path of the table). 

The real emphasis of the SPLIT language however is not 

contouring - rather it is designed as a multi-axis point-to-point 

language with accompanying contouring capabilities built in. 

2.3.3 Two- to Three-Axis Contouri.!!.B, 

As the cnpability of the language becomes more restricted, 

the syntax and vocabulary becomes invariably simpler, computer 

core requirements for system operation are reduced, and the spec

trum of processors available increases drastically. Some of the 

languages here listed may no longer he in use, some are special 

purpose (i.e. applicable primarily to lathes) and as before, some 

are proprietary. Also in this section are listed some of the pro

cessors developed in Europe and Great Britain. These are not ne

cessarily available for use by Canadian industry. 

2.3.).l The EXAPT FamilY of La~ 

The approach to NC-programming taken by the EXAPT Verein 

of Germany carries the concept of organizing technological data 

perhaps further than do most other part programming processors. 

This association has to date produced two operable languages and 

is executing final development of a third. 

http:tapp:i.ng


A) Ex.APT 1 

EXAPT 1 is essentially a point-to-point processor. Its 

language format is free, that is, all instructions could be major 

in that almost any combination of instructions is possible. The 

language definition capabilities are; straight line and circular 

point patterns, and the transformation, mirroring or gathering of 

these patterns. The power of the EX..L\PT concept is revealed in the 

next step where EXAPT 1 may be called upon to automatically cal-

cu late (1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

feed and cutting speed 
Spindle withdrawal characteristics with deep holes 
Tools 
Work sequences (42) 

The processor also ensures that the effective length of the tool 

is sufficient and that no interference is encountered during the 

tool-change cycle. Such calculations may of course only be ex-

ecut~d with the aid of a tool file, a material file, and a machin-

ing file. Figure 2.11 shows graphically how the programming system 

operates. EXAPT 1 is a 3-Axis point-to-point processor. 

B) EXAPT 2 

The EXAPT 2 processor was designed with lathe programming 

in mind. The programmer is here called upon to describe the ge-

ometrics of the workpiece.before and after machining. Program.~ing 

involves definition of the upper-half cross section by a series of 

geometric elements connected by linking statements. 42 Machining 

is invoked by calling up a predefined machining definiti.on and a 

part of the finished contour. Functions and movements of the tool 

http:definiti.on
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path are determined by the processor. 

The features of EXAPT 2 are: 

1) Cutting speed and feed calculations for.most operations. 
2) Depth of cut determination. 
3) Cutting distribution with collision checking. 

Figure 2.12 illustrates some of the programming and oper-

ational characteristics as applied to turning a shaft using 

Ex.APT 2. EXAPT 2 is essentially a 2-axis contouring processor. 

C) EXAPT 3 

Under development at time of writing, the EXAPT 3 version 

is intended to be a 2i axis contouring program. It will include 

most of the capabilities of EXAPT 1 and 2 except for those which 

are specific to lAthes, with the inclusion of a POCKET milling 

routine. 44 

As in all EXAPT processors, EXAPT 3 uses the basic APT 

vocabulary, but the lan&~iage format again is free, thus signifi-

cantly simplifying the required programming effort. Postprocessors 

are available for EXAPT 1, 2 and are being developed with and for 

EXAPT 3. 

2.3.3.2 ~~Family of ~anguages~ 

A parallel development to the EXAPT processors described 

above were the 2CL, 2PL, and 2C languages developed by the National 

Engineering Laboratories in Great Britain. The initial approach 

was one of nationalism, that is, the U.K. was to have its own 

standard NC language. The result wns, in the case of 2CL, another 

version of AD-APT with a few modifi.cations. Many of the APT 
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names have been shortened fran six letters to two for reduced pro-

gramming effort. 

The development however does not include the technology 

sections as in EXAPT, although attempts have been made recently 

in this direction. In concept the languages have been structured 

similarly to EXAPT however in this case the 2'1! AXIS 2CL program 

was the first processor in operation (1969). A brief description 

of each processor follows: 

A) 2PL 

2PL ( for 2 axes positioning, one linear) is a 2~ axis 

point-to-point program. It is a general processor program (as 

are its sister programs). 

In structure the program is composed of four sections; 

1) d~coding, 2) geometry, 3) Tool library, 4) motion. Of these 

the tool library i.s perhaps significant in that tools are entered 

into a permanent file in the processor library and are subsequently 

called up by library number. This file may be updated as desired 

and required. Most of the syntax and vocabulary are taken fran 

I 

the APT system however it is a much smaller processor than its 

NEL counterparts. 

B) 2C 

A two-axis contouring processor, 2C, has been extracted 

from the 2CL system for use in lathes. It has been implemented 

on an ICL 1901~ with 32K core store and four tape drives, although 

it has also been programmed for the Univac 1108. A feature of the 
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2C program is the external tool file, similar in concept and exe

cution to that of the tool file for the 2PL processor. 

Area clearance facilities are also built in which with a 

minimum of programming input remove a predetermined cylinder of 

metal from the workpiece, the computer performing the task of cal

culating the tool path. 

C) 2CL 

Work on the original 2CL (two axes contouring, one linear) 

system was begun in 1965 with a target date of 1967 however its 

actual implementation was not achieved until late in 1969. It is 

a 2~ axis general processor, similar in concept to APT, however 

with a drasticalJ.y reduced core requirement (32K of 24 bit words). 

It is a multi-pass program, similar to APT. A flow diagram of 

the 2CL processor is shown in fig 2.13. 

These programs are all available at no cost to U.K. users, 

for whom they were designed. In light of the long development 

time and the inroads made by existing programs during this time 

however, their acceptance has been rather limited. 

2.3.3.3 The General Electric ~ ~haring System~.!. 

The philosophy at General Electric seems to be that the 

largest market in tenns of potenU.al users of computer assisted 

programming lies with the sma Iler firms who do a great deal of 

point-to-point progranuning. Judging from their successes of re

cent years it seems that this has been a timely and well-thought-

out program. 

http:potenU.al
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A) The MARK I Point-to-Point System 

Three independent computer programs may be used to generate 

control tapes for the MARK I system. An illustrat~on of the system 

operation is shown in Figure 2.14. From the part drawing, the 

progranuner describes the part geometry. He then uses the NCPTS% 

program in the interactive mode to generate a point coordinate 

file. Mnemonic Codes such as C3P, PAL, and PAC assist the pro

grammer in defining hole coordinates (see fig. 2.15). Having 

speci.fied the coordinates of al 1 the holes, the progrc.muner saves 

the file. He then either prepares or calls up a previously pre

pared Machine Tool Description File (MTDF) wherein the parameters 

of the machine are listed in a sort of "plug in" type of program. 

This done, he prepares a part program using a vocabulary which is 

a free fonnat language. Statements such as GOLINE and GOCIRC 

facilitate the generation of points not listed in the point co

ordinate file. Operating codes include those inserted into the 

MTDF, as well as controlling statements such as ORIGIN, which 

specifies the origin, and FINI which must appear at the end of a 

program. Cycle files may also be written to execute a repeatable 

sequence of operations •. 

Having done this, the prograrrnner feeds these bits of in

fonnation into the computer terminal and calls up the coordinating 

program NCPPX¢ which then either supplies a tape listing or punches 

out an EI.A coded tape as directed. The ASCII-EIA conversion is 

perfonned by another progn1m NCEIA~. Capability of this series is 
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Mnemonic 

CSP 

PAL 

PAC 

Function 

Defines the center 
point and radius of a 
circle, given three 
points on the circle. 

Defines a series of 
equally spaced points 
on a line, given line, 
starting and stopping 
X- coordinates, and 
a fixed step size. 

Defines a series of 
equally spaced points 
on a circle, given the 
circle,. starting and · 
stopping angles, and 
a fixed step angle. 

FIGURE 2.15 
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limited to 2--k axis point~to-point. 

B) The MARK II Time-Sharing System 

The MARK II System is a vast improvement over the system· 

described above with capabilities ranging to 3 axis contouring 

(w:tth the employment of REHAPT, Section 2.3.2.2) and an .advertised 

4 axis point-to-point capability. 

In system configuration, three programs may be used, al

though only one is necessary. NCPTS~, referred to above is again 

offered, in a slightly improved version, for point coordinate 

calculations. A MTDF is prepared similarly to the MARK I system 

and, with the use of the NCPPL~ program, one is ready to generate 

tapes. HE~re the s:tmi larity ends . and the power of the updated 

system comes to the fore. A third program, NCUTIL may be employed 

for one of four services. These are: 49 

i) To search any line-numbered ASCII file for imbedded 

non-printout characters which are not pennissible in NCPPLt pro

cessing. 

ii) To convert a REMl\PT CLE'ILE (cutter Location File) to a 

Points File which can be used as input to NCPPL¢. 

iii) Compile a permanent Cycle File with its MTDF in a binary 

mode for an NCPPL% quick start. 

iv) Convert a RE~U\P1' CL file to a Part File which can be 

used as input to NCPPL%. NCPPL then becomes the REMAPT postprocessor. 

The flexibility of this system is its main feature, facili

tating adnpta tion to those machines whi.ch do not have postprocessors. 



The deta:i.ls of the various possibilities have been well-documented 

(see Ref. 49). 

2.3.3.h AUTONAP 

In 1961~ IBM implemented a program for the IBM 1620 com

puter. It was a two-axis, continuous path contouring program the 

function of which was to develop instruction sets for milling. 

Positioning capability may be had in 3 axes. The program is of 

the general processor type and is APT compatible. Circular inter

polation is included. 

The main source program may be altered slightly to suit 

user demands or requirements. It is available without charge to 

users of the IBM 1620. 

2. 3· 3· 1 ACTION 

Developed by Numerical Control Computing Services (NCCS), 

ACTION is marketed as a 2 axis continuous path processor. It 

follows the general processor philosophy, the postprocessors being 

supplied by NCCS for a range of machine tools. Computer require

ments are the IBM 360/30 with 6lt-K or its equivalent. 

2.3.3.6 PHJ.I,CON 51 

A special purpose language has been developed by the 

Philips Research Laboratories in the Netherlands to control cam

milling machines. No attempt was made to manually program such a 

machine since the computations involved in fitting a 7th order or 

9th order polynomial and then subsequently generating coordinate 

points and vectors from it would be too complex. 

http:deta:i.ls
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Final implementation of the program was carried out on the 

CDC 3600/3200 installation at the Philips Research facilities in 

Eindhovcn in the Netherlands. The approach to program design em

ployed exclusively the polar coordinate system, dealing only with 

R (radial distance) and & (angular displacement). 

The language is extremely compact, consisting of 23 sym

bols or stc:1tements, examples of whic_h are: PPl (referring to a 

specific machine controller); POLYNOM5 (5th order polynomial); 

and ENDFINI ( the enduof-program controller) to mention but a few. 

In operation, the program accepts the card deck 6f PHILCON 

statements and enters the section called M...A.IN, or the executive 

program. J.nt~nnedfate code H.les r.n:e set up, function llbraries 

are called which supply a·ata for file and cutter off set calculations. 

These. again are stored in separate files according to the nature 

of the displacement, with the purpose of supplying data for the 

penultimate coordinate data file and the final tape generation 

( See Fig. 2 • 3) • 

The program has been largely enveloped by the APT processor 

however it is still operable on a small COBRA computer. It must 

be noted that although it may have limited use, it performs a func

tion that is virtually impossible to perfonn without a computer. 

~ ... :.I Qther_ Contouring Languages. 

The languages here described account for by far the most 

contouring work, indeed a recent survey in the U.S.A. showed the 

usage of APT to be as high as 44 per cent of all the NC languages. 30 



While this figure seems high it should be noted that the popularity 

of the APT system has made it a de facto standard, not .only in the 

U.S.A. but throughout much of the industrial world. 

Other contouring languages of course, exist. Names such 

as NUCOL, COCOiYi.AT, AUTOPOL, IFAPT, and many others prolifcffate in 

the never-ending development of this area of control. Numerous 

attempts have been made to "standardize" in order to reduce devel

opment costs. Many processors have fallen from grace, some such 

as AUTOPROMPT have been entirely annexed and put to work inside 

the APT system. Hence a complete documentation of all contouring 

(and point-to-p~int) processors would be useless and uncertain 

in light of the constant flux of new and old ideas on the fringes 

of this area of concern. 

2.3.4 ~OINT-TO-POINT PROCESSORS 

2.3.4.1 AUTOSPOT 

In much the same manner that APT and AD-APT have become 

the industry norms for contouring work, AUTO-SPOT has become the 

model for point-to-point computer assisted progranrrning. It is 

perhaps the most comprehensive processor written for poi.nt-to

point work. 

In tenns of capability, AUTOSPOT is able to handle vir

tually all point-to-point work, including 2 axis continuous path 

contouring. It is applicable to machining centers as well as to 

simple drilling machines. 

AUTOSPOT (AUTOmatic System for POsitioning Tools) includes 

in its repertoire allowances for all hole-m~king and finishing 
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operations as well as auxiliary machine functions such as auto-

matic tool changing, table indexing and coolant control. 

Language structure is made up of four sections the func-

tions of which are: 52 

i) To define geometric entities, 
ii) To describe machining operations, 

iii) To describe auxiliary machine tool functions, 
iv) To define the operation Modes. 

l'he elements of the AUTOSPOT language is revealed especially 

when programming a matrix or pattern of holes. Having defined the 

tooling earlier, one calling sequence can initiate a toolchange, 

and perfonn a machining operation as well as manipulating (i.e. 

rotating/translating) a given predefined pattern ( See Fig. 2.17). 

Single commands exist for the expansion or shrinking of a pattern. 

A POCKET milling routine ~s available which is applicable to tri-

angles, four sided figures whose sides are parellel, or any shape 

whose sides are of equal length with angles less than 180°. 

Other polygonal shapes are also pennissible as long as no more 

than 210 cutter notions are required per pocket or not more than 

20 points are required to define the pocket outline. The modifier 

used is PMILL. 

Other features of this processor are statements such as 

EXCEPT where a list of points is to be acted upon except one or 

more of the points. The Z avoidance feature facilitates program-

ming to ensure clearance of a protrusion on the work-piece. These 

are but a few of the special features in this processor. 
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TOOL/DRILL 1214 0. o-15 118. 0 7. 0000 6. 9730 1500 6. 0 ONA_ 

CL =0.115 
- - -

'., ... DA.t:: =?'- 10~ 0, 6. O, ~18. 75 

BCIRC :: PATERN/ AT(l. 625, 2. 125) RADIUS (0. 75} SA(5. 0) $ 

IA(45. 0) NH(8) EXCEPT(2, 4) ·_ D 

PAT ===·_PATERN/SX(l. 25) SY(O. 375) DX(O. 25) NH(4) 
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( 1) 

( 2) 

( 3) 

( 4) 

_( 5) 

- (' 6) -

( 7) 

(8) 

( 9) 

PA'fX _::= SPDR_L, 1212/DI(O. 06)/DAA,BCIRC, PAT(O, 0) ATANGL(90) PAT, $ (10) 

FINI 

-PAT(3. 25, 0) ATANGL(90) (11) 1 • ~ ' 
DRILL, 1214/DP(O. 5)/PATX 

FIGURE 2.17 

"-:- (12) 

(13) 

http:11------3.25
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Core requirements of AUTOSPOT a·re 32K on the IBM 360/30 or 

the IHM 1620 computers. Many postprocessors exist for AUTOSPOT 

among them Kearney and Trecker, Pratt and Whitney, Cintimatic and 

Hughes controls. Costs for lease of software are ~3,000/month 

on an IBM 1620 and ¢'7 ,200/month on the 360/30. 1 

AUTOPROPS (for AUTOmatic PROgramming for !:ositioning ~ystems) 

is a general purpose program to handle point-to-point systems 

with X- and Y-axis control. It is a fixed format language devel-

oped for use on the IBM 1401 gm eral-purpose computer at a monthly 

rental of about ~2,000. so Information is entered into a manu-

script in a predefined sequence. This sequence consists of: 

i) list of operations to be performed 
ii) mode number and operation sequence 

iii) number of holes 

Having done this, the setup point on the machine tool bed 

is recorded and the mode numbers are entered to execute the pro- . 

gram, list the output, plot the output tool points, and generate 

a control tape. Very little calculating ability is available in 

AUTOPROPS, thus perhaps restricting its use. Its advantage lies 

in the extreme simplicity of its use and the attendant programming 

ease. 

Another company working in the time sharing field with 

numerical control is Com-Share Corporation of Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

The computer in use is a Scientific Data Systems 940 which serves 
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eastern United States and Canada. 

The COMPACT System (COM-Share's Program for Automatically 

Controlled Tools) is of the 3-axis point-to-point variety with 

the capability for some 2~ axis contouring work. Continued de

velopment of this language should increase its capability to that 

of ADAPT. A fourth axis rotation routine is available for complex 

workpieces. 

An important feature of COMPACT is its debugging routine 

QED which does not require the executive system for its operation, 

hence saving expensive core time. At almost any time during the 

compliation of the program, the programmer may call for a listing. 

Error di.agnosti.cs are returned to the teletype as the program is 

edited. Once on the system, an intennediate coordinate listing 

may be called for. 

The system itself operates in a manner similar to the 

G.E. MARK systems described previously. A data fHe, or machine 

tool link converts geometric, motion statements and auxiliary 

function statements into a tape format applicable to a given 

machine. 

Many of the pattern manipulation routines as described in 

AUTOSPOT are also offered in this system. Some users have described 

it as similar to SPLIT in concept and execution, with perhaps a 

little more attention given to contouring definitions and capabil

ities. 

http:di.agnosti.cs
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g_. 3. 4: lt- guICKPOINT~8 

Quickpoint 8 is a numerical control tape preparation sys

tem prepared by the Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) for use on 

the PDP-8 series mini computers. All that is required for the ex

ecut:i.on of this system is a PDP-8 computer and a teletype unit. 

The total cost of this system should be about $6,000 including 

software. It is a canplete system, requiring no attendant external 

hardware. 

The program language is simple, easy to learn, performs 

the coordinate hole calculations through the use of a few selected 

mnemonic symboh and ultimately produces the control tape for the 

machine. The output processors are made available by DEC for a 

range of machine tools and in the opinion of the author, these 

could also be prepared by the user if the proper interfacing 

techniques were known. 

'l'he program is basically 2-axis point-to-point and does 

not really compare to some of the sophisticated computational 

giants as for instance AUTOSPOT. It offers a viable alternative 

to those whose work is restricted to point-to-poj_nt and who prefer 

a slightly higher overhead to a high monthly charge with low over

head. 

Coordinate input facilities are available as are offset 

and permanent memory facilities. For short tapes, the i,nput is 

read and processed and the whole tape is generated in one pass. 

Longer tapes, however arc processed line by line, thus enabling 

the preparation of tapes using many blocks. The DEC software 

http:ecut:i.on


group has consistently produced detailed documentation of their 

software acclaimed by soo1e as the best in the industry. 

S:._3 • 4 . 5 SNAP 

One of the few "in-house" or machine-oriented point-to-

point languages has been prepared by Brown e~ Sharpe for their 

Turr-E-l'apc turret drill and for two-axis sue on their Hydro-

Tape machining centers. The control system used is G.E. Mark 

Century. The program is operational on an IBM 1401 computer 

which produces cards for the preparation of the control tape when 

the part program is submitted to it. 

This processor handles four types of patterns: 50 

l - a gin3le hole with two coordinaten (point) 
2 - holc(s) on a radius (separated by a constant angle) 
3 - holes on a line separated by a constant incremental 

di .tance 
4 - a matd.x of holes, parallel to and equidistant from 

one another. 

The numbers accompanying the above categories become the 

code numbers for the programmer when he wishes to define a series 

of patterns. Having defined the nature of the pattern, he then 

adds necessary data such as incremental angle (distance) and ra-

dius values in the case of a circle. 

2·'3.!-2 Summai:x_ 

Much more could, and has been said about NC languages; 

listing them all would have little value here. The selectlon 

criterion of those languages listed were briefly: 

I) Are they we 11 known? 
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2) Is information available? 

3) Are the languages available to Canadian and American 

users? 

4) Is there anything unique in them? 

Clearly not all four criterion could be applied in every 

case and it is quite possible that serious omissions have been 

made. How~ver, it has not been the intention to include all the 

languages, if indeed this were possible. Background work done 

for this study and another one 41 , resulted in the cataloging of 

45 processors for numerical control tape preparation, the complete 

documentation of which would be a monumental task. 

The organ:f.7.ation of the lanenages into thei.r categories 

has not been strictly adhered to in those cases where families of 

languages appear. The point-to-point processors of these cate

gories are largely modules taken from one large comprehensive 

processor and for this reason, these were included in their re

spective groups, albei.t not in their proper category. 

Table 2.1 summarizes the languages and provides an "at a 

glance" comparison of some of the relevant properties of each 

program. 
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NUMERICAL CONTROL LANGUAGE COMPARISON 
----~--- __ . __ .... __ ---·-- -~---

LANGUAGE CONTROL NUMBER TYPE OF COMPUTER 
NAME CAPABILITY OF AXES PROGRAM AVAILABILITY 

APT III CPC, PTP1 5,6 GP2 IBM,CDC,UNIVAC, 
and other large 
sys.terns. 

2CL CPC, PTP 3 GP UNIVAC,ICT,KDF9, 
ELLIOT ~-100 

EXAP1' I PTP 3 GP GE,CDC,KDF9,ICT,IBM 

II CPC 2 GP UNIVAC,Siemens 

III PTP,CPC 3 GP 

ADAPT CPC 3 GP IBM 

AUTOS POT PTP 3,4 GP IBM 

AUTOMAP CPC 3 GP IBM 1620 

AUTOPROMPT3 CPC 5 GP IBM 7090 
SPLIT CPC,PTP 2,5 IM04 IBM,Honeywell, 

and others. 

2C CPC 2 GP Same systems as 
2CL above. 

AUTOPOL CPC 2 GP IBM 360/30 
KIPPS PTP 2 GP KDF9 

MIUfAP PTP 2 GP 

2PL PTP 2~ GP Same systems as 
2c,2c1. 

COCOMAT CPC 3 PL/l 

CAMP IV ere, PTP 2, 5 GP IBM, CDC, UNIVAC. 

SNAP PTP 2 IMO IBM 1401 

ROMANCE PTP 2 IBM 1130 

SYMPAC CPC 3 GP UNIVAC 80, 90. 
ACTION CPC 2 GP IBM 360/30 
UNIAPT CPC 3 GP PDP 8, IBM 1130, 

GA 18/30, GEPAC 4020. 

AUOTPROPS PTP 2 GP IBM lltOl. 

PRONTO PTP 3 GP GE 225 
IMO IBM 704, 7090. 

TABLE 2.1 
•• ., .continued •.•• 
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NC LANGUAGE COMPARISON (continued) 

NAME CAPABILITY AXES TYPE COMPUTERS 

PHILCON cam-mil 1 ing 2 IBM 650, CDC 3600. 
NUCOI, CPC 2~ GP UNIVAC 1108 

NCPPL CPC, PTP 2, 3 t-:IF5 GE MARK II 

NCPPX PTP l 
~z MF GE.225 MARK I 

COMPACT CPC, PTP 1 
2~, 3 MF SDS 940 

QUICKPOINT 8 PTP 2_ PDP 8 

Legend: 

l ) CPC refers to Continuous Path Contuoring, and PTP defines 

Point-to-point machining. 

2 ) GP is here defined as General Processor. 

3 ) No longer in common use, as many of its advanced features 

have been combined into the APT language. 

4 ) IMO is defined as Individually Machine Oriented. 

5 ) MF is def incd as the Machine Tool File as used by some of 

the time-sharing systems. 

TABLE 2.1 



2.4 THE FUNCTION ANQ 9PERATION O~ 1'H~ POST-PROCESSOR 

2.4.1 Introduction 
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Of the 22 languages cataloged in section 2!3 all but two 

are of the general processor variety, that is they are able to 

calculate lines, point, circle and other geometric definition 

orientations but they do not contain sufficient information, by 

themselves, to produce a control tape. It is therefore necessary 

to load the output infonnation of the general processor onto a 

file for subsequent processing by yet another computer program, 

called the "post-processor". The post-processor contains the 

necessary logic to convert the auxiliary machine tool functions, 

and other statements not acted upon by the fi.rst program, into a 

code recognizable by a sped.fie machine tool-controller combination. 

This.done, it must organize the codes into a tape format deter

mined by the construction of the reader-buffer on the controller 

unit, and then supply the proper interfacing with a tape pun~h 

unit to generate the control tape. (See fig. 2.18) 

One of the problems of the post-processor from the indus

trial user point of view is that of cost. Software packages for 

complex machines using APT run into the thousands of dollars, in 

some cases significantly adding to the purchase price. To com

pound this problem, the industrial salesman, whose duty it is to 

ardently expound on the virtues of a machine, frequently is not too 

clear himself on the details of its computer interface. Besides, 

it is no doubt an extremely difficult task to convince a machine-
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FIGURE 2.18 GENERALIZED POST-PROCESSOR STRUCTURE 
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tool buyer that he needs this five or six thousand dollar reel of 

magnetic tape for his newly purchased numerical control machine. 

Of course, it goes much deeper than that; ~omputer pro

grammers, while they abound in an academi.c environmtmt, are seldom 

brought face-to-face with the actual operation of the computer 

itself. The post-processor must be able to recognlze each bit of 

information in the CL data file and it is at the interfacing level 

of the two programs where many simply do not bother. A knowledge 

of the machine assembler language and its use is a must, and 

since each family of computers has its own, the number of inter

facing programs becomes the product of the number of computer 

assemblers and the number of machine tool controllers which must 

be interchangeable. 

One solution of course is to market the software for a 

machine as an integral part of its purchase price. Many companies 

do this but unfortunately not all of them. A different approach 

is to set up modular skeleton processors t~ich may be filled in 

by the local part programmer with very little formal knowledge of 

any computer language. The Machine Tool Description File of the 

General Electric System is an example of this concept. Most 

computer-progranuTted machines to date use "custrnn-·made 11 postprocessors 

which are written in their entirety for a specific machine-computer 

language combination. This is a more classic approach, than the 

11kit 11 form available from G.E. and Com-Share, for instance. 
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2.4.2 ~tr2!.S~~ of Conventional Posq~rocessors 

Post-processors written in the early stage of NC develop

ment were compiled in assembler language. As more. computer man.

ufacturers entered the market, each with their own assan bler, it 

became obvious that a computer independent approach to postprocessor 

writing would be highly desirable. This would of course require 

a greater operating core. 

In 1963 APT Postprocessor Standards were established by 

IITRI for members of the ALRP. This was to ensure that: 

1. Postprocessors would be modular, with common modules 

in various postprocessors, lowering costs and increasing the in

herent reliability, 

2. Postprocessors would be thoroughly documented, for 

user's information and alteration, if necessary, 

3. Postprocessors would be similarly structured across 

product lines to decrease user training time and costs. 56 ' 57 ' 
58 

One manufacturer of NC machine controller units has 

followed these guidelines to the point where many different ma

chines may be operated each using the same basic controller. The 

result is obviously lowered hardware and software costs. 

In structure the standard postprocessor consists of two 

phases. The first phase reads the CL tape and processes it, sets 

flags and paramaters and may also store an output record in a 

special intermediate array. When the END of FINI statement is 

encountered the postprocessor begins the second phase which se

quenU.ally processes the arr.ay and produces a control tape. The 
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organization of the program is as follows: 

i) Input and Control. CL tape records are read and 

partially processed. If no errors exist in the re~ord type, 

those sections not processed are dealt with. 

ii) Auxili~FY All the auxiliary machine functions -

spindle speed, feedrate, table rotation, and so on - are handled 

by the auxiliary section, which set the appropr!l-1te parameters 

in tenns of an output code 

iii) Motion. Part coordinates are converted to machine 

coordinates, type of interpolation is detennined, and non-axial 

feedrates are established. 

j,v) Output (non ~,mot:i"on) - If the information transmitted 

to the machine deals only with auxiliary machine functions the 

outp~t record is compiled and the tape is punched. 

v) Output (motion) - total motion is broken into one or 

more tape blocks setting feedrates and making certain that the 

dynamics of the machine and controller have time to respond to 

input commands. 

This is of course a vastly oversimplified algorithm in 

light of the myriad of features available on NC machines. It 

serves to illustrate however, the magnitude and nature of the 

tasks performed by the conventional postprocessor in the prepara

tion of a machine control tape. It does not give details, which 

are generally classified information. 
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2.4 .• _2 PostJ?roce~ Construction !J.s.lp.g_ !:E;;. G. E. MARK II ~stem. 

Prior mention has been made of the time-sharing systems 

offer by General Electric Corporation. The new NC?PL~ language 

(for !!_umerical f_ontrol ~art-!:rogramming b_anguage, ~ denoted pro-

prietary system) is in effect a complete processor in a modular 

fonn set up so that the user may m:ake alterations to any part of 

his system as he wishes. 

The processor structure is a rather major departure from 

the fixed fonnat, fixed vocabulary languages generally available. 

A complete processor in NCPPL~ may consist of as many as four 

segments and the vocabulary may include tenns specified and de-

by the programmer himself. The four segnents are named: 

1. Part Program File 
2. Machine Tool Description File 
3· Cycle File 
4. Points File. 

Of these four, the first two are mandatory with items 3 

and 1{. offered as extremely desirable options. Each time the 

program is run, it asks the programmer to specify the files he is 

using by name. These files must have been compiled, entered and 

saved prior to calling NCPPL for successful execution of the pro-

gram. Having been supplied with the relevant bits of information, 

the system returns with either an output listing or an output tape 

(if no errors have been found), in response to the appropriate 

command from the programmer. 

Items 2 and 3 above together may be thought of as the 
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postprocessor in this system, depending on how the cycle file is 

to be used. The NCPPL Users Guide (Reference h9) contains com-

prehensive illustrations how cycle files may be pr~pared for spe-

cific purposes. Some samples listed illustrate the following: 

i) Use of a Cycle File to mathematically relocate pro-

grammed points by transformation, rotation, or mirroring. 

ii) Table Look-up logic for S-command value, and Feedratc 

calculation ability for F-codes (IPR, IPM). 

iii) A technique for repetitive prograrruning such that a 

pattern of points is repeated in a mesh or grid pattern of rows 

or columns 

iv) Incremental Machine Cycle, including: 

a) Start-up logic 
b) Twin-head compensation 
c) Automatic segmentation of movements greater than 

9.999 inches 
d) Absolute printout at desired stages 
e) automatic M-code fonnatting. 

v) Absolute ~wchine Cycle including: 

a) M and G code determination 
b) Automatic gage length, clearance plane and cut 

depth adjustments. 
c) Internally generated comments. 

The cycle fHes employ a facility called a storage register. 

This register is made up of 500 sequentially referenced locations 

wh:i.ch may be used to contain a spindle speed table, for example, 

and which are also used as output buffers for output 11words" of 

information. These registers are therefore greater in size than 

a computer word. They nwy also be used in computational work as 



the current location of a variable which is brought into the cal~ 

culation cycle by its register address rather than its actual 

value. 

The NCPPL system includes in its repertoire ten arithmetic 

operations. These are: 

ADD 
SUB 
MPY 
DIV 
POW 
SQR 
LOG 
NEG 
ABS 
INT 

addition 
subtraction 
multiplication 
division 
raise total to a power 
square root 
natural logarithm 
reverse the existing sign 
take the modulus of total 
truncate to a whole number 

Trigonometric functions are also i.ncluded (sine, cosine, 

e.g.). The register storage locations are entered and loaded by 

means of USE n and PUT m commands. USE n calls up a specific number 

n whereas USE/n refers to a previously located number in storage 

position n, entered into that position by the connuand PUT n. 

These facilities, in conjunction with the progranmer 1 s expertise, 

and the MTDF, facilitate the in-house writing of postprocessors, 

as they are traditionally called. 

The MfDF of the NCPPL language is an expansion of the 

MARK I system file described earlier, permitting a much greater 

flex:tbility of input and output. This file provides the computer 

with resident information on a particular machine tool.. The 

nature of the information called for follows: 

i) Multi-valued vocabulary words; examples COOLNT, FEDRAT, 
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ii) Single valued words; DRILL, MILL, BORE, 

iii) Standard vocabulary words (these are unalterable) 

GOTO, DPT, 

iv) Coded output fonnat options, 

- leading, trailing zeros, tab, no tab, nature of 
block codes, 

v) Number of output registers, 

vi) Output register address.letters, 

vii) Output register formats, 

viii) Repeat codes for output registers, 

- some machines require blocks of information to be 
repeated, others do not, 

:f.x) Regi.ster storage locations for multi-valued words, 
single valued words, 

x) Numerical values of single-valued words, 

xi) Tape fonnat. 

When this file is completed and saved, the programmer is 

in a position to write his part program, with or without the aid 

of the NCPTS point generation program. 

The traditional secrecy which blankets the postprocessor 

in industry has generated some controversy among potential users 

of NC equipment, and :i.ndeed may have turned some away f ram it 

altogether. An attempt has here been made, not to destroy this 

mystery, but to expln:i.n in part why it exists and to give one 

e:;:flmplc of how it may be circumvented by the machine tool user 

himself. 



3.0 TAPE FORMAT TRANSLATOR 

3.1 Introduction 

3· L 1 Exj_sting Tape Formats 

Four standard NC tape formats are presently in use. 
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These are: 1) Fixed Block, 2) Tab Sequential, 3) Word Address, 

~nd 4) Universal. 

The fixed block format requires that all the words or 

code sets, be arranged in a constant·' predetermined order. If a 

number does not change it must still be entered, if no numerical 

value is assigned to a location (or series thereof) zeros must 

appear in those locations. Since a great deal of NC work requires 

that only one or two parameters change in a block, this format 

can result in excessively long tapes. 

The tab sequential format is perhaps the first step in 

reduci.ng the length of tape and the amount of infonnation re

quired for each block. The order in which the wor<ls appear re

mains fixed but these are now separated by a TAB, Which has the 

same effect ns the TAB button on a typewriter. Only that infor

mation which changes from one block to another must no·w be entered, 

however a tab must still be inserted for each possible word 

whether it appears or not. This also has the desirable effect of 

organizing columns of coordinates and feedrate or miscellaneous 

codes on a manuscript on the flexiwriter. 

A more readable format is the word address wherein sym ... 

bolic letters prefix each of the words of the block. If a change 

http:reduci.ng
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is made in any of the parameters, the symbolic letter and its 

new numerical value appear, otherwise it is ignored entirely. 

This format stems from the block address which specifies by a 

numerical code, which words in the block are to appear. Bloc~ 

address format is extremely confusing to read, hence the: need for 

word address. 

The Unj_versal format combines the features of word address 

and tab sequential formats resulting in properly aligned columns 

of word addressed codes on the flexiwriter manuscript. 

A comparison of the four basic control tape formats is 

shown in figure 3. 1. 

3~J~2 Tap~ Translator! Problem Definition. 

It is quite possible, due to the proliferation of NC ma

chines on the market that a user finn may own two or more machines 

with similar capabilities but wHh different control systems. 

These may or may not read the same tape format. Some paper tape 

reader units claim the ability to read two or more formats but in 

actual practice this is quite.rare. 

It is furthermore a reality that at McMaster, the Engi

neering Machine Shop now has a MOOG 83-lOOOMC numerical control 

machining center. The details of the machine are not relevant to 

the subject presently under discussion. The tape format, however, 

is a non-standard fixed block system which doubles up to an ef fec

t ive 9, or 10 word system to position and control the Z-axis. The 

format called for i.s extremely error-prone to m<rnual-programming 
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~:L :•' •('w 'w~ 'J:-..,·.J 

001 02175 01560 2 6 
002 11675 4 4 
003 07538 

Tab Sequential 

001270217501560261 
002041167544 
0031007538 

Block Address 

'\,i.~:":::F~r\.,.L.~~-~ ~,_ .. -c-._,~,"',/'J 

" • .... >) 

0010217501560261 
002116750156044"1 
0031167507538441 

Fixed Block 

FIGURE 3.1 Some Current Tape Formats 

001X02175Y01560A286C1 
002X11675A484 
003Y07538 

Word Address 



FIGURE ;.2 MOOG 83 1000 N/C Machine in the Engineering 

machine shop at McMaster. 
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and is not knmm to be used with any of the popular machines. 

It is therefore a desirable thing to be able to translate 

paper machi.ne control tapes fro.11 one format to another. Some 

conversions are simple, for instance word address to tab sequential 

to universal, or any variation of these three. 

It was decided that the init:i.al conversion would be to 

translate a tape encoded in the Universal format to that of the 

MOOG, since perhaps the major share of the problems would occur 

here. Situations may arise in which one block in Universal 

must be converted to as many as three in MOOG. 

The objective of the Project then became: to design a 

software package for a PDP-8/L which will translate the data of 

an NC tape written in one of the standard formats into the fonnat 

of the MOOG and subsequently produce the MOOG tape. 

Some of the anticipated difficulties at the start of the 

project were: 

1) The splitting up of the block into as many as three in 

order to introduce all the relevant information into the MOOG 

control system. 

2) Many machines use more digits per word than the MOOG. 

3) Various methods exist for coding feeds and speed. 

4) A table selection routine should be instituted. 

~!_._2. !b.~. ~-BLL ~E.~~ 

The machine on which this program was i.mplemented was the 

PDP-8/L computer with a 1.~K, 12 bi.t word memory. The auxiliary 

http:init:i.al
http:machi.ne
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input/output devices include basically the ASR 33 or 35 teletype 

units, a Sykes Datatroni.cs magnetic tape drive unit for cassette 

data recording, and a high-speed paper tape readcr~punch assembly. 

It was constdered advantageous, both from the academic 

viewpoint, and that of saving core, to use the PDP machine assem-

bler language, PAL III. This language consists of mnemonic codes 

which are directly translatable into machine language. There are 

seven basic instructions and a full list of operating microinstruc-

tions which help to control various operations in the computer. 

Figure 3.3 shows one of the installations used for the project. 

The present versions of the PDP 8 utilize integrated cir-

cuitry, resultfng in extremely rapirl processing as long as core 

capacity is not exceeded. Some of the problems with working in 

mach~ne language lie in the computational area, that is, whole 

routines must be w1·itten to work in floating point arithmetic. 

It is the preferred modus operandi, however, when data handling 

routines are required. The advantage Hes in that the designated 

codes need not be in a form recognizable to the computer since 

only binary numbers are used. 

The software system used for compiling and debugging the 

program consisted of: 

1) A Symbolic Editor Program - to compile and correct the 

logic and generate the symbolic take. 

-
2) A Utility Program - another form of editor. 

3) The PAL III Assembler - a three pass assembler which 

http:Datatroni.cs


FIGURE 3.3 PDP 8/L installation used for the 
MOOG translator program development 
and operation. 
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sorts out logical errors, produces a binary operating tape, and 

supplies the user with complete cross-referenced documentation. 

Extensive use was made of the DEC publicat~on (reference 59) 

to assist in the programming and proper operation of the machine • 

.l=..S. Tfipe. Trap,slator Development 

3.2.1 The Details of the ProbleII}_ 

Many machine tool controller units presently use the word 

address or universal format for ease of reading and to facilitate 

control unit storage location referencing. In fact, these two 

formats, have become more or less industry standards due to their 

readability and flexibility. It was decided therefore to use the 

Universal format as input (although word address works equally 

well) to the computer. Figure 3.1-~ shows a coding sheet of the 

propC?sed input format. Each group of numeric symbols is preceded 

by a letter designating the function of the number or code. This 

alpha-numeri.c string is called a "word". 

Furthennore, there may be as many as ten of these words in 

the standard Universal block. By registers, their functions are: 

i) Sequence number, preceded by Nor H depending on con-

troller, 

ii) Preparatory function code, preceded by G, which is a 

major instruction affecting the mode of machine operation (i.e. 

drill cycle, linear-circular interpolation, or other 'canned' 

cycles), 

iii) X-axis register, preceded by X, to inform the machine 



• 
Sequence Preparatory X-Axis Y-Axis Feed Point Final Depth Feedrate Spindle Tool Misc. 
Number Function (X) . - (Y) ( R) (Z) (F) Speed· Fu net Fu net 

(N) ( G) ( s) (T) (M) 

I 

~ 

FIGURE 3.4 Coding Sheet of Proposed Universal Input Format 



of the desired X axis location, 

iv) Y axis register, preceded by Y, to locate the desired 

Y location, 

v) "Rapid.-to" register, preceded by R, to inform the ma

chine how far it can position at "rapid n positioning speed. 

vi) Final depth register, preceded by z, designates the 

maximum Z axis travel at a controlled working feedrate, 

vii) Feedrate register, preceded by F, supplies the controller 

with a code whi.ch determines the X, Y, and Z feedrates, 

viii) Spindle speed register, preceded by s, again in code 

informs the controller at what RPM the spindle is to turn, 

i.x) Tool function register, preceded by T, calls up non

sequenced tools by drum location or tool code, 

x) Miscellaneous function, preceded by M, performs certain 

switching functions such as tape rewind, coolant (on, off, mist, 

flood) or end of program signals. 

Having listed the input parameters, the attention must 

now be focused on the desired output, or rather, the coding re·· 

quired for MOOG operation. Figure 3.5 shows that no address 

letters are used and that there are but 7 registers per block, 

to handle the functions that require 10 in the universal fonnat. 

A unique system is employed in that ~any of the registers 

are able to ttdouble up" when certain bits of infonnation are 

called for. To emphasize this, a register-by-register function 

description is a gain employed. 
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l 
Sequence Prep Feed Point Final Dep. Res. Tool Misc. 

No. Fct. X-AXIS Y-AXIS Fct. Fct. Fct. 

00.000 00.000 Code 

" 

FIGURE 3.5 MOOG Coding Blocks 



i) Sequence number register, to give tape location, 

ii) Preparatory function register, to determine cycle or 

operation made, and to control access to the Z or depth registers. 

These codes are unique to the MOOG, and are not in compU.ance 

with EL~ standards. 

iii) X registers, to give X-axis location and to double 

up as the "Rapid to" or Feedpoint register when so called for, 

iv) Y register to locate the Y-position and inform the 

machine of the working Z depth when this is needed, 

v) a Reserve function register, not used, 

vi) a "Tool li'unction Code" register which handles· all the 

codes for: a) tool drum locations, 

b) X, Y, Z feedrates codes, 

c) spindle speed code, in conjunction with the vii) 

''Miscellaneous Function Code" which, in addition to perfonning 

the switchlng functions as earlier described also detennines which 

code is in the tool function code register. 

The end-of-block code, common to all tape formats is the 

carriage return code generated by the flexiwriter. This code se

parates one block of information from another. 

The codes available for use on the MOOG are sho1m in 

Figure 3.6. Some EIA Standard codes are shown in Figures 2.2 and 

It should be reiterated that the Universal or Word Address 

format does not repeat infonnation which does not change, or con-
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MOOG HYDRA--POINT PROGRAMrHNG DATA 
Model 83-1000 Machining Center 

Tool X,Y Axis 
Funct. Feed 

Code in/min 

01 LO 

02 1.9 

93 2.7 
04 4.0 

05 5.5 

06 7.2 

07 9.1 

08 11.2 

09 13. 3 

10 16. 0 

11 18. 6 

12 21.5 

13 24. 7 

14" 27.9 

15 31.5 

16 35· 6 
17 39. 7 

18 44.0 

PREPARATORY FUNCTIONS 

- Position only 
1 - Tap-feed control 
4 - Peck 
5 - Drill 
6 - Mill 
7 - Bore 
8 - Tap-pitch control 
9 - Read Z 

Z Axis 
Feed 

in/min 

1.0 

2.1 

3.6 
5.3 
8.1 

l0.3 

13.3 
16. lt. 

20 

25 

28 

32 

37 
42 

48 

53 

59 
61.i-

Spindle 
Speed 

R. P. M. 

65 

75 

91 

105 

120 

140 

155 

175 

195 
215 
240 

270 

300 

330 

375 
415 
4.65 

11.95 

Tool 
Funct. 

Code 

21 

22 

23 
24 

25 
26 

27 
28 

29 

30 
31 
32 

33 
34 

35 

36 

37 
38 

MISCELLANEOUS FUUCTIONS 

00 - Program stop 
02 - End of program 

Spindle 
Speed 

R. P. M. 

525 

625 

760 

875 
1015 
1140 

1300 
1450 

1610 

1800 

2000 

2225 

2470 

2740 
3100 

3450 
3830 
4090 

06 - Tool change (manual) 
07 - Flood ~oolant on 
08 - Mist coolant on 
09 - Coolant off 
8o - No change 
81 - Partial retract on 
82 - Partiel retract off 
83 - Indexing workpiece 
84 - "X 11 Feed rate 
85 - "Y" Feed rate 
86 - Automatic tool change 
88 - Spindle speed change 
89 - ttz" Feed rate 

FIGURE 3.6 
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versely, only those bits of information which change from one 

block to another nre entered; those which remain constant from one 

block to another are not repeated. Fixed block for:mats demand 

exactly the opposite, that all parameters be listed each time 

(except in certain code registers) regardless of their variability 

from block to block. 

3.2.2 The Requirements of the Conversion 

3.2.2.1 Sequence Number 

The sequence number is retained in the conversion, the 

only change being the deletion of the address letter N. The 

sequence number will repeat itself in c.nses where more than one 

block of infonuAtion of MOOG format ls generated by one block of 

universal format. This presents no difficulti.es for the MOOG 

reader unit. 

3.2.2.2 PreEaratorx_ Functi2E_ 

The Preparatory (or "G") functions of the EIA standard 

codes in no way resemble those used by the MOOG. Hence, in addition 

to deleting.the address letter, a different number must be summoned 

to activate the desired machine cycle. 

Three other problems arise out of the Preparatory function 

translation and these are further delineated: 

i) There is no common EIA standard for a "MILL" cycle to 

compare with the MOOG number 6 G function. Some programmers use 

an unassigned G79 or G78 depending on the type of cycle desired 

but this varies. The reason for this is that many machining 

http:difficulti.es


centers and NC milU.ng machines assume milling to be the standard 

mode, with canned cycles taking over drilling, tapping and boring 

operations, among others. For this reason, the program in its 

present form is strictly poi.nt-to-point in that it does not in

clude the straight-line milling capability. Another difficulty 

arises in the X and Y feedrate coding in this regard, which will 

be elucidated later. 

ii) When the Z axis instructions are called for, the "9" 

must be inserted in this location. This should hence be deter

mined, not by a "G" code, but rather by the existence of an "R" 

or a "Z" in input. 

iii) Sometimes an extra block of infonnation is required 

for one or more of the "M" functions, due to the rather limited 

flexibility of the fixed block, and the great number of T-M code 

combinations required to transmit the required inform.:ition. When 

this happens, the "G" function is normally a positioning block, 

that is, only the switching function is called for in this par

ticular block. 

3.2.2 • .3... !he !i_ ~ ~ ~ Registers 

Two modifications are required in the translation from Un

iversal format to MOOG of the actual numerical values which supply 

the position infonnations for the X, Y, and Z a~ds movements. 

The first modificatlon is the delet:i.on of the address letter. The 

other is the truncation of the number from 6 digits to 5. A note 

of explanation may be in order here. 

http:delet:i.on
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In most closed-loop control systems of NC machines, the 

actual tool position is compared continually wi.th the position 

stored in the register. The closed-loop concept f~rthermore de-

pends on an error signal for its operation. To maintain accuracy 

+ of say - .001 inch, the electrical resolution in an electromechan-

+ . ical system must be - .0001 inch. The MOOG system, d!~pendent on 

varying oil pressure for activating the axis movements, needs no 

such .0001 resolution, hence the X, Y, R and Z inputs use only 3 

decimal places instead of the 4 required by an electromechanical 

NC control system. 

The result is that the last digit can be dropped in the 

conversion. It was initially proposed to insert a rounding up 

routine whenever the last digit had a value of 5 or more but the 

problem of developing such a routine was deferred to allow for 

initial debugging of the main logic. Hence the last digit is now 

merely dropped. This has the effect of increasing the positional 

error from an advertised :: .003 inches to ~ .001~ inches, ~~hich is 

still acceptable in NC machine tool technology. It was felt that 

this error was a small price to pay for the initial reduction in 

required programming effort. 

Another problem, unrelated to the numerical values, arises 

out of the split block system used on the MOOG. Whenever a G code 

of 9 is used, the information following that block refers exclu-

sively to Z ax:ts movements, that j.s feed point, final depth and 

working feecJrate of the tool. Herein also lies another problem 
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with milli.ng, although this is easily circumvented, in that it is 

difficult to separate out to which axis the feedrate applies. 

Sophisticated machines do not require this sort of .information as 

they are able to determine feedrates in non-axial directions as 

well as axial. The MOOG however requires separate coding for the 

feedrates in each of the coordinate directions. In its present 

form, the program only handles point-to-point work so this is not 

an issue at the present state of development. 

A zero must be entered in this registere It has no 

function at the present. 

These are here discussed as a group because in their im

plementation on the MOOG, various cornbinations of Tool function 

code and Miscellaneous function designate which machine function 

is to be controlled and what the input code of the controlled 

function is to be. Figure 3.6 lists the combinations which can 

be applied. 

Here:i.n also lies the greatest deficiency of the program. 

The problem definition loo$ely states that a table of values be 

consulted to relate the feedrate in inches per minute to tool 

function code. To properly execute this part of the program it 

must be able to recognize, and translate at least three different 

types of feedrate-spindle speed codes in addition to that of the 

MOOG. These are: 

http:milli.ng
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i) EIA Magic 3 code. - This code gives as its first digit 

the order of magnitude of the number (with its base as 10-3 ). 

That is if the first digit of the code is a 1, the foedrate j.s in 

hundredths of an inch per minute. Each order of magnitude higher 

increases this digit by one. Thus a fecdrate of 2 inches per 

minute would appear as 420 where the l~ indicates the magnitude of 

the number and the 20 its numerical value. 

ii) EIA Inverse time feed code. 

"Inverse time feedrate coding provides the control with a 

BCD feedrate code which i.s equal to the reciprocal of interpolation 

time i.n minutes". 56 The code is calculated according to the 

formula I FC = or 
T 

v 
s for linear interpolation and 

e v 
FC = T or R for cicular interpolation 

where V = Vector 
S = Vector distance in inches 
T = time in minutes 
R = arc radius in inches 

and e = arc length, in radians 

In this case a feedratc of 2 inches per minute and an axis dis-

tance of 5 inches would be carried out as follows: 

FC = 
2.0 in 

min 
x i_::: 

5in 
2 

5min 

iii) Bendix increased resolution; 

1 =---2.:;min 
or .4/min 

The machines using Bendix increased resolution require a 

slight modifi.cation of the above fonnula which effectively in ... 

crease the flexibility and accuracy of the coding. 

For this sort of calculation, it is imperative that float-
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ing point decimal numbers may be used. Since all of the calcula

tions in the core ordinarily use BCD with 3 bit numbers, the rou

tines required to execute the functions above described would be 

extremely complex. Here agaj.n, it was decided to forgo this whole 

area and simply code in directly, the MOOG feedrate codes for the 

F and S designations. Hence, the input to the program is removed 

from the ideal by the lack of this code selection facility. 

Some approaches which could be taken to include this fa

cility are: 

i) use of a polynomial curve with coefficients such that 

when a glven feedrate-spindle speed is inserted into it, the 

proper f0ed code ; f> punched on the output tape. This i.s not 

really the answer since very few machines read !PM or RPM directly. 

ii) a comprehensive routine to: (a) sort out the type of 

input code (Magic 3, Inverse Time, Bendix etc.), (b) relate it 

to speed in inches per minute or revolutions per minute and (c) 

select the proper tool functi.on code from a table of values~ 

The additions outlined above would possi.bly require by 

themselves as much time as was necessary to develop the main 

program and its attendant subroutines. The problem in that case 

needs to be redefined so that either a general program, or a spe

cific i.nput is to be dealt with. Some questions remain as to 

whether the core storage is sufficient to handle these added cap

abU ities. 

http:functi.on


3..=3. Program Developmen!_ 

3· 3.1 Basic CoE.<:~ 
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The requirements of the MOOG basically are_, in terms of 

block variations: 

i) A repeatable regi.ster for X and Y values 

ii) A non-repeatable register for the z axis values 

iii) A register for auxiliary functions 

Item (iii) may be consi.dered optional but in tenns of 

program development it was inc ludcd since in the Universal fonnat 

certain M functions may appear in the same block as spindle speed 

and feedrate information. Due to the MOOG Mand T function setup, 

this is not possible to duplicate unless an extra (positioning) 

block is progra1mned. 

Since some bits of information in the Universal block 

could by themselves prompt the output of a whole block of infor

mation for the MOOG, it was considbred necessary to process the 

incoming tape block by block rather than, perhaps bit by bit as 

do some translation routines. With the above variations in mind, 

the generalized alorithm for the program became: 

i) Read a block of tape and store it in an input memory 

ii) Process the information according to a predetermined 

priority scale for each information word. 

iii) Set up an output array (or arrays) and type it (them). 

The three output memories, each exactly 20 characters 

long (see fig. 3.7), when filled and punched each constituted one 
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FIGURE 3 .7 ME'f,.fORY STRUCTURE IN MOOG TRANSLATOR 
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block of MOOG information. Their contents are described above 

in tenns of requirements. The input memory is simply a catch-all 

for all the information on the input tape. It must be cleared 

when a block of tape has finished processing. 

Due to the contj.nuous recycli.ng nature of the program, 

there is no theoretical or actual limit to the physical length of 

the tapes which it may be called upon to process. 

3.3.2 PAL !!! Implementation 

A listing of the entire processor as developed is given 

in the appendix. Following is a listing of the symbols used and 

their role in the program. In-program addresses, whose only role 

i.s to locgtc ~- l:tnc (for a " ... Tump.,.to" statement for instDncc), are 

not included. The computer language used is PAL III. The symbols 

appear here in the order of their occurrence in the processor. 

INDEX -denotes a special register (at address 108 ) which 
automatically increments a previously defined 
counter each time it is called. This register 
is used in the memory clearing subroutines. 

TYPE -the call symbol for the subroutine which operates 
the teleprinter/punch unit. 

EOB -call symbol for the punching of an end-of-block 
code when one block of information has been 
output. 

COUNT . -a location used to store and increment a cycle 
counter (for clearing arrays). 

XYMEM -address 21008 • This is the starting address of 
the X-Y output memory. 

NEWMEH -address 20008 • TM.s is the starting address of 
the :i.nput memory. 

http:Tump.,.to
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MCOOL 

ZMEM 
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-address 22008 • This is the starting address of 
the auxiliary (M) function memory. 

-address 21408 • Starting address of the Z re
gister memory. 

XYCTR, MEMCTR, COOLCT, and ZCTR all hold counters which 
determine locations in the above memories. 

CR, END -CR designates an octal 7600, which is the 
two's complement of END, an octal 200. The 
octal 200 is repeatedly used to detenni.ne 
when the end of an input block occurs, when an 
output memory should be typed, and to separate 
the blocks on the output tape. 

Ml, M2, M3, M5, Ml9, Ml.8, -These symbols all refer to 
counters which zero the accumulator after 1, 2, 
3, 5, 19, 18 cycles respectively. 

STOP 1, STOP 2, STOP 3, STOP 5, STOP 50 -These are the lo
cations which hold the counters referred to a
bove. 

K2.77, K2l+3 - ASC II codes for use of the teleprinter in 
the error message subroutines. 

SIX, NINE, ZERO -The EIA codes require that only an odd 
number of holes appear on tape for any given 
symbol. For this reason a parity check is 

MASK 

added where the binary code would produce an 
even number. These numbers refer to their octal 
equivalents according to the EIA code. 

-used in a logical AND operation to ensure that 
no hole will be punched on the eighth track of 
the tape. 

CHEX to AGAIN - with a few exceptions, these are links 
which enable the page-oriented computer to move 
from a core location on one "page'' through a 
location which is accessible from all parts of 
the memory, to a predetennined location on an
other page. 

Using the foregoing general vocabulary, and other local 

tenns, the algorithm used is given below: The numbers on the pro-

gram l:f.sti.ng (see Appendix B) and the flowchart (fig. 3. 8) corre ... 

http:l:f.sti.ng
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spond to those here assigned to the sequence of operations. 

*1· Clear locations 20008 to 2277e with an EIA zero 

*2· Punch a leader 
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3. Deposit an octal 200 in the 20th location of each of 

the output memories 

4. Set output memory counters to their respective first 

locations 

5. Read a block of tape and deposit the contents in the 

input memory (NEWMEM) 

6. Reset the input memory to 20008 and search for an N 

7. Cannot find N, return to 5 and/or type out an error 

message munber. 

8. Found N, pick out the following three numbers and de

posit in first three locations of XYMEM (Sequence 

nu.rnbers) 

9. Reset input memory and search for an M 

IO. Found M, go to subroutine to process M and output a 

suitable tape block, return to main program at 5 or 

12, depending on the type of input 

11. No M, deposit an 80 in the last two valid locations 

of XYMEM (MOOG code for no change) 

12 Reset input memory and search for G 

13. Found a G, jump to a subroutine to 

priate code 

14. No G, continue 

* 15. Search for an X 

* 16. Found ·x, select next 5 characters 

assigned locations of XY memory 

* 17. No X; search for a Y 

*18. Found Y, repeat 16 for Y 

generate the 

and deposit in 

19. No_ Y, search for a spindle ( S) code 

appro-

the · 

*20. Found S, obtain code and transfer to XY memory register 
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location 

21. No s, check for an R 

22. No R, clear input memory and retun1 to 5 

23. Found an R, organize sequence and preparatory function 

registers. 

~421+. Allocate the R and Z values to their proper output 

memory locations 

25. Search for an F, if none, go to 5 
*26. Found F, insert F code into tool function registe·r 

and type the contents of the Z memory (ZMEM) 

-f."27. Clear input memory 

28. Return to 5 (to repeat steps 5 - 28) 
*29. Punch a trailer if a tape feed symbol (octal 177) is 

encountered 

The search routines execute by comparing the two ts com-

plement of the octal code with the input character. When the 

character in question appears in the accumulator along with its 

two's complement, the accumulator becomes zeroo This then prompts 

a call out of the loop to a subroutine or some other predefined 

location in the program. To protect the program an additional 

counter is built in to make sure that not more than 50 cycles are 

executed for any one search. When this number is reached a number 

of things may happen 

a) the program moves on to the next sequence 

b) an error message is typed out 

c) a subroutine is called 

The operations preceded by an asterisk indicate that the 

task is performed at a location outside of the main program (see 
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flowchart, f:i..g. 3.8). Future additions to the program, if desired, 

could easily be incorporated by the insertion of more subroutines 

with their appropriate links. In this way some of .the aforemen

tioned deficiencies could be amended without altering the logic 

of the main program. 

3.3.3 ImEl~~ion £.!!~he PDP§/L 

The details of progranmd.ng in the PAL III assembler lan

guage are well described in reference 59. The program was compiled 

with the aid of a "Symbolic Editor" which facilitates writing, 

correcting and editing of the symbolic tapes. These tapes are 

then processed by a three pass service program which translates 

the symbolic progr.ams i .. nto bi.nary programs. The functlons of each 

pass are given below. 

Pass 1. A symbol table is compiled, and a check is made 

for certain error modes. 

Pass 2. The binary tcipe is generated using the symbol 

table of pass 1 and a check is made for an illegal 

reference error. 

Pass 3. A complete assembly listing is either typed or 

punched which facilitates debugging and modif ica

tion of the program. 

No attempt was made to aim for peak efficiency in program 

execution since the output elements (i.e. the teleprinter/punch) 

were so many orders of magni.tude slower than the operation of the 

program itself that if it worked at all, it was always waiting for 

http:progranmd.ng
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the punch unit. 

A great deal of time was lost in dealing with the problems 

of equi.pment breakdowns, both in the input/ output devices and the 

processor unit itself. The processor unit problems were mainly 

restricted to insuffl.ci.ent voltages and related problems. The 

I/O breakdowns were largely mechanlcal in natrue due to the over

use of this equipment. 

3.3.4 Results 

Approximately 80 hours of time were spent in the compiling 

and debugging of the package as it exists in its present f orrn. 

Some early problems arose out of unfamiliarity with equipment and 

as the program development progressed the logic errors became 

prominent. 

Many of the errors were detected by means of a "single 

step" switch whi.ch pennits the operator to manually advance the 

computer through the sequence of operations wh:i. le observing the 

contents of the memory address, memory buffer, and accumulator 

registers. 

2·3·5 Obs~vati~ 

Fig. 3. 9 shows a flexiwriter printout of (a) the input 

tape and (b) the processed tape from the computer ready for the 

MOOG. In accordance with the initial requirements, the following 

details should be noted: 

a) All X and Y values are repeated on the output tape re

gardless whether they change or not. 
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b) Up to 3 blocks of information are generated in MOOG 

fotmat from one block of Universal format. When this happens, the 

sequence register does not advance, rather it retains the number 

assigned to the block from which it orginates on the input tape. 

This was seen as an option but in this case a desirable one. It 

enables the machine operator to use the program manuscript from 

the Uni.versal tape as a debugging aid without the need for ex

amini.ng the somewhat confusing MOOG format. 

c) A 5 block leader and trailer is punched on the output 

tape. 

d) The program begins its actual cycle when it comes across 

the first "N" charRcter on the tRpe. It halts when a tape feed 

character from the flex:i.writer appears in the reader. 

e) The resolution of the 6 digit input values is reduced 

by a factor of ten. The .numbers are truncated, not rounded off. 

f) Error subroutines do appear in the program, but only 

one is presently operational. It should return a "? No. 2" when 

a toolchange is specified but no tool is given. An error subrou

tine to point out the lack of an "N" symbol was bypassed in the 

progressive development of the program however it was decided to 

leave it in there as some other use might be found for it later. 

If now there is no N symbol on the input tape, the program will re

cycle itself until it sees an octal 177 at which time it Will halt. 

g) The mi 11 :tng capaM. lity is not inc lude-d in this program 

It does however have all the positioning cycle capabilitfos of the 

http:amini.ng
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MOOG. 

h) Tool-function codes are merely F and S codes previously 

selected from the MOOG speed and feed selection taple with the 

address letter deleted (also the tool number). 

i) Separate blocks are punched for activating or dc-ac-

tivating spindle coolant. 

j) The program presently operates only with a low-speed 

teleprinter/punch unit. It is possible however to convert it for 

use in the high speed system. This might be desirable for gener-

ating very long control tapes. The only modifications are that 

the TLS, TSF, KRB, and KSF micro instructions are replaced by 

their high speed equivalents wherever they occur. 

k) The program is presently loaded on magnetic tape for 

conv~nience of handling and use. 

2· 3. 6 How To !.!.££. the MOOG Translator 

i) Turn PDP "power" switch to "on" position, 

ii) Load cassette in tape reader, 

iii) Set switch register to octal 7777, depress "LOAD 

ADDRESS", depress start. 

iv) Teletype returns with "READY", type "L MOOG", 

v) Set switch register to 200, 

vi) Load input tape in tape reader, turn reader to "START", 

depress LSP "ON", 

•• ) D "LOAD ADDUft'SS" d "START" Vl.l epreSS n.', J epress 

viii) Reader should read block by block while the MOOG tape 
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is generated. The program will halt itself. 

ix) Remove tapes, turn POWER to "OFF 11
• 

x) (optional) mount output tape in flexiwriter to ob-

ta in a listfog of MOOG format. 

Certain precautions should be taken when preparing a tape 

for this program. Any symbol except a "TAPE FEED" character may 

appear on the leader of the input tape. One possibility is to 

type a string of zeros on the tape, perhaps 20 or so, and then 

begin the actual part program. Secondly, if the input tape is to 

physically halt the program, the last block of information must be 

fallowed by a carriage return on the flexiwr:i.ter and then the tape 

feed button must be used. When the tape feed symbol enters the 

processor it will cause a 5 block trailer to be punched and the 

processing will stop. 

3·3· 1 IIw 6E£!J..£ations §-ill! !?Ji~ica1 ,Re~1£irements of the PDP - MOOG 
Translator. -----

If a translator program such as the one here developed is 

to be put to practical use certain basic requirements are necessrry. 

These are: 

1) A Universal format control tape generating fac:i.lity. 

Thi.s may be a canputer, a Flexiwriter, or a time-sharing term:i.naL 

(It could also be Word Address format). 

2) A PDP-8/L or 8/I computer with basic 4K core and an 

ASR33 Teleprinter/Punch unit. The program requires about 1.6K bits 



of core from address 108 to 2223 8 • Hence there is a large amount 

of unused core which may serve i.n some future developments. 

3) l'he need for a translator facility, tha.t is two or 

more machines with radically different control systems yet 

which may be called upon to manufacture sirni.lar workpieces. 

The problems of actually accomplishing the translation 

to its fullest extent have already been discussed in an earlier 

section. It should be noted however that there are a great many 

different types and brand names of NC machine tools with perhaps 

an equally great variation in the coding requi.red to fully realize 

the potential of each machine. This in itself may be considered 

a justification for not persui.ng further the tnsk of a fully gen

eralized speed, feed and tool selection facility. Indeed, if it 

were possible to include such a facility, the need for post

processors described in a previous section could be called into 

question. 

A suggested operation mode of the system at McMaster would 

be to 

1) Prepare a Machine Tool Description File for the MOOG, 

such that the tape generated would be of Universal or Word Address 

fonnat, but that the auxiliary function codes would be .MOOG com

patible. 

2) Use this tape as an input to the PDP 8 computer program 

here described to generate the control tape for the NC machine. 

http:persui.ng
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3.3.8 ~io~ fo.E_ ~ut~ pe'{,_Cl£E~nen~t· 

Some of the rndssions or deficiencies of the Present state 

of the software have already received considerable.attention. 

It may be desirable however to increase the usefulness and facility 

of the system with the addition of the following capabilities: 

a) The full incorporation of the MILL cycle (could be 

triggered by a G79) with its axial X and Y feedrate instructions, 

b) A speed and feed selection routine relating the MOOG 

tables (fig. 3.6) to some standard code (such as the EIA Magic 

Three). 

c) High speed tape reader and generator capabilities. 

3 :.!.! Sl~'.!!~ 

The infancy of the NC machine tool technology has been 

plagued with the same problems which have accompanied many other 

areas of rising technological development, that is, an uncoordin

ated, cancerous growth. One need only briefly survey the early 

history of the automobile, when it was possible to see or drive 

steam cars, electric cars as well as those powered by a wide var

iation of internal combustion engine. It seems that in the man

ufacturing industry, as in nature, those who are the most fit 

survive. 

The evolution of NC technology has, in addition to pro

viding the user with a rather confusing collection of machinery, 

consistently disregarded or overpowered the attempts of some to 

standardize the modes of input to these machines. In a few things 
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there are agreement , such as the use of a l" wide eight track 

paper tape, the general use of the EIA code ( i,n North America) , 

and the application of a few standard codes for machine operation. 

While this area of technology is sorting itself out, some 

aids are required to assist the programmer/operator to in some 

cases interface one machine with another. A sister technology, 

that of integrated circuit mini-computers lends itself well to 

this application. These units are relatively inexpensive and 

can, in addition to their roles as tape processi.ng units, be used 

as probl~n solvers in the shop. 

The project undertaken here of writing a tape translator 

program served to 1.llustrate the following: 

1) The use of the mini computer in its application to 

non-academic problems, 

2) An introduction to software design and the use of the 

assembler language, 

3) 'l:he need for a more cohesive, more binding set of stan

dards if the NC concept is to survive in the face of rising costs. 

A counterar&'Ument may be raised with this point that standards 

hinder development. In the rather conunon areas of information 

handling this may be especially critical. 

4) A coordinated approach to the development of a more 

uni.versal information handling system for NC should be taken, 

faU:l.ng the establishment of standards as in 3,. 

5) Some of the problems lnvolved in postprocessor writing. 

http:faU:l.ng
http:processi.ng
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Some of the functions perfonned by the program here developed 

have their direct counterparts in the postprocessor concept. 

~~~!l· 

The MOOG Tape Translator is one attempt to bridge the 

gap between the various tape formats available for NC machine tools. 

In so doing, it must also try to cope with the machines themselves, 

their peculiarities, and their specialties. In its present form, 

the program is probably not too useful, and it would be most de

sirable if the need for such a translator would disappear entirely. 

It has however, been more than a mere academic exercise in that 

the potentialities of the software-hardware combinations available 

today need more publication, to gain more non .. academic support. 

:Further developmE:".nt of this trans lat or is better geared 

to mating two specific machines, such as the impending MARWIN 

and the MOOG, for simple parts. The translation of any of the 

standard formats to any other as gj.ven in the Project Definition 

will only multiply the difficulties brought to light in this 

section. 

http:developmE:".nt
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N001 X190000 YOOOOOO M02 
N002 xoooooo T01 M06 
N003 G81 X027190 Y040560 R025030 Z026660 F12 S31 MOS 
N004 X049060 
NODS X070940 
N006 Y058690 
NOD? Y076810 
NODS XQL}9[)60 
N009 X027190 
N010 GSO xoooooo YOOOOOO T02 M06 
f\1011 G81 X027190 YOJ-+0560 R016620 Z020370 F04 S31 
N012 X049060 
N013 X070940 
N014 Y058690 
N015 Y076810 
N016 X049060 
1~01 7 X027190 
N018 G80 xoooooo YOOOOOO T03 M06 
N019 G81 X027190 YOLJ.0560 R021310 Z023360 F09 S29 
~m20 XOL~S060 
N021 X07091{0 
NCJ22 Y058690 
N023 Y076810 
N024 X049060 
N025 X027190 
N026 X190000 YOOOOOO M02 

FIGURE 3.9(a) Input part program. 



0010190000000000002 
0020000000000000186 
0030027190405600008 
0035027190405603188 
0039025030266601289 
0045049060405600080 
0065049060586900080 
0075049060768100080 
0085049060768100080 
0095027190768100080 
0100000000000000286 
0115027190405603188 
0119016620203700489 
0125049060405600080 
0135070940405600080 
0145070940586900080 
0155070940768100080 
0165049060768100080 
0175027190768100080 
0180000000000000386 
0195027190405602988 
0199021310233600989 
0205049060405600080 
0215070940405600080 
02 2507C91~0586900080 
0235070940768100080 
0245049060768100080 
0255027190768100080 
0260190000000000002 
0000000000000000000 

FIGURE 3.9(b) Output MOOG part program. 
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4.0 TIME-SHARING SYSTEMS FOR TAPE GENERATION.: -- ---- ------
4.1 Introduction. 

Another project for this thesis was loosely defined as 

writing a postprocessor for the MOOG Hydra-Point which could be 

used with the APT system available on the CDC 64-00 at McMastcr. 

Due to the rather considerable time spent on the translator and 

its inherent problems it was decided to search for a system 

which could be addapted to the operating requirements of the MOOG 

with a minimum of time and effort. 

Subsequent investigations revealed that the General Elec-

tric Time Sharing system presently available on the terminal in 

the Computer-Aided Design room already contained a system for the 

part programming of point-to-point NC machines with 2~ axis ca-

pability. This system is briefly dealt with in a prior section 

(2.3.3.3) of this thesis. It was decided to prepare a program in 

the G. E. system which would generate tapes for positioning and 

straight line milling work on the MOOG, which is presently pro-

grammed by special purpose computer programs, 60 ' 61 to cut math-

ematically defined curves. 

This is not to call into question the work done by Mr. 

Huscmey(~r60 and Mr. Wong61 , rather it is an effort to provide 

the sort of simple progr2mming, which can be learned qui.ckly by 

shop personnel, and app-l icd directly to producing control tapes 

for the work going on ln the Machine Shop at McMaster. The spe-



cial purpose programs are useful in that they enable the machine 

to do work for which it was not really designed. 

4. 2 .1 The Machine Tool Description File. 

The Machine Tool Description File, or MTDF, has been dis-

cussed in terms of function, that is, to build up a machine-or-

iented vocabulary which can later be used to write a part program. 

The specif:i.c items of information required are as follows: 48 

i) Special vocabulary words. 
ii) Standard vocabulary words. 

iii) Standnrd and special characters. 
iv) Number of registers available on the NC controller. 
v) Word address characters for each registe!, if appli

cable. 
vi) Output formats for each register specified. 

vii) Designating whether the machine has absolute or in
cremental moves. 

viii) Detennination as to the necessity of repeating a 
register if th~ next value is identical to the one 
currently used in the register. 

ix) Assignment of each register to its particular special 
or standard vocabulary word. 
Answering specific questions relating to special 
registers and options. 

Fortunately for the potential user, a great deal of the 

work has already been done in the preparation of the MTDF in the 

fonn of a generalized MTDF called GEN.MAC. This file of which a 

listing appears in ~igure 4.1, can be summoned from the remote 

terminal, modified and renamed to suit the requirements of the 

user, on the remote terminal. 

With reference to the foregoing necessary items of infor-

mation :h1 the MTDF it should be noted that all but item (ii) may 



GEN MAC 

100 COOLNT FEDRAT SPINDL TOOLNO FUTURE 
l 10 FUTURE FU'I'URE FUTURE FUTURE FUTUHE 
120 FUTURE FUTURE FUTURE FUTUHE FUTUHE 
130 REWHJD DRILL FACE TAP BOHE 
140 MILL DEEP DWELL STOP OPSTOP 
15vJ CAl\JCEL FUTURE FUTURE FUTURE FUTUHE 
160 FUTURE FUTURE FUTURE FUTURE FUTURE 
170 FUTURE FUTURE FUTUHE FUTURE FUTURE 
180 ORIGIN TRANSL FROM GOTO GODLTA 
190 GOCIRC GOLINE TMARK SEONO RESET 
200 FINI BLOCH: RAPTO FEEDTO XYSW 
210 HBLOCK TRIGER MOVE REPEAT FORMAT 
220 END CYCLE DPT PURGE FNCALC 
230 "=" 
2L!0 " " 
250 10 

"; " 
"; IJ 

"*" 
" " 

" " ff 11 

" " "_ ,. 

120 

260 N G X 
2 7 0 3 • 0 2 • 0 6 • L! 

28f~ 0·· 0-- er-

y 
6. L! 
0·-

R Z F S T M· 
5.4 5.4 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 
0· 0·· 0· 0· 0· 0 

290 10 7 8 
3vH~ HJ 2 2 2 2 
31 yJ 30 82 g3 85 
320 1 3 L! 

9 0 
2 2 

86 
5 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 10 10 2 !L!*~J 

87 84 04 00 01 80 14*0 
6 H 1 7 50v5. 0 

FIGURE 4.1 GENMAC listing of NCPPX progra.m, 
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be user specified. These usually unaltered vocabulary words ap

pear in lines 180 through 230 of figure 1~.1. 

4.2.2 The Preparation of ~he MOOG ~TDF. 

With the generous assistance of the numerical control 

specialist at C. G. E. in Toronto 63 , a NTDF for the MOOG was 

quickly prepared. Most of the information used was found in the 

operators manual, a surrunary of which is found in Figure 3.6. 

Figure l~.2 shows the present status of the MOOG MTDF (HCMOOG by 

file name). A line by line description of the infonnation and 

required modifications follows. 

Lines 100 ... 12.Q. 

The first three lines refer to registers which hold multi

valued vocabulary words. There are fifteen such registers, all of 

which are available for the purposes of the user. Commonly used 

control words in this position of the M'l'DF could be, for example 

feedrate, spindle, speed, tool number, coolant, to mention a few. 

The MCMOOG MTDF does not require address letters and the multiple 

values occur primarily in the tool function code column, hence it 

was decided to set up a register 11TFUNCT" to handle all codes for 

feedrate, spindle speeds and tool numbers, the numbers to be de

termined from the table. 

The 11COOLNT 11 control word was not basically modified, 

however the "RETRCT" function may be called up to either turn the 

spindle retract facility on or off. The other words listed in 

GENMAC (fig. 4 .• 1) were deleted as their functions are now all 



100 
110 
12Qj 
130 

COOLNT 
FUTUHE 
FUTUHE 
POSITN 

RETRCT TFUNCT 
FUTUHE FUTURE 
FUTUHE FUTUHE 
Ti\P PECK DRILL 

FUTURE FUTURE 
FUTUHE: FUTUHE 
FUTUHE FUTURE 

MILL 
140 BORE PITCH ZREAD PRSTOP ENDOFP 
150 ATCHG MTCHG NOCHNG XFEED YFEED 
16(1 SPINDL ZFEED HESFCT NOX NOY 
170 FUTURE FUTUHE FlJTUHE FlJTUHE FUTURE 
180 ORIGIN TRANSL FROM GOTO GODLTA 
190 GOC1RC GOLINE TMARK SEQNO RESET 
200 FINI BLOCt( RAPTO FEEDTO XYSH 
210 HBLOCK TRIGER MOVE REPEAT FORr:Ji\T 
220 END CYCLE DPT PURGE FNCALC 
230 ":::" ";" "*" If " ti If 

2LH1 "0" 
250 9 

11 • " , " 1f " 

260 tr ti " 11 11 11 tr 

" " 11 

" " 11 """""" " " 
270 3.0 1 .0 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 1.0 2.0 2.0 
280 l""I 1·-1 0··0 1· l 1·· 
290 9 9 8 12:-:.:0 
300 8*2 9*9 7 3 4 5*0 
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310 0 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 00 02 86 06 80 84 85 88 89 0 1El0 1E10 5*0 
320 1 3 4 5 6 N 0 0 

FIGURE 4.2 Listing of MCMOOG MTDF. 
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taken over by the "TFUNCT" array. 

Lines 130 - 170 

The second group of control words is comprised of an 

array of as many as 25 single-valued vocabulary words. That is, 

calling up any one of these words by itself will cause a certain 

control code to be inserted into an assigned register. In spe

cifying these words care must be taken to ensure that 49 : 

1) They consist of from one to six characters delimited 

by a space or a comma 

2) TI~ control words start with an alpha character (upper 

case preferably). These may be followed by numeric symbols. 

3) There is no dupHcati.on of these with the multi-valued 

vocabulary words or any other words in the MTDF vocabulary. 

These constraints apply also to the first block of data, 

i.e. the multi-valued words. 

The words assigned to execute the single valued codes 

were aga.in drawn from the operator's manual and condensed so as 

to most appropriately describe their function. Of these, the 

first eight words refer to preparatory function codes, thus con

trolling the mode of machine operation by inserting the proper 

numeric code :in the fourth column of the block (following the se

quence number). Refer to figure 3. 6 for the relationships. 

The second series of ni.ne words in this part of the MTDF, 

beginning with PRSTOP in Hne I};.O and ending with ZFEED in line 

160 generate codes which are entered in the Miscellaneous function 

http:dupHcati.on
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register. These may require slightly more explanation, which fol-

lows: 

PRSTOP 
ENDOFP 
ATCHG 
MTCHG 
NOCHNG 
XFEED 
YFEED 
SPINDL 

ZFEED 

- Program Stop 00 
End of Program 02 

- Automatic tool Change 86 
- Manual tool Change 06 
- No Change in Miscellaneous Function 80 
- X-Feedrate code for milling 84 
- Y feedrate coding 85 
- Designates that the TFUNCT register refers to 

spindle speed 88 
- TFUNCT register controls Z-axis f eedrate - 89. 

The RESFCT word rt~fers to the Reserve function column :i.n 

the MOOG block. This word must appear in the first executable 

series of statements of the part program.. The NOX and NOY words 

(for no X and no Y) must be used when a non-motion block such as 

a uRead Z" block is called for. If these are not used, the 

strict fonnat will be violated and the X and Y coordinates used 

previously will appear in that block. 

Line 170, and all other FUTURE words are empty registers 

which may be used. 

Lines 180 - 220 ------
The contents of this block of words is generally left as 

is to form a basic vocabulary. Some of the mot:i.on co·nmands such 

as GOLINE and GOCIRC may be used to generate temporary hole pat-

terns, either linear or circular. All of the motion commands 

cause a block of information to be executed, hence only one of 

these should be specified, if it is required, per block instruction. 

An added condition is that the motion command be given after a 11 

other information in the block has been specifi.ed. 

http:specifi.ed
http:mot:i.on
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The ORIGIN statement pennits the part programmer to use 

a location on the workpiece for his program origin and then spe

cify where the machine origin w:i.11 lie with respect to that loca

tion. Having done this the computer makes suitable additions and 

subtractions to the output data to validate it for machine usage. 

These are only brief comments about the actual function 

and power of each statement. Reference 48 should be consulted 

for more precise and detailed information. 

The vocabulary for the Part Programmer is now complete. 

He must now supply the system with various other bits of information 

concerning the actual formats, single valued word numeric values, 

and so on. 

~.in.£ 22.Q 

Data Element 1 defines the TMARK register. The semicolon 

is traditionally the end of block character and the asterisk in 

the third locati.on defines the "through" concept as in Pl through 

PIO. The r~naining locations are system spares. 

I.inr:_ gho 

'I'he zero in the first location signifies that all trailing 

zeros are to be included as for instance a 4.0 would always be 

read as 04000. Other possible modifications are suppression of 

leading or trailing zeros. The second data element again refers 

to the end of block character. Since the MOOG does not require 

a tab character or positi.ve/negitive signs in its tape format the 

remaining elements are left blank. 

http:locati.on
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It has been established that there will be nine registers 

to serve the following data inputs! 

1. Sequence number 
2. Preparatory function 
3. X coordinate register 
4. Y coordinate register 
5. Feedpoint or Rapto register 
6. Final depth or FEEDTO register 
7. Reserve function register 
8. TFUNCT or Tool Function code register 
9. Miscellaneous function register. 

Line 260 ----
Because no address letters are used in the MOOG fonnat, 

all these locations are left blank. 

The formats of each register must be specified. The num-

her preceding the decimal point refers to the size of the register 

and the number following the ccd:tmal indicates how many decimal 

places the register contains. For example the number 15.603 has 

a fonnat of 5.3. 

An item which changes from one machine to another is the 

repeatability or lack thereof, of the data in the block, regardless 

of whether or not this changes. As stated previously, the MOOG 

demands repeatability in everything except the Rap to and Feedto 

registers, hence a "1" is entered for every register except these 

two. This has the effect of necessi.tating only one call for a 

code such as the RESFCT :tn order to insert it in every block. 
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~g2Q 

'!'he register storage positions for the Multi-valued words, 

are here specified. This now means that the COOLNT and RETRCT 

codes wili only appear in register 9 and the TFUNCT values will 

be confined to register 8. 

Line 3.Q_Q. 

A similar register storage designation must be applied to 

the single-valued words. This involves assigning the fi.rst eight 

words to register 2, the next nine words to register 9, the RESFCT 

to register 7, and the NOX and NOY functions to the third and 

fourth registers srepectively. The remaining words are "FUTURE" 

and are assigned zero. 

Li~~ 3_10 

The single valued words, having been assigned to their 

locations also require numeric codes. These codes are specified 

in the order that the words appear in lines 130 to 160 above. 

Note especially that the RESFCT code is merely a zero and also 

that the NOX and NOY words execute their function by inserting a 

very high value into the register, consequently suppressing the 

output. 

~ 3 __ 20 

The first five characters assign the sequence number, the 

first and second coordinates, the rapid spindle feed., and the con

trol led spindle feed to depth values to their proper registers. 

The letter N means nothing; some control systems have what is 
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called an HBLOCK wherein the sequence number is preceded by an 

11Htt address letter. This facilitates identification of certain 

locations in the program for tape recycling. The insertion of 

anything but an H in this location suppresses this feature. 

Single or double spacing of the part-program listing is controlled 

by inserting either a 1 or a 2 in the location followlng the N. 

In this case single spacing was called for. Since the MOOG does 

not have a feedrate number calculation register, the next two 

locations are zeros. 

This completes the MTDF for the MOOG. The system is now 

ready to generate control tapes/listings from a part program 

manuscript. 

4. 3 Part Pro.gp1mmi£E. i.n NCPPX with the MCMOOG ~ 

To H lust rate a few of the facilities available as well 

as methods involved in programming a short part program was 

written, shown in fj.gure l~.lt. Again, a.s in the foregoi.ng se:ction, 

a line-by-line corrnnentary will be given to elucidate the program. 

Before the actual program was written, a brief sketch was 

made of a sample part consisting of a line of holes and a bolt 

hole circle (fig. l~.3). The points were generated and loaded onto 

a file named KPTS by means of another G. E. program, called NCPTS. 

This program is excluslvely interactive (on the Mark 1 system) 

andcalls for the typing of certain predefined mnemon:i.c input codes 

to specify a given type of line or pattern. These are described 

in detail as to function and usage in reference 48. 

http:foregoi.ng
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10 DPT P16 ABS -3,8,0 
20 DPT P17 ABS 16~B~0 
30 OR I GIN -3, B, (1 - -

50 SEQNO J,1-PDSITN RESFCT TFUNCT 00 PRSTOP GOTO Pl? 
6f1 TFUNCT 01 iWCHG Ci OT 0 P 16 
70 TFUNCT vJ0 C OOLNT 08 BLOCK 
80 DRILL TFUNCT 28 SPINDL GOTO P2 
90 ZREAD NOX NOY Ri\PTO 2.11 FEEDTO 3.c1 TFUNCT 12 ZFEED BLOCH: 
100 DRILL TFUNCT 00 NOCHNG GOTO P3 ~ P7 
110 POSITN TVUNCT 02 ATCHG GOTO Pl6 
120 DRILL TFUNCT 21 SPINDL GOTO P9 
13Q1 zn Ef\D N OX NOY RftPT 0 1 • 3 FEEDT 0 L!. 0 T FUN CT 0 8 ZFEED BLOCK 
lLH?J DRILL TFUNCT vJ0 NOCHNG GOTO P9 *·-p15 
1 5 0 P 0 S l T 1'J E:i'.JD 0 FP G OT 0 P 1 7 
1 60 2 fiJ >:~FI NI 

FIGURE ll-. )l Part-program for figure 4. 3 



For this workpiece the two codes used were PAL (for !_:pints 

~long a 1,ine), which called for the slope, y intercept, x starting, 

x stopping, and incrementaldistance values, and PAC (for ,Eoints 

~long a fircle), for which the center point, radius, starting 

angle, stopping angle and incremental angle had to be specified. 

This generated a total of 15 points which were entered in a file, 

the H.sting of which appears in figure 4.5. Each point is des

ignated by a Pn where n is a number to differentiate one point 

from another. 

Having established the points file, the attention is now 

returned to the part program (fig. l~. 1+) 

Li.nes lQ.,_ 20. 

Two more poi.nts are defined as Pl6 and Pl 7. These points 

refer to the "toolchange" and "load" posit ions with respect to the 

part origin respectively. 

~12. 

The orientation of the machine origin must be given with 

respect to the part origin. 

Li.ne .2Q 

The SEQNO statement with its attendant control characters 

activates the program sequence counter to an initial value of one 

to be subsequently incremented by one for each block. The POSITN, 

Tf<"'UNCT and PRSTOP are then entered to fill registers so that with 

the motion instruction a full block of information is put out. 

The GOTO stat(.~ment fills in the X and Y registers and executes 



100 lf1 Pl 3. 500f100 5 .0(3!M900 
1002f!:l P2 1-;0000~10 1.000000 
10030 P3 2-. 0 00Cj00 1 -.-- 0 0 vJ 0 0 0 
l 00L10 PL! 3 --_- 0 y5VJ 0 C-1 vJ 1 ·0000vJO 
100 51/J PS L! ·.- 0 0 0 (j 0 0 1-.·0f2l 0 ~)00 
10PJ60 P6 5·.000000 1 ·.-(100000 
1007fj P7 6·_-00QJO~Jv1 r.000000 
100 8(1 PS s-.-s00e00 5.0ftJ000G.'.j 
10090 P9 /_(.-9 142 !Li 6-.-4142 1 L! 

10100 PUJ 3·; 5(1QJ00 0 7 . .- (_7j0 0 fi0 ((:1 

rn 1 10 p 11 2·;0 857 B6 6 ·• L! 1L!21 3 
10 1 2f:1 Pl2 1-.s0000cz1 s · .- ('H10 vrn v1 
Wl30 Pl3 2-.-0857f57 3·. 5857 86 
101L!0 Pl4 3·. 500[J(ij{I) 3 •· 0 Q.j f·HiH1 r.1 
101 5(1 P15 I! -.~ 9 1 11 2 1 I! 3.·5g57 g7 

FIGURE It .• 5 Points file listing for Hgure l~. 3. 
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the punch or pd.nt routine to generate that block of information. 

An auttxnatic tool change is called for with the TFUNCT 

designating the tool drum positfon and Pl7 the tool change po-

siti.on. 

~1Q 

A separate block is generated to turn the mist coolant 

on. There is no motion statement given here so a "BLOCK" state-

ment forces out the information given. 

Line 80 ----
The first DRILL cycle is called for, the spindle code is 

given and the position of the first hole is desi.gnated. P2 locates 

the first hole position. 

A separate block must now be generated to control the Z 

axis movements. The NOX and NOY words suppress output of the X 

and Y registers so that the block length is not violated. ZREAD 

calls a "9" into the Preparatory function regtster and the TFUNCT 

12 ZFEED specifies the Z axis feedrate. The RAPTO and FEEDTO 

registers occupy the space nonually taken by the X and Y registers. 

The next sequence of operations has no changes in the 

machi.ne functions, only the table positions, hence the DRILT ... , 

which must be restated, the zero TFUNCT regi.ster and the NOCIING. 

GOTO P) -;~ P7 generates a series of five blocks in a linear pattern. 
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Linc 110 ----
A new spj.ndle speed is programmed for the next tool and 

the operation begins on the Bolt hole circle. 

The Z axis information for the second series of drilling 

instruction is given. 

The bolt hole circle is completed. 

J.~ine l "50 ----
The table is moved to unload position and the program 

stop code is punched, turning all machine functions off. 

A 20 ~t FINI indicates to the computer that the end of 

the part program has been reached, and the execution can begin. 

It should be stressed that this is merely a sample program 

which does not necessarily take full advantage of the available 

facilities of the rather limited vocabulary (as compared to some 

other languages)o It should also be reiterated that this is only 

a point-to-point system and as such should not be applied to gen-

eralized contours, indeed the language is restricted to this 

type of machine. An output listing :ts shown in figure l~. 6. 

An alternative method of generating l:i.near and circular 

hole patten1s without using a points file is the use of the 

GOCIRC and COLINE statements_, as stated previously. Certain re-

peatable sequences may be written into cycle files and called up 



ENTER 0 FOR LISTING OR 1 FOR TAPE? 0 

0010190000000000000; 
0020000000000000186; 
0030000000000000008; 
0045040000700002888; 
0059024~00300001289; 

0065050000700000080; 
0075060000700000080; 
0085070000700000080; 
0095080000700000080; 
0105090000700000080; 
0110000000000000286; 
0125079140158602188; 
0139013000400000889; 
0145079140158600080; 
0155065000100000080; 
0165050860158600080; 
0175045000300000080; 
0185050860441400080; 
0195065000500000080; 
02050791404~1400080; 

0210190000000000002; 
0220190000000000002; 
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ENTER 0 T 0 ST OP OH l TO PUNCH TAPE? 0 

FIGURE ~-. 6 Output listing of part program. 

;, 
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as CYCLE! for instance when that sequence is desired. These 

"built-in" facilities are all quite adequately documented in 

reference 1~8. 

hl Su~na.rr 
Much more could be said about the G .. E. time sharing 

systems. The MARK II system for instance has a rather larger 

facHity for the 1-'IT'DF, although the princ:lple remains the same. 

In this system it is possible to write a series of cyclic operations, 

unique to the machine, and compile them into a Cycle File. The 

combination of the Cycle File and the MTDF then becomes the post

processor. This postprocessor can handle 3i!t axis point-to-point 

work and 2~- axis contouring wiien used with the NCPPL language. 

Reference 11.9 furnishes co:nprehensive documentation on the facil

ities available. 

The most significant development here then is that Hd1aster 

is now able, through the use of the G. E. time-sharing system, 1 

which has the added advantage of the educational after hours dis

count, to generate control tapes for its MOOG 83-1000 machining 

center with the aid of a computer. It is a highly recommended 

system in its present form and with the proper prerequisites both 

the MARK I and MARK II systems are available. 

The generation of the tape takes place of course on the 

teletype terminal in the user's office. G. E. has antid.pated 

that the requ1.rcments for. more rapid tape generati.on will increase 

http:generati.on
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and to that end they now produce and market their own terminal 

facility, the TERi.'1INET which has the capability of producing NC 

control tapes at the rate of 110 characters per second. This 

would mean that the cutting of a 10 foot long control tape would 

take on the order of one minute. The advertised speed of 110 

charartcrs per second has not yet been achieved but ln this in

stance the delay lies in the telephone-tenninal interface, and 

not in the tape-punching unit. 

It should be reiterated that the tape generation facility 

at McMaster is now operable, according to the tenns of reference 

outlined in this section and the appropriate user manuals. Man

ual programming the MOOG has in every case shmvn itself to be an 

extremely tedious and error-prone task, and does not befit an or

gani.zation such as CIM whose aim it is to demonstrate up-to-date 

techniques to NC user firms. 

With this in mj.nd I highly reconu.'tlend tM.s part of the 

project to further use and development by the people in CIM, 

wherein some of their aims and goals may be better realized. 



2.!.Q Trends in ~.£ 

Much has here been made of the control tape from wh:i.ch 

the machine control unit, and ultimately the NC m~chine, receives 

its data. Judging from some of the work going on in the area of 

Direct Numerical Control (DNC) it may be that future machines 

will be plagued less and less by the formatting and coding pro

blems dealt with here. 

The concept of DNC is not radically different from the 

presently accepted norm, the difference bei.ng primarily the 

elimination of the tape interface and its requirements. In prac

tice, however, it provides for a much more f lexj.ble output con

trol to the mach:i.ne when a full-feedback system is used. Under 

such a system a constant monitoring of the power inputs is main

tained such that when these change due to, for instance tool wear 

or composition changes in the metal, some predefined action will 

be taken by the machine. This rriay involve a toolchange, or a 

change in spindle speed, but it is still all inside one part 

program. 

Some areas of the NC.machine tool industry prefer to let 

the computer do all the work in producing a part. This may in

volve the control and direction of a number of NC machines and 

their associated material handling units in an optimized manner. 

One such installation was displayed at the Leipzig Spring fair 

held in March of 1970. 64 

Such systems at'e of course extremely complex and require 
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a great deal of time and effort in their executi.on and develop

ment. On a lesser scale are mini-computer controlled systems 

which with the use of a program interrupt facility are capable 

of handl:i.ng as many as eight machines performing similar oper

ations simultaneously. 63 

Industry has thus far been reluctant to fully accept and 

utilize DNC. It may have no choice in the future but to go the 

DNC route in the face of rising costs and overhead. It may how~· 

ever also arise out of need, as did the whole NC machining con~ 

cept. Whatever the circumstances, DNC promises to further re

volutionize the machine tool industry. What its attendant draw

backs and problems may be have not yet been clearly delineated, 

but it does open up a whole new area of computer controlled 

manufacture encompassing a complete manufacturing system. 

http:handl:i.ng
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6.0 9onclusions 

A great deal has been said and written about numerical 

control in manufacture, its justification, its effect on industry, 

advantages of, disadvantages of, and so on. Considerably less 

has been said about some of the details, leaving potent:i.al users 

at somewhat of a loss when problems related specifically to the 

NC aspect of their operation arise. 

In this thesis, three areas of problem have been dealt 

with, not in any complete or absolute manner, as this is infeasible 

to the point of impossibility. The first of these was the language 

survey. Given the criterion in section 2.3.5 the author wishes to 

emphasize that this was undertaken purely as a cataloging effort, 

i.e. an exercise in bringing together in a rather more condensed 

fonn- than is presently available, information on the programming 

languages which are specifically designed for NC manufacture. If 

conclusions are to he drawn from this, they could be delineated 

as follo·ws: 

1) There appears to be a trend away from the large systems 

to smaller systems, as more and more point-to-point users accept 

the idea of computerized tape preparation, 

2) There is still a considerable duplication of effort on 

the part of many in the development of a language in many cases 

for prestige reasons. 

3) APT forms the basis for the major:i.ty of part-programmirg 

languages. 

http:major:i.ty
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4) The advent of time-sharing has put the computer assist 

within the reach of virtually anyone who has a telephone. 

5) The considerable programming effort inv.olved in the 

development of a language is bound to preclude the further devel

opment of still more languages. 

Their numbers are likely to diminish, as they already have, 

with the remaining languages adopting many of the desirable fea

tures of those that were discarded. 

Other conclusions and issues will no doubt arise, but 

then the purpose here was information and not analytical discus

sion. The second part, the Tape fonnat Translator, (Sections 3.0 

- 3.3) forced out 5.nto the open some of the basic issues of con

flict in this one area of NC machine controller design and con

struct:i.on. These were: 

1) Four of five distinctly different tape formats, al

though the character coding was the same. 

2) A confusing and sornetfmes conflicting disregard for 

any established standard in the coding of feedrates and spindle 

speeds ( j_ncluding preparatory functions). 

3) Tape readers in use presently may be either pneumatic 

(no parity check), electromechanical (slow, noisy) or light-sen

sitive (very fa.st, reliable). 

If any recommendations for machine control unj,ts are to 

be drawn from this they are: 

1) The controller should be programmed to r.ead either 
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Word address or Universal fonnats, a.s these are the most legible. 

2} The controller should in i.ts feedrate coding (and so 

on) use one of the established codes, either EIA Magic Three, 

EIA, or Bendix Inverse Time. 

3) The controller should contain a separate register or 

memory buffer for each parameter which it is to control. 

l~) The controller should read character-by-character, 

stopping only when an end-of-block character is recognized. This 

setup demands a slightly more complex buffer-reader combination 

but it is much more efficient in operation and less prone to par

tiy error. The MOOG pneumatic reader is a case in point. It 

reads block by block, but if the tape position on the reader 

block is not within the tolerances, the spindle is bound to make 

unscheduled and highly undesirable movements in the cutting of a 

workpiece. 

With these design parameters in mind, the difficulties in 

developing a usable translator may be more clearly seen. If such 

a project was again desired, it would be best related to two or 

more specific machines, as the required inputs to the whole range 

of machine tools are simply too diverse to handle in a project 

this size. If such a generalized tape translator could be devel

oped, the need for postprocessors would be greatly diminished. 

It may also be desirable to work on a larger computer system, 

in a higher level language. 



Many system breakdowns \-Jere experienced over the duratj.on 

of the translator project development, calling j.nto question the 

acclaimed reliability of the DEC PDP computer systems and their 

attendant peripheral devices, and delaying the completion of the 

project by weeks. Undoubtedly, many of these breakdowns resulted 

from an overuse in an academic setting with a corresponding de .... 

ficiency in scheduled preventive maintenance. Unfortunately 

other systems such as NOVA and the small, but more expensive IBM 

and CDC units were not available, although it was felt by some 

that these slightly more sophisticated processors might be the 

answer. 

The third major section of this thesis, the on-line tape 

generation facility was accomplished with considerable help from 

the G. E. Information Services in Toronto. It was done with one 

specific purpose in mind - to generate control tapes for the 

MOOG for ordinary programming as quickly and painlessly as is 

presently feasible. ffi1ereas this section of the project may be 

academlcally the least signiflcant, it is perhaps the most bene

ficial of the three here attempted. 

These then have been the areas covered, a survey, a soft

ware development, and a direct application of an existing time

sharing computer-assisted NC tape generation facility at McMaster:. 

They range fran the debatable to the coldly practical but in 

every case the bnsic assumptj.on or criterion has been to take 

data processing out of the office into the digital computer to 
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reduce part-program errors and their attendant consequences in 

the manufacture of workpieces for commercial use. 



APPENDIX I 

GLOSSARY OF NC TERMINOLOGY 



GLOSSARY OF NC TERMINOLOGY ------# 
Absolute System A numerical-control system in which all posi-

tional dimensions, both input and feedback, are g5.ven with 

respect to a common datum point. The alternative is the 

incremental system. 

Adaptive Control A technique, in the process of development, 

Address 

with the aim of automatically adjusting cutting conditions 

(feeds and speeds) to an optimum to sat:i.sfy some criterion, 

such as mininmn1 machining cost. It invol vc s the in-pro

cess mea urement of cutting parameters, together with an 

on-line computer fed with information about the costs of 

running the machine tool. 

In numerical-control program;ning, a symbol which in

di.cates the significance of the information immediately 

following. For example, in the instruction XOl575, X is 

the address signifying the digits 01575 as a co-ordinate 

on the X axis. 

Alphanumeric Coding A code system in which the characters used 

are the letters of the alphabet and the muncrals 0 to 9. 

Amplifier A device for increasing the voltage, current, or 

Analog 

power level of an electrical signal. In a nwnerical-con

trol system, it is normally the part of the servo-system 

which amplifies the error signal and provides the power to 

drive the machine sli .. des or the servo-valve controlling a 

hydraulic drive. 

One physical variable is the analog of another physical 

variable if both variables have the same mathematical 

characteristics. 

In numerical control, the term analog applies to a sys

tem which utilizes electrical voltage magnitudes or ratios 

to represent physical axis positions. 

AuxH i.ary Function A function of a machine other than the con-
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trol of the coordinates of a workpiece or cutter. Usually 

on-off type operations such as starting and stopping a spin

dle,. coolant pump, lubricating pump, feeds, speeds, etc. 

A principal direction along which the relative movements 

of the tool and workpiece occur. There are usually three 

linear axes, mutually at right-angles, designated X, Y, 

and Z. 

Binary Code A code based on binary numbers. 

Binary-Coded-

Deci.ma 1 System A system of number representation in which each 

Block 

decimal digit is represented by a group of binary digits. 

A '\mrd" or group of "words" considered as a unit sep

arated from other such units by an "end of block" charac

ter (EB). On a punched tape, it consists of one or more 

characters or rows across the tape that collectively pro

vide sufficient infonnation for an operation. 

Block Reader A tape reader which will read a complete block 

of information at the same time. 

Buffer Storage A place for storing information in a control 

system or computer for anticipated utilization. Informa 

tion from the buffer storage section of a control system 

can be transferred almost instantaneously to active stor

age which is that portion of the control system comrnanding 

the op~rat:ton at the particular time. Buffer storage off

ers the ability of a control system to act immediately on 

stored information rather than wait for this infonnation 

to be read.into the machine via. the tape reader w4ich is 

relatively slow. 

Cartesian-Co-ordinates A means whereby the position of a poi.nt 

Channel 

can be defined with reference to a set of axes at .right

angles to each other. 

Also known as level or track. A path parallel to the 

edge of the tape along which inf orrnatl.on may be stored by 
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the presence or absence of holes or magnetized areas. The 

EIA standard 1-inch-wide tape has eight channels. 

Character A number, letter or symbol read on one line across 

the tape. 

Closed Loop System A system in which the output, or some re-

Code 

sult of the output is measured and fed back for comparison 

with the input. In a numerical control system, the output 

would be the position of the table or head; the input would 

be the tape information which ordinarily differs from the 

output. This difference would be measured and result in 

a machine movement to reduce and eliminate this variance. 

A system describing the formation of characters on a 

tape for representing information in a language that can 

be understood and handled by the control system. 

Command A signal or group of signals or pulses initiating one 

step 1n the execution of a program. 

Decode To translate from coded language into an easily recog-

nizable language. (Opposite of encode) 

E. I. A. Standard Code A standard code for positioning, straight-

Encode 

cut, and contouring control systems proposed by the U. S. 

Electronic Industries Association in thei.r Standard RS-2h4. 
It uses eight-track paper tape, 1 in. wide, and is also 

known as the 8-B code. It has been recognized by the Ger

man v. D. I. and may possibly becane a universal standard. 

It has recently been accepted by the Amcr:i.can Standards As

sociation as an American standard for numerical control. 

To translate from an easily recognizable language into 

a coded language. 

End-of-Block Character A character indicating the end of a 

block, used to stop the tape reader after a block of in

formation has been read. 

Error Signal The difference between the output and input 

signals in a servo-system. 



Feedback The transmission of a signal from a late stage to an 

earlier stage in a system. In a closed-loop numerically 

control led system, a signal, depending on the .actual po

sition of the machine slide, is fed back and compared with 

the input s5.gnal which specifies the demanded position. 

These two signals are compared and generate an error sig

nal. 

Floating Zero (also described 

as Free Floating Zero) A characteristic of a numerical machine 

Format 

FORTRAN 

Hardware 

tool control pennitting the zero reference point on any 

axis to be established readily at any point on the travel. 

The control retains no information on the location of any 

previously established zeros. 

Physical arrangement of the input media as possible lo

cations of holes on a punched tape or as magnetized areas 

on a magnetic tape. Also the general order in which in

formation. appears on the input media. 

FORmula TRANslation. A universal computing language 

or autocode developed by IBM and used for describing num

erical processes in such a way that they can be understood 

both by human being and by computers. For a computer to 

accept programs in FORTRAN, it has to have a compiler to 

translate FORTRAN programs into machine (computer) code. 

In the APT system, mathematical or loglcal calculations 

not catered for in the APT program can be programmed in 

FORTRAN. 

The component parts used to build a computer or con-

trol system. 

Incremental System A control system in which each co-ordinate 

or positional dimension, both input and feedback, is 

taken fron~ the last position, rather than from a cormnon 

datum point, as in the absolute system. 
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Manuscript A fonn used by the part programmer for listing the 

detailed instructions which can be transcribed directly 

by the tape preparation d~vice or fed to a canputer for 

further calculation. 

Manual Data Input A means of inserting data manually into the 

control system. This data is identical to inf onnation 

that could be inserted by means of a tape. 

Open Loop System A control system that has no means for com-

paring the output with the input for control purposes 

(i.e., there is no feed-back) 

Parity Check A hole punched in one of the channels whenever 

the total number of holes representing a character would 

be even. The net result would be an odd number of holes 

in every character. This is utilized as a check when 

reading the tape 

Point-to-Polnt 

Control System 

A system in which controlled motion is required 

only to reach a given end point with no path 

control during the transition from one end point 

to the next. A typical application is in a numerically 

controlled drill press. 

Preparatory Function A conh~and on the tape changing the mode 

of operation of the control which is generally noted at 

the beginning of a block and consists of the letter 

character ug", plus a two-digit mnnber. 

Progranuner (Part-Programmer) A person who prepares the planned 

sequence of events for the operation of a numerically con

trolled machine tool. The programmer's principal tool is 

the manuscript on which the instructions are recorded. 

Reproclud.bility The abHity to be precise or repeatable over 

a relatively long period of time. 

Resolution n1e least interval between twc adjacent discrete 

details which can be distingu.i..shed one from the other. 



Software 

Storage 

!nput resolutio~: 

The smalleS: increment of dimension that can be progranuned 

as input to the system. Helps to eleminate program "round 

off error" 

Feedback resolution: 

The samllest increment of dimension that the feedback de

vice can distinguish and reproduce as an electrical output. 

Analog systems, such as ours, have what is termed infinite 

resolution. Any movement of the feedback device will re

sult in an electrical output denoting that move. 

Digital systems have a finite resolution in that a dis

crete motion must occur before a pulse is created to re

present, electrically, that motion. A typical resolution 

for digital systems is .• 00002 in. 

Computer programs used as an assist in part programming. 

The APT program is an example of an automatj.c programming 

software package. 

A device into which information can be introduced, 

held, and then extracted at a later time. 

Word An ordered set of characters which may be used to cause 

a specific action of a machine tool. 

Word Address Format Addressing each word in a block by one or 

more characters which identify the meaning of the word. 



APPENDIX II 

ADAPT TEST PART AND 

PART PROGRAM AS PHEPARED FOR 

THE 6400/6600 APT SYSTEM, AND 

TAKEN FROM REFERENCE 36. 
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ll/Ol"E5 
X ti.~:..~T'l-. T;·ltC:~t~2.':,.'S .2~ 

XL >'~\Q:..~-:::1...A 
y2.::-1.:z~(;Hl-42.0) 



PARTNO ADAPT TEST PART 
NO POST 
CUTTERl.25 
CLPRNT 
CLEARP/XYPLAN,17.U 

RESERV/PT,19 
TOOL.NO/l,9.7 
SPINDL/?00,CLW,HIGH 
COOUH ION 
FEDR/i, TI 30. 0 
TOLER/.003 
FROM/(SETPT=POINTl-5.5,Q,l) 
GO T0/-5,Ud 
GODLTA/U,0,1.3125 
PARA=MACRO/NAME 
r--!= l 
X=-4 
ll Y:SQRTFC-1.250*CX+l.420)J 
pT{N)=POINT/x,y,u 

PT(?O-Nl=POINT/X,(-Y),O 
N=N+l 
X=X+.300 
IF(N-10) i,2,2 

?) PT(10)=POINT/-1.420,0,0 
N~ME=TARCYL/NOZ,SPLINE,PT<1J,pT{2J,pTC3J,pT(4),pT(5),pT(6)'PT(7), $ 

PT{S) ,pT(9) ,pT(J.0) ,pT(ll) ,pT<12> ,pT(I3) ,pT(l4) 

GOTO/SET?T 
FINI 

01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
5.5 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 

38 
39 

40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

http:L2=LINE/-2.2z,-4.25,z.43,-4.25
http:TLRGT,GORGT/Tl,PAST,z,rNTOF,(LJ=LINE/-2.220,o,-2.220,-4.25
http:CUTTERl.25


OS IS/t.2 CAQD N0.35 

-x ' y ' ... ' z , - - -:------------.2 ..... ,--.3-n.ss-o o o o --4--;-J-7-stroo o •-;-3T2 s-o-o-u--------
DS IS 

oS IS/L4 

x • 
·2.3550000 

y "• "-· 
. ' ... 4.6250000' 

_ z - -
-.3125000' 

CARD N0.36 

CAPO N0.37 

,:----------2-.--9-rfr-31509 --r.6-2 s-01ro-o --;-31-~ c; 0-6-·1'-~ ----------

o) ~ crRcLE1 2.9704 "93.5000 o.nnoo i.onoo CARD NO. 39 

DS IS c.ARD NO• 39 
• x - . y -· z . - -

3er5257o3 -4.625nnno -.312~ooo 
3,~086909 -4.6025339 -.312sooo 

------------3·-036-()Tr:;y4 -1~-.-s535·1·0"1J,. ·--;31 ?SO ()"0---------------
J • 5039o n5 -4.4937nn3 -.312s000 
3•6373qs6 -4.4096391 -.312sooo 

1 3o75775R4 -4.3077n21 -.312snoo 
ij' 3•8627255 -4.1(}99725 -.312SQOO 
~ 3~9502445 -4.0587~21 -.312sooo 
~ 4•olB6n43 -3u9166n67 -·3l?~noo 
r 4•o6646Bo -J.7663156 -.312sooo 

4•t.i-92~-o-(ro -3-.·aT·;ys 114 --;;-3 r2 s no -0------------------ · 
4•0973834 -3.4531S24 -.3l?SbQO· 
4•n7983n6 -3.2964n34 -.31?.SOOO 
4o~4o5847 -3.1436352 -.3125000 

-------------;-9-f1T2 r r •z;999fTo s --~ 3125 o oo·----------
f, 

~ OS IS/L5 
. x y . 
1"•4277664 2.1298?95 -.31~5000 

f. ( 0) = CiRCLE/ .4204 l.6290 o.~ooo 
> os-x . 
; x y z ...... 
I 1·~9!1666 2.?034~6~ -.~12~000 
1 1 • .3 0·8 B 1 t.;. D 2 ., 3 2 4 o s 2 ., - • ~ 1 ? s 0 o o 
l 1•211~697 2.433nn77 -·3125000 

l•l010A38 2.52A4A63 -.3t?5ooo 
.979~485 2.6088A76 -.3l?SOOO 

' ..... - .... 
1. o o on 

CARD N0.40 

CARD N0.42 

C-ARO-N0:.42· --· 

TAPE NO. 37 

TAPE ~10. 39 

TAPE NO. 41 

TAPE NO. 43 

TAPE NO• 44 

T/\PE NO. 46 

Tt1PE NO. 48 

TA PE·· NO.-----·- 49 

. ~A47HA74 2.672BA41 -.31~sooo 
1 • 0'"9_4_2TO 2~TT9-:r4~-ti. --;Jl?So·o-0,.----------------·---··--·-------··· 
: ·5661300 2.7475462 -.3125000 
i ·4203961 2.7540000 -.3125000 



A01\Pi TEST PART 

CUTTER/ .250000 

cLEARP I XYPLAN i1.oooo 

T00LNO /' 1.0000 9.7000 

SPINDL I 200a0000 CLW 

cOOLNT I ON 

FEDRAT I 30.0000 

ouTT01 ·1. .003060 0003000 

' - -~-

.,..... - - -. - q.000000 rNTOL/ 0.000000 

FROM /SETPT 
x - w ... s.soooooo 

DS rS 

H.tGH 

.003000' 

0.000000 

y - - . " 
0.0000000 

.. x - .. y ·- -
~~~-~~~~~--5~0~0000000 o.oooonoo 

OS IS 
- x .· -

' -- 5 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
y 

0.0000000 

cApo r\Jo.61 ThPE NO. 2 --------- - -- ··------- '---------- -

CARD N0e03 T~PE NO• 4 

CARD NO.OS TAPE 1\10. 6 

----- ----~--·-··-

CARD N0.06 TAPE NO. 8 

CARD N0.07 ·T~PE NO. 16 

CARD NO.OB TAPE ~JO. 12 

cAqD NOo09 TAPE. NO. 14 

-~-- .. ·--------·-

CARD NO,lO TA PE r-,10 • 16 

-z .. - -i.ooonooo 
CARD N0.12 TAPE NO • 21 

7..- ~ .. 
·--1 !_o o_o (\ o o o::..._ ______ _ 

CARD NOol3 T ~\PE "JO. 23 
.. -,_ z .. : ...... -

2. 312'50 0 0 
'· 1'. 

http:1.7746?.Rl


CAL~ CARD N0.27 TAPE NO. 24 
OS IS;T~ 

DS IS/Tl 

CARD N0.30 T~PE NO. 
-3.76Q4456 i .s1~34 73 - .. 3i~-s-o-.. o--0-------------·-·--······----·--··-'--···-- -·---·---- ---· 

CAPO N0.3l 
x . y - - 7 __ _ 

•3•5310560 1.4898492 -.312~000 
-3·1483342 i.3335260 -.312sooo 

· -208181646 lolB31A02 -~312SOOO 
...;z;·5-1+-s6-f'f51 i .-0·1,. 1"1_-?65 --~-31 ?so o o-------------
-2. 38933Rcl -- - - . ,956o9ng - - --.3l?SOOO 
- 2 o l 7 5 8 R FJ 3 • H 2 2 n 2 t+ - • 3 1 2 S 0 0 0 
-2•o950ono· .7656~19 -.31?.snoo 

--------------..-99 6TS'4-;:(6 ;q 6"'13 q 56 --~-3 l?. c; a o 0--------------· 
-1•0423Ari3 .~575S02 -.3125000 
-1•7380A8~ .4463429 -.312sooo 
-1066013nb .3431125 -.312sooo 
-1Q6073oo6 .2~25,n9 -.3125000 
-lo5690n24 .1512~64 -.3125000 
-1•5485755 .0592078 -.3125000 
-1~s478o48 -.os1e311 -.312sooo 

r ..... r,157-0'"1-nrl --0-16-;i HJ 97 --··-3 t?5 o·o o--------------
- l • 6136715 -.2?50383 -.31?.sooo 

oS IS/Li 

oS IS 

-1•6199376 -.3(17202 -.31?5000 
-1.7746?.Rl -.4HUOS76 -.312SOOO 
-1.9014762 -.6121121 -.312SOOO 
-?00601796 -.7~no~l6 -.~12sono 
- 2 0 2 6 31 0 1 6 - 0 8 19. 0 s i.i 5 , . - - - • 3 1 2 i:; 0 0 0 
-2.3450000 -.9299363 -.3125000 

x 
-2.3450000 

O) = CyRCLE/ -f .2200 

y - -
-3.2500000 

-3.2500 o.nooo 
- 7: - -

-.3125000 
1.0000 

.. .... z ..... ~ -
-z.3450000 •3.3322134 -.312~000 
-2•3234?61 -3.4841Ad4 -.312sooo 
-2•281~244 -3.6~17R82 -.312sooo 
-2•2197724 -3.7723109 -.312s000 
-2•1396116 -3.9032?15 -.312sooo · 
-2•A424260 -4.0220099 -·3l?Sooo 

CARO NOe32 

CApD NQ.34 
a.·• 

CARD N0.34 

f!\PE NO. 

.......... __ r 

··-·-a-- ~H-

T~PE "10. 

T f\ pE l\JO. 

T~PE NO. 

-1·~300147 -4.1205n61 -.312sooo 
__________ __,,_l.98·0-4-4-s-B-8 ·4-02-r1r7754 -···-31 ~s c o-o·-----------------

-1·668082~ -4·?~S1R18 -.312snoo 
-1·5~34115 -4.3364?77 -·31?5000 
-1·3~31231 -4.36~5585 -·31?5000 
-1.2200000 -4.3750000 -.312sooo 

2a 

30 

32 

34 

35 



- - DS ·r S/l.6 
x ..• 

.. 3.7350000 
y -- ~ .. 

2.754onoo 
7 ....... . 

-.3125000 

r.ARD N0.43 Tt\PE NO. 51 

j . . - ..., 
j-0"5~ CARO-N0·.45· T!\PE·~No·.---··- -5 
J x .. - y ..... -

-3·7350000 ~.1250000· 

OS IS 
- x - ~· 

.. 3.7350000 
y. - . ~ 

-.1250000 

7- .· - -
-.3125000 

CARO N0.46 T 6PE f\!O. 55 

i.oo~nooo 
,----'------------------------------------ CARD-NO·· 4 7- -TA PE·- NC.------- 57 

. ~ 

j 

:: 
. ~ 

:; 
~ 

j 
~ 
\. 

cOOLNT I OFF' 

CARD N0.48 TAPE NO. 59 

SP!NDL I OFF 

o~-r-s-rsETT:Jr ·-------------------------------cARD-No-.49-----·--'TtiPE No.-------61 

FINI 

x - -
-5.5000000 

END OF PART PROGRAM 

y .... 
0.0000000 

. z .. -~ .. 
1.0000000 

cARD No.so T.'°IPE !\JO. 63 
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IMPLEMENTATION OF 6400/6600 APT ON THE 
MCMASTER UNIVERSITY CDC6400 

McMaster computing center now has its own in-file version of APT 111. 

The original system tapes were found unworkable in the as-received condition for 

the following reasons: 

1. The APT 111 version put out by CDC is structured so as to conserve memory SfXJCe, 

that is, not all of the program is read into the core at any one time. Instead, 

a short subroutine at the beginning of the program, written in COMPASS calls up 

segments of the main program as they are required. These segments are called 

"Overlays" and they may be addressed either by program name or by file number 

and classification (See Publication #3. 16, October 21, 1970, Data Processing 

and Computing Center for further details on overlays). 

2. It was assumed by the software people of CDC that this system would be loaded into 

the peripheral processor library and would hence have all program names fully 

accessible to the central processor. Due to the core requirements of this type 

of installation and the relative infrequency of its use it was decided not to load 

APT onto the system. This alternative usage, however, kept the program names 

out of the reach of the central processor. The alteration to place APT on a 

permanent tape.file consisted of calling up the overlay segments by file name 

and number rather than by program name. 



Hence APT may now be simply called up with the following set of control cards: 

PART PROGRAM DECK 
P_ARTMD PAF.:Tt-iAME 

' --.. - -. . "-· ~ ___ 6;·t 0 :~~ _·cnn~_ }Jf~ ... ~J~;·F~Ci.H~:XL_ 
UNLOAI!, LIJHAP. 
LIBTAP .. 

RE1i!JE-s:1;--, LI I:H'iP 5 MT. F.:EAD r:;:i-:iCK 34 0:3 ( ~1PT 2. c'.) 
JOB ,CM65000,TP1. 

q lj I > 

o o o D'. 1 o o o o 1 1~11 1 1::~ 1 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o u o o o o o o o o o o ~ D o o o o o o o o G o o o o ~ 1; 1 a o o o o o o o n o 
I l 3 4 5 i l 8 g lD 11 12 13 14 15 16 11 u l! 1n 11 12 ll 14 15 16 11 28 2S 30 31 l2 33 )( 35 JS 31 38 39 40 41 41 43 41 45 45 41 43 41 SC SI 51 53 54 55 55 57 58 59 6u 61 61 il 64 65 £S 61 68 69 JO il 72 ll 11 15 JG 11 7a 19 SU 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1. l 1 1 t 1 1 I 1 I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 1 1 

2 2 - '. 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 if$~;··,~\~ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 ' 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

3 3 3 3 ' ; . l 3 3 3 3 3 3 . . 3 3 ' 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 t~ ~~ ,,~ 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
"~ 

4 4 4 4 4 4 . ' 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 ·~i,~1i1?i~ 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - .! 4 4 4 4 4 ~ 4 4 4 4 

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5. 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 t ~,~ 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5,l 5 5 5 5~ 5 5 5 

6 6 6 6 6 6 . 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 E 6 6 6 6 6 6 S 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 '.:;;:? 6 G 6 6 6 6 6 S 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 G 6 G 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 S G 6 6 6 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 McMASTER 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

B 8 6 8 . 8 8 8 8 8 8 B . 8 8 8. 8 5 8 B 8 8 8 s 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 UNIVERSITY B B 3 B B B B 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 B 8 8 8 8 8 a 8 B 8 8 8 a s 8 a 

s 9 n 9 g 9 9 g g 9 s s 9 s s s 9 s s s s s s 9 s s 9 s s s s 9 s s 9 s s s s g 9 s s s g 9 s n s 9 s n s gs 9 9 g 9 9 9 9 g gs gs s s 9 9" 9 s 9 9 9 9 s 9 
1 l 3 ( 5 & 1 R l 13 il 11 13 li 15 16 11 18 l; 20 11 12 1l 24 15 16 ll 13 n lJ JI 31 ll 31 1' J; ll 38 33 10 41 41 4l ~: 4l 43 41 48 4! 5~ 5 i 51 Sl 54 ~i ~; o 1 03 I! G'i & l 62 SJ &1 Si 55 SI 53 59 10 71 11 l1 11 Ji 76 11 JS 13 BJ 

fi.IC 340'.) 

A long program will require a slight modification of these control cards. 

E. Klaassen 
13 August 1971 
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00} 0 

0100 
01 0 J 
%H02 
~j] :33 
0101.'! 
0105 
01vJ6 
0107 
01 ] 0 
0] J J 
Qi] J 2 
01 J 3 
0 J J 4 
!()] ] 5 
~JJ 1 6 
m 11 
0120 
0121 
0122 
0123 
01211 
0125 
Zl26 
(~':J 27 
(:)} ;~ ?i 
01 31 
C'iJ32 
~?)] 3 3 
CJ 311 

!/; l 3~ 
'.~; J ~3 6 
',~: J 3 7 
c::11 1,q; 
~) 1 li 1 
":'.iJ 112 

~31 t'!Lj 

DJ Ll 5 
'()] '% 
0147 

Jl s 1 
01 ::;2 
(?)J 53 
~)154 

0155 

0000 

%HJ0~ 
60Ll] 
5101 
6046 
7300 
5500 
ra0~rn 

7300 
J J 25 
4 JV.Ha 
5506 

2100 
0'2100 
2 vH?10 
cm ~J0 
2200 
'.J{Zlf10 
2 J /.4(/) 

7 ()(')0 

02(Hl 
7777 
7776 
7775 
7773 
7755 

;; ~.J C'.1 Z1 
(i'.277 
;J243 
Vi (1)2 6 
(;J (~j l ~:3 

oe13 J 
'.711 7 7 
1777 
} 2 71 
1 :H?t li. 
()~! /l0 

OSD2 
(7)533 
J 2G0 
t/J600 

i!c 1 0 
f NDEX1 
~100 

TYPE,, 

COUNT, 
XYMEM, 
XYCTR.1 
NEWMEM., 
MEMCTR, 
MGOOL, 
COOL.CT, 
ZMEM, 

Vi2.J 
M31 
M ~.:,, 
\I;) 9, 
STDPJ, 
STOP2, 
STOP:3, 
STOPS?;, 
STOPS, 

:<24:.3.J 
s r )<, 
[ J f:.HT,, 

1\1 f \! E' 

N E\•.1MM, 
Chf.:X, 
CHi<Y., 

CLF.J~, 

ERROR.1 
PF SET, 
MSUJJR, 

0 
TSF 
JMP .-J 
TLS 
CU\ CLL 
JMP T TYPE 
0 
CU\ CLL 
Tf-\D END 
JMS TYPE 
,JMP T EOB 
0 
2100 

2vrn0 
0 
2200 
0 
2140 
0 
76V.J0 

7777 
7776 
7775 
7773 

7 7'.)5 

Ci 

?77 
2·~3 

26 
1 ?.1 
31 
177 

1777 
CHE:l<X 
CHF:i<Y 
40 

CLEf-\R 
ERR 
F~ESTT 

MSUB 

-]-



01 56 1000 SORTG, 
Vil ~)7 J 2~2l'.! SOFffX, 
0160 1054 SORTY, 
0161 1011 sorrn~, 

~) l 6 ~2 J 1 2 6 S 0 F(ff , 
1206 
J 2 /.j] 

':-' r: r T7. ·' 
P!\Ct<2, 
LT \\JV J , 

ESS, 

srnc~.t:E 

SRTEX 
S~'Tl:JYE 

Sf<T(:;f~E 

SRTE:FF 
Ti.1FTZE:D 
PCV-2 
CHEKS 
211 7 

0163 
0164 
0165 
0166 
CJ67 
01 7f~ 

2] J 7 
~)323 

l 321 
CHD< Gfrn, CHEKG 
LEDF:, Ll~/\OR 

(;~J7J 125'.5 F>~F~OP2., EFR2 
0172 0225 AGAJN, AGEN 
0173 7756 MJS, 7756 
?! J 7 "~ 0 ti 7 I~ FT TU F· ~J ~ r\ F. L-(\J 

2280 7300 START, 
02 t0 ] 6 '.2l Lj 6 
02Ci2 1 35 J 

02(/i LJ } J 46 

2:2CJ6 11552 
V2~7;7 I.JS 7{21 

G2 l 1 J 3 52 
~·;2 J 2 31 J 5 
~1·2 J 3 1 1 25 
0~~) L1 

t/)21 5 
~J2 l 6 
vi21 7 

0221 
0222 
Vii?. 2 3 
(~22 Ll 

(2'}225 
'.2!226 
0227 
0~~3(·J 

0231 
0232 
0233 
0234 
0235 
02 36 
m~37 

Z21.J0 
02L1} 

t1J2l12 

3515 
J 353 
3121 
J J 25 
~352 J 
1354 
3123 
1 J 25 
3523 
J J 1 6 ?\GEN, 
:3 J 1 7 
J 1 J 4 
31 J 5 
1120 
3121 
1] 22 
3123 
6031 LOOPJ, 
5235 
6036 
3517 
1 5 l 7 
J J 2 4 

CLl\ CLL 
TLS 
Tt\f) CO~JST 

DCA COUNT 

~J~·~ S T CLE f~ 
.JM S I LEDh' 
CLA CLL 

T1~\0 Lt\STX 
DCPl XYC~fR 

Tt~tD Ei .. JO 
OC,t\ T XYCTR 
Tf\D U~ .STM 
OC?\ COOLCT 
Tt'l.D ~=ND 

DCA I COOLCT 
T?'D Lf\STZ 
DCA ZGTR 
T,41) E('JD 
DC.4 T ZCTR 

T f-4 D N E ':JM EM 
DC4 MEMCTR 
T/40 XYMEM 
DCA. XYCTR 
TAD MCOOL 
DCA COOL.CT 
HlD ZMEM 
DC!-\ ZCTR 

KSF 
JMP .-J 
KR8 
DCt\ f MEMCTR 
Tt-10 T MEMCTR 
Tf~D CR 
SNf-\ 

-2-



(52 44 ~)253 .JMP LPND 
0;~ LJ 5 7001 TAC 
0246 7lJ50 SNA 
Q!'21.J7 L1 ~) 70 ,JMS r LEDR 
0250 21 ] 7 rsz MEMCTR 
025 J 7300 CU.\ CLL 
0252 5235 JMP LOOPl 
\/J253 4554 LPNO, JMS T RESET 
0254 1 5 J 7 MO!<EN, TAD I MEMC TR 
0255 1355 TAD NN 
0256 7650 SNA CLA 
0~?.57 526LJ JMP OUTN 
0260 21 J 7 TSZ MEMCTR 
0261 2136 TSZ STOPS~~ 

0262 5254 JMP MOREN 
(2;263 5574 JMP r f~ETURN 
0264 21 J 7 OUTM, r sz MEMC TR 
0265 l 130 Tr40 M3 
0266 3135 ocr~ STOP3 
0267 1 5 J 7 SEQN, Tf1D r MEMCTR 
0270 3515 DC.'-l r XYCTR 
jJ2 7 J 21 J 7 rsz f·/,EMCTR 
0272 21 J 5 r sz. XYCTR 
0273 2135 T .SZ STOP3 
0274 :526 7 ,JMP SEON 
f~./27 5 11554 ,JMS T RESET 
0276 1 5 J 7 LOOP2, T(\D T MEMCTR 
0277 1356 T?'D MM 
0300 7650 SNA CLA 
0301 4555 .JMS J MSUBR 
0302 2 J J 7 JSZ MEMC TR 
tl303 2136 J sz STOP50 
0304 5276 Jfvjp LOOP2 
(;)305 1 J 6 6 H4.D ESS 
\2130 6 31 1 5 DC?\ XYCTR 
t'.J307 J 5 J 5 xs, T{\D r XYCTR 
0310 J 1~4 Tf-\D CH 
03 J J 7650 SN?\ CLA 
0312 5317 JMP TJ 
0313 ] J 5 J TAD ZERO 
03} /1 3515 DC/1 r XYCTR 
o~ 1 s 21 J s f SZ XYCTR 
rx3 l 6 53(57 .JMP XS 
r,531 7 J 3 6•{) T 1 ' TAO TB0 
Ql320 31 l 5 DCfi, XYCTR 
0321 J J Lt3 Tf,\D F:f GHT 
0:322 3515 DCA J XYCTR 
0323 7 3021 ·cHEl\G, CLf4 CLL 
032/i 4554 .JMS r HES ET 
'.3325 J 5 J 7 LOOP(?,, T?'.10 J MEMCTR 
0326. )357 TAD GG 
0327 76'.)0 SN1\ CLA 

-3-

http:Q!'21.J7


03 3G 5 3~~5 
Ci3 3 J 2 J 1 7 
Vi~332 '.~ 1 3 6 
('.J3]3 53?.5 
D334 
0335 
033() 
C1337 
03L10 
03 41 
~)3112 

(21343 
Z3 Ii !t 
0345 
03ti6 
vJ3 47 
035(j 

7410 
11556 GOUT.1 
45L!7 
1136 
7L150 
53 t~3 
4557 
.t.1550 MEXT, 
J J 3 6 
7450 
5350 JMP LK 
Li 5 6 ~3 
5565 U<.1 

Jt,!P (~OUT 

T SZ ; .. 1;~;,1CTR 
I.SZ STOP50 
JMP LOOPG 
S}<P 
.JMS T SORTG 

,JM S T CHEX 
T/-1.D STOP50 
SNt\ 
,JMP ~JEXT 

JMS T SORTX 
JMS J CH}<Y 
TAD STOP50 
SNA 

JMS SORTY 
JMP LTNKJ 

•>j35 l 75('.J\J CONST.1 7500 
EJ3 5 2 2 1 2 3 L /.\ STX .1 2 1 2 3 
0353 2223 LASTM,2223 
1?1354 2163 L!-LSTz., 2163 
0355 7673 NN, 
~13 5 6 7 6 5 4 Mi'-! , 
('.·357 7631 GG, 
0~360 2 J 2 J TBQl, 

~ ttfrn 
0~00 7300 CHEKS, 
(1401 Lt554 
0402 J517 LOOPS, 
0403 l 356 
0.q04 7650 
e,tieis s212 
fJ/406 ~~]J7 

01.J'2J7 2 J 36 

(/J/J] J 7 Id 0 
fi~JIJ 2 ,~ ~. J ftj S DU T ·' 
8~13 7300 xvTp, 
Q.q 1 4 
2P J c; 
~?J l'.j J 6 
v:;4 J 1 
Ul!20 
:v121 
0422 
GJ/~23 

2}4:~4 

~:~:.q?. 5 
0LJ26 
f'.)427 
f2143t~) 

043} 

6G46 
J 1 1 4 
81 1 5 
1 5 J 5 TYP[X,, 
J 124 
7450 
5227 
(Jl 45 
1.'!J t!i0 
21 J 5 
5~?. J 7 
t~ 1 ~J 6 E~'JDX ·' 
73f'.]~1 CHG:KF~., 

L1554 

7673 
7654 
7631 
2121 

CLA CLL 
JMS I RESET 
~rnD J :<EYCTH 
T?\l) SS 
S\\Jl\ CLA 
.JMP SOUT 
T SZ ~-~EMCTR 

IS7 .STOP50 
,J!<P LOOPS 
S1<P 
, ,n-. '1 .S S 0 f\> T S 
CLA CLL 
TLS 
TAD XYMEt!/ 
DC/!. XYCH~ 

Tr4D I )\YCTR 
Tf.\D CR 
S~J!-1 

.JMP E:\JDX 
(.) ~~ D f< (\ S ;< 
JMS TYPE 
rsz XYGTR 
JMP TYPEX 
JMS EOB 
CL.A CLL 
,JMS I RESET 

.. 4-



Zll32 
0113:3 
Ol131.i 

~}435 

0436 
f'.iLJ37 
0440 
01.;4 J 

04112 
04L!3 
(jl.14/t 

fZl/145 
011116 

0447 
Vllt50 
0451 
0452 
CM53 
0ti 5 Lj 

0L65 
0456 
flJ4 5 7 
~?JLJ60 

01!6 J 

'.~1462 

0463 
~}!16 4 
(,11165 
Q)Li 6 6 
<M-167 
0470 
0471 
0Lt72 
0473 
0LJ74 
f34 75 
01176 
01~77 

JSJ7 LOOPR, 
1357 
7657; 
~)?. l.12 

21 J 7 
2136 
5232 
5274 
1122 RSM, 
3123 
J J ] LI 

31 J 5 
J J 30 
3135 
1s1s z1, 
3523 
2123 
:2] J 5 
2135 
52 ~)'.3 
1 f LJ 4 
3523 
456 J 

7 3 rm c HE!< F ., 
LJ55 If 

J SJ 7 LOOPF., 
1360 
7650 
5273 
21 J 7 
2136 
5263 
7 LI} !2J 

11562 FOUT, 
1361 F?ETRN.$ 
31 1 ;3 
] J t16 

~30 J (j 
!/)'.-)(i)0 L13~J2 

05~)1 5572 

0502 0000 CLEAR, 
05 t?! 3 l J 5 1 
fi)5(j I~ 3 Li J ~j 
V·~) r0 5 2 l J 3 
0506 5303 
05Qi7 57~J2 

0510 0000 SORTS, 
0511 7300 
~'.15 1 2 2 J J 7 

Tl1D T f"·1[J-.'lCTf~ 

TAD rm 
SN(-\ CLA 
J:VlP RSM 
rsz MEMCTR 
rsz STOP50 
.JMP LOOPR 
.JMP RETRN 
Tf-1D ZMEM 
DC?\ ZCTR 
T?\O XYMEM 
OCf-\ XYCTR 
H\O M3 
DC?-\ STOP3 
TJ'.\0 I XYCTR 
OCL\ f ZCTH 
rsz ZCTR 
JSZ XYCTR 
rsz STOP3 
Jfvjp Z J 

Tl~D NTNE 
DCA f ZCTR 
.JMS f SORTR 
CU-\ CLL 
.JMS f RE:SET 
T?\D I MEfl:CTR 
TAD FF 
SN/\ CU\ 
JMP FOUT 
rsz MEMCTR 
rsz STOP50 
JMP LOOPF 
S}<P 
.JMS J SORTF 

T Ii D C 0 ;\J ST J 
DC/\ COUNT 

T.~d) NEUMM 
DC,4 INDEX 

JMS CLEl4.R 
JMP T AG.!-\ TN 
P1qlJ SE 

~1 

L4D ZERO 
OC!i. r r ~.JOEX 
rsz COUNT 

,JM p I - 3 
~JMP J CLEf\R 
0 
CU\ CLL 
TSZ MEMCTR 
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C6 1 3 J 127 TAD M2 
(115 1 4 3134 DU\ STOP2 
0515 J 166 Tf~D ESS 
05} 6 31 1 5 DC.l\ )~'r'CTR 

W=)l 7 J 5} 7 s2, T;~D J MEMGTf~ 
CS2Vi ~~ 51 5 DC?\ T XYCTR 
v1s21 21 } 7 r sz MEfviCTf~ 

y)5 ~~2 :-?. 1 1 5 rsz XYCTH 
f5S?. 3 2134 rsz STOP2 
052!~ 5317 ,JMP S2 
0525 1 l 43 TAD ETGHT 
0526 3515 DCf.:\ r XYCTR 
0527 21 l 5 TSZ XYCTR 
0530 1 ]/J~3 TAD Ef GHT 
0531 3Sl5 DCf-\ T XYCTR 
(')532 5710 JMP r SORTS 
0533 0000 Ef-m, 0 
(~534 7300 CL.A CLL 
0535 6046 TLS 
0536 4347 JMS CRLF 
0537 ] J 40 TAD K277 
0540 ,, J 00 JMS TYPE 
05111 ] l L1 J Ti\D ~{243 

05 /~2 LtJ 00 J~,JS TYPE 
G'.:l43 ] ~~62 TAiJ ~<J 
vJS l! 4 L4 J 00 JMS TYPE 
05 45 7402 HLT 
!215146 5733 ,JMP T ERR 
'2J547 fJ000 CRU-;-, 0 
0550 7300 CLA CLL 
055 J 1364 TAD K215 
0552 Lt 1 00 .JMS TYPE: 
0553 1 363 TAD K212 
0554 lt J 00 JMS TYPE 
0555 5747 JMP r CRLF 
0556 7716 ss, 7716 
r21ss1 7667 Hf<, 7667 
0560 7612 FF, 7612 
(?)561 7701 CONSTl, 7701 
~j562 0261 i< 1 , ?61 
Vi5 63 0212 1<21 2, 212 
0564 0215 K2J 5, 215 

*600 
V.J600 0!2H2H3 MSUB, 0 
0601 21 1 7 rsz r\!EMCTR 

' ' 

\:0602 1 ] 1 7 T/.\O ME:MCTR 
06~i3 3373 DCA TEMP 
06~14 J 120 TAD MCOOL 
0Mj5 3010 DCA TN DEX 
V.5606 J 1 7 3 Tf~D MJ8 
06 f/J 7 31 J 3 DC::\ COUNT 
0610 4552 .JMS r CLER 
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06 l l J J 20 TAD ~;,COOL 

06 J 2 31 2 J DC{\ COOL CT 
Q)6 1 3 ] 1 1 4 TAD XYMEM 
06 J Ll 3 J J 5 DCA XYCTR 
06 J c 

.) 1 1 30 Tf-\D M3 
12)6 J 6 3 l 35 DCA STOP3 
061 7 J 1-

.) J 5 i··i.SEO, Tf-\D I XYCTR 
~'.162(>} 352 J DC,4 T COOL CT 
Ofi21 ~'. 1 ] c· 

.) r .s 7. XYCTF~ 

:.06'22 2 l 21 I Sr' , __ I. CCOLCT 
f;JC)?:3 2 J 3:) T sz STOP3 
?l(> '2 /t s::-21 7 ,J(";p 1~·1 ~:; t•: D 
U6'.::''.S /;5 !i? Jt-~ ~) r Ci-:E)< 
~;r,~·s J J ~3 6 T /~ C) STCJfl5t~J 

Ci6?.7 76SVi S•\J :~ CLA 
36 3:3 S;-?113 ,jf·.Jp t·•; 1,; YE 
i?JS 3 J 1 375 Tt\D MX 
~:)(; 3 ~~ 31 I:) ,..., l DCf-\ COOL CT 
'.'.1633 l J 31 T!-1D MS 
(216 3 4 31 .37 DCa4 STOPS 
06 35 21 J 7 REPTX.1 r sz MEMCTR 
~/)6 ~3 6 ] s J 7 T?1D J r\~ E. rv1 c r R 
0637 35?. } DC!\ r COOL CT 
!,j6 40 21 21 r sz COOL CT 
06 41 2 1 37 T sz STOPS 
06Ll2 5235 .JMP RFPTX 
06L!3 LJ550 Mt·JY E:.J ,JMS r CHVY 
0644 J 1 36 TAD STOP50 
06115 7650 SNL\ CL4 
D646 526 ] .JMP f·.'JF 
\?16117 J 376 TAD MY 
D6 5~3 3 ] 2 J DCf-\ COOL CT 
06 51 J 1 31 T/~D ;.15 
(:!) 52 31 37 DCf-1 STOPS 
0653 21 1 7 EEPTY1 J sz MEMC TR 
0654 J 51 7 T_!-tO T \ 1! F. r .. ; CT R 
(;}6 5 5 3521 DC·".\ r COOL CT 
(,~556 21 ~21 J S? CO OJ, GT 
rMS57 2 J 37 rsz STOPS 
(:'.i66!i1 52S3 J''~c· • ~' J J - FEPTY 
06 t:, J ] ,573 i·/\F, T?1U TE\<P 
(/;62 ~) 1 J 7 DCt1 Mt=\< CTR 
:{~(16 3 2 l ] 7 J sz t< r~\··i CT i~ 
0664 J ,-.) J 7 T~\ D r hE!<CTf~ 

(16 (, ~) J 37 J T'(-'-l f) M26 
Ci6 66 7650 .s·'\t\ C:L4 
Vi667 11 :~ J 5 j~,;s TIJCH 
(!](:17 1?; J 37 1.1 Tl.-1D MFUN 
·:~:. (,, 7 J 31 21 OCt-1 CC!OLCT 
fj;) 7~ 1 :373 T t..,D TE~<P 

8673 31 1 7 DCc'\ t·"iE.MCTR 
067 Li 1 ;:i J 7 Tfi D T r•11;-:vcTF~ 
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L6 75 3521 DC.4 r COULCT 
0676 21 J 7 JSl MEf'-·iCTR 
Cl677 2121 TSZ COOL CT 
07 v) vi 1 5 1 7 T.~D J i·:)EfvlCTR 

'/179! J 3521 DC!~ r COOL CT 
(~i7 ()2 LJ353 '-J\vj S HTYPE 
{(';7\~13 lJ] 06 .JMS SOB 
f'J7 () LJ J :37 .q TAD MFUN 
V17 Vi~) 3 1 ?. J DCf-1 COOL CT 
07 '.?! 6 212} TSZ COOL CT 
07</}7 J 127 T{iD i··!2 
071 Ql J 521 Th.D r COOL CT 
071 J 7450 SN~\ 

0712 5572 JMP r (-\ G?\ JN 
0713 5567 ._JMP r GEE}\ GEE 
071 4 5600 jMP r MSUB 
fiJ7 l 5 l'1vrn0 TLCH, 0 
(tJ? J 6 7300 CLA CLL 
071 7 1654 .JMS r f~ESET 

0720 1 5 J 7 LOOP6, T?\D T MEMC TR 
0721 1372 T/-\0 TT 
0722 7650 SNA CL.A 
~3723 5330 JMP CONT 1 /~-~ 
0724 2 l 1 7 J sz MEMC TR \ 
0725 2136 rsz STOP50 \ 
0726 LOOP6 

\ 

5320 JMP \ 
(?J727 4571 JMS r ERJ:WR2 "'-~-~ 
073'1 1377 CONT l, Tf~D TTM 
rzn 3] 3121 DCA COOLCT 
0732 21 J 7 rsz ME:MCTR 
0733 J 5 J 7 TAD r MEMC TR 
0734 3521 DCA I COOL CT 
0735 21 1 7 rsz MEMCTR 
0736 2121 rsz COOLCT 
0737 1 5 J 7 TAD r MEMCTR 
07 L10 3521 DCA T COOLCT 
07 Lt J 2 J 21 rsz COOLCT 
0742 l J 43 Tf-HJ EIGHT 
01113 3521 DCf.\ J COOL CT 
07 LJLj 2121 r .sz COOL CT 
07 45 ] J 42 TAD STX 
0746 3521 DCA r COOL CT 
0747 4353 JMS MTYPE 
Qi750 4106 JMS EOB 
07 5 J 5572 JMP J !-\GI\ JN 
07~-)2 5715 ,JMP r TLCH 
!0753 0V30f2i MTYPE.1 v) 

07 5 L~ 730(] CLA CLL 
075S 6~146 TLS 
0756 J 120 Tf.\D MCOOL 
07~) 7 3121 DC1~ COOL CT 
0760 1521 TYPf~M.1 T/\D r COOL CT 
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07 6 J J 124 TAD CR 
0762 7450 SNA 
0763 5370 Jji;p ENDM 
076LJ %] J 4 5 AND MA Si< 
07 65 4100 JMS TYPE 
07 66 2121 rsz COOLCT 
0767 5360 JMP TYPEM 
0770 5753 ENDM.1 JMP r MTYPE 
0771 7752 M261 7752 
0772 7735 TT.1 7735 
\)773 (1 (10(-3 TEMP.1 (i) 

0771.J. 2221 MFUN., 2221 
0775 2204 MX, 22Q14 
W/76 221 1 t·1Y, 221 ) 

l(J7 77 2217 TTM, 221 7 
P/'.lUSE 

~~ I 0C.H1 
J 0~10 OCQl Pi SFHGEE1 0 / PREP FU\JCTTON CODTNG 
10G J J 352 T/-\D GEE 
JVJ02 31 } 5 DC?-1 XYCTR 
J 0f'.J3 21 1 7 JSZ MEMC TR 
1004 Li564 JMS r Pf.~CX2 

HJQ)5 7450 S\lA 

1006 5253 .JMP E;\JOG 
J0r?i7 !135 J (.\ 010 M(-\SK 3 
rn 10 J 1 31 Tf~D MS 
101 1 7450 SNf-\ 
1012 5230 JMP BO Pf'.: 
}0' 3 7f.'.i0 J TAC 
101 L1 7450 Sf\ll\ 
1 ~} ) 5 5234 .JMP Tf\P 1 
10 J 6 7(!)0 J TAC 
H51 7 7Ll50 SN(.\ 
102(3 52110 .JMP TAP2 
1321 7vJ01 f(-\G 

J f~122 7 Lt50 S\lf-\ 
1023 52Ll4 JMP PEC1< 
1024 7001 f!\C 
1025 7450 .S~U\ 

H026 5250 .JMP DRTLL 
J 027 5253 .JMP ENDG 
1 v13e, 72(30 BORE' GLA 
1031 1 353 Tf-.\D BORER 
10~32 3515 DCf-\ r XYCTH 
1033 5253 .JMP l~~rJ 0 G 
J(ij 3 4 ?2{1\tJ T?\P 1 _, CLr~ 

1035 1 354 Tf-\D Tf~ P JR 
JD:36 3 ~j J l:-.) DC(\ J XYCTR 
10:17 5253 .J~.tj p ENDG 
H_'J/10 7200 T!-\P2~ CLA 
10 .q J J 

•:> c- r· 
,_) ,) :) Tf\O T/-\P2R 
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J '~J I; 2 3 5 J 5 
J'.J43 5253 
1044 7200 PECK, 
1016 J :356 
1 (/} !~ 6 .3 5 J 5 

Vi547 5~53 

JGSr;; 72~30 ORTLL_, 
Jc'.) 1 J 3 5 7 
H1 ~)2 35 1 5 
J ~) 3 5 f) '.~i D E ;.,,J D t: 1 

J ') 1, n n \~i :0 s r~ T ':} Y E , 
ms::; 73:30 
l~J56 }360 
J!/'!57 :3115 
1068 1131 
}(061 3137 
1062 2117 RESTQY, 
Jei63 1517 
HJnL~ 3515 
1065 211S 
1066 2137 
1067 5262 
H170 5654 
1071 0000 SRTARE, 
1 W12 7 30'.1 
HJ73 1127 
107 lJ 

Hns 
1076 
10 77 
1 l tlH~i 
l Jrj] 
1102 
1103 

,3 J 34 
J 1 3 J 
3137 
21 1 7 
2123 
J 51 7 
3523 
2137 

1H14 5277 
1H~5 2134 
J J 06 
J 1 QJ 7 
11 1 0 
J 1 J 1 
1 J J 2 
11 l 3 
J ll 4 
) l J 5 
J 1 J 6 
11 1 7 
J} 2~J 
] 1 ~~ J 
11 22 
J 1 23 
J 1 2L! 

1 J 25 

7 /1 J 0 
5312 
43 J :3 
5275 
5671 
\~j 1~J 00 
7300 
L1554 
] 51 7 
J 36 J 
7650 
5325 
~~ J J 7 
2136 
5316 
5713 

OVER, 

RES TOR., 

SRT' 
CHEKz, 

LOOPZ.1 

ZOUT, 

DC~1 J XYCTH 

CL/-\ 
T/-'D PE.Ci<H 
DC.(;~ f XYCTR 
.JMP ENDS 
CLl\ 
TL\D urnLLR 
n c ~; r x Y c n~ 
J(\'iP r s;:~r FEE 
.""-, 

CLJ~ CLL 
'f :.(1D 1:.'YE 

OCI-\ XYCTR 
T~\D M5 
DCt\ STOPS 
T SZ i\'i~.:MCTR 

Tt1D f \·,,lEMCTf< 
DCf.~ f XYCTF< 
rsz XYCTR 
rsz STOPS 
,JMP RE STOY 
JViP f Si~TWYE 

0 /FEF:OPO J NT MO\JF:>!ENT f '.\J STF~UCT 
CLt-\ CLL 
Tf\I) M2 
DCA STOP2 
Tt-\D M5 
DC(.\ STOPS 
T SZ i·:}Ef..,.lCTR 
rsz ?.GTH 
TAD r 1v;Er\'ICTR 
DCA T ZCTR 
rsz STOPS 
JMP f<ESTOR 
rsz STOP2 
Sl-<P 
.JMP SRT 
JMS CHEKZ 
JMP OVER 
JMP T SWff.\HE 

/Ff N!-:-i.L 
CU\ CLL 
JMS f RESET 
Tl-\D f MEMGTR 
Tf~D ZZ 
SN!.\ CLA 
JMP ZOUT 
rsz MEMCTR 
TSZ STOP50 
,JMP LOOPZ 
JMP T CHF.~<7. 
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J J 2 6 
11 27 
] } 30 
1] 31 
J J 32 
J J 33 
l J 3 4 
11 35 
11 36 
J 1 37 
l 1 ·Y1 
11 1q 
11 ,~2 
] J L! 3 
J]lJLJ 

] 1 45 
1 l /j 6 
J J Lt7 
J J 50 
J 1 5 J 
1 J ~"}2 

J 1 53 
J 1 5 4 
J l ~)5 
11 ~) 6 

11 5 7 
J l 6ra 
J ] 61 
11 62 

120vJ 
1201 
1202 
1203 
1204 
1205 
12!7,l6 
J2vl7 
1210 
121 J 
12 J 2 
1213 
J 2 J /~ 
1215 
121 6 
12 J 7 
1220 
1221 
1222 
1223 

1362 
3123 
J ] 2 7 
3134 
2 J l 7 
J 51 7 
35~~3 

2123 
2134 
S:J33 
1 1 tn 
~35~.~3 

2123 
1 1 t14 

3523 
/1563 
11106 
5726 
0n~J7 

2103 
0007 
0~J0 J 
(:)0) J '.;j 

v) CJ f0 '~ 
W!J25 
2 J J 1 
7727 
2157 

Sln'F.FF, 

RESTOz., 

MASJ<3, 

GOPE!~, 

Tf\P 1 H, 
Tf-\P 2R, 

DF~TLLF~, 

t·JYE, 

z 7- ·' 
Z. F., 

0000 RESTT.1 
l 1 1 6 
3 J J 7 
1254 
3136 
56vJ0 
009H'.i t·.JFffZED, 
7300 
6QJL16 
1122 
3123 
1523 TYPEZ.1 
1 124 
7 li50 
S223 
~) J 45 
LtJ 00 
2123 
5213 
5 6 0 6 F. i'>J DZ , 

1224 0000 SRTEX, 0 

0 / Z FE E Di~ ATE T ;·~ '.:J T F LI CT T 0 i\l S 
Tl.\D ZF 
DC~1 ZCTR 
Tf-\D M2 
DCf\ STOP2 
rsz MEMCTR 
H1D J MEMCTR 
DCA f ZCTR 
TSZ ZCTR 
rsz STOP2 
JMP RF.STOZ 
U\D EJEHT 
DC/~ J ZCTR 
JSZ ZCTR 
T?\D NT NE 
DCA T ZCTR 
JM s r t1

•
1 R r T z 

JMS EOB 
JMP f SRTEFF 
7 
2103 
1 
J 
1 0 
4 
2S 
21 J J 
7 727 
2157 

0 
TAD NEhli·liEM 
DCA MF.MCTR 
Tf-\0 M50 
DCA STOP50 
.JMP J f~ESTT 

CU\ CLL 
TLS 
TAD ZMEM 
DC/\ ZCTR 
Tf.\O J ZCTR 
Tl\D CR 
SNt\ 
JMP ENDZ 
AND i·1lAS}< 
J;·tiS TYPE 
rsz ZCTR 
JMP TYPEZ 
.JMP J hlFffZED 

1 ~~2s 7 3vJO CL/\ CLL 

- J l -
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1226 
1227 
1230 
1231 
1232 
1233 
12314 
1235 
1236 
1~37 

12'-H1 
12 4 J 

1253 
3 J l 5 
1 l 3] 
3 J ;3 7 
21 1 7 
J 5] 7 
3515 
2 J J 5 
2137 
5232 
5624 
0000 

1242 1127 
1243 3134 

RESTOX.1 

1244 7006 PACK, 
1245 7E104 
1246 1517 
12.47 2117 
1250 2134 
1251 5244 
1252 5611] 

1253 2104 XSTRT, 
J 254 771 5 [\•i50., 
1255 0000 ERR2, 
1256 7300 
1257 5tal.J6 
j 260 } 1 Lj(lj 

1261 /4} 00 
1262 )}It) 

1263 !1J{~Ha 

1264 l 27l!J 
1265 !.'!J(ij~1 

12(16 7ti02 
J?.67 ~)655 

12n~ 13 o 
1273 1,2:a«'.'.l 
1·271~ 1517 LOOP/\, 
1~27'.5 ] 317 
1276 765fJ 
1277 5:3(}~3 

J::3SS 21J7 
]3(~] 2136 
1302 5274 
1333 5671 xour, 
1304 0000 CHEKY, 
1305 7300 

Tf-iD XSTln 
DCf\ XYCTF\ 
TAD MS 
DCA STOPS 
rsz MEMCTR 
T/.-\D f ~'iEt-·iCTR 

DCA I XYCTR 
rsz XYCTR 
rsz STOPS 
JMP RESTOX 
JMP f SRTEX 
0 
Tf-\D M2 
DCA STOP2 
RTL 
RAL 
T,qO T MF:MCTR 
rsz MEMCTR 
ISZ STOP2 
.JMP PACl< 
,JMP T PC~<2 
2104 
7715 
0 
CU:.. CLL 
TLS 
T:~dJ X277 
.JMS TYPE 
T.l1D i.\ 2 43 
... n1s TYPE 
Tf'D i-<262 
,_fl<S TYPE 
FLT 
.J ~ .. ~ P r F: H r< 2 

cu:,, CLL 
,JM S ;~E:STT 

T '.".1 D f f·.~ t: ~I C Tl~ 
'f{\0 xx 
S>.'1~ CLA 
JMP XOUT 
T SZ MEi·,:!CTH 
TSZ STOP50 
JMP LOOPX 
JMP f CH~:}< X 
0 
CLA CLL 

1306 4200 JMS RESTT 
1387 l 51 7 LOOPY., Tf.\D I MEMC TR 
1310 1320 TAD YY 
131 J 7650 Si'Jf--\ CL/4 



1312 5316 ,JMP YOUT 
1313 2117 T SZ MEt·.rcTR 
1314 2136 rsz STOP~.i~j 

J 3 1 S 5 3 ~J? .JM fJ L 0 0 PY 
1316 5704 YOLJT, JMP J CHEKY 
1:317 7711 xx., 7711 
13~8 7710 yy, 7710 

13~?.2 6<;}/.)6 

1::i.~>.3 1131 
J3?/J :3137 
]325 1132 Li), 
1 :.Q() 31 1 3 
1327 11'.Sl Lf, 
1 :3 3 (j !1 1 c ] 
]]3] 2113 
1 J 3 ·~ ~) :3 2 7 
1 :?<~3 <"1 l ~)6 
133 i'j ~? J 3 7 
1335 5325 
1336 1517 
1337 11?4 

J 34] 7 !150 

1J4,'3 5721 
f-'iC-. /.:.. r r'i o J 1 ~?. 
t~G EN 0:225 
~30 F? E: 1 C:J 3 CJ 

f~() FE f?. 1 J 5 3 
CHE:f<F :!J <"16 J 

CHE I-< G 0 3 2 ~3 
Ch F:}\ GE C.5 J 6 7 

CFEi< S 0 L/00 
CFF:J.< X 1 2 71 
CH!~}<Y J 30 ti 

ci--;r.:w?. l J 1 3 
Ch F X (?J J 11 7 
cr;xy {-~ J so 
a ... EM~ 0Sf32 
CLEF: Ci 1 52 
co·r'JS T ~13s1 

CONST1 0561 
CO !,~ T 1 '.3 7 3 D 
COOL CT 01 2 J 
COUNT 01 J 3 
en G 124-
Ch·LF !;.) 5 ti 7 
Ol-::: r LL 1 vJ50 
DFzfLLR 1157 
EfGHT (.jl LJ3 

'TLS 
T/~D i-1 S 

T t.1 0 I'. F: i7' G 
,J;·< S TY;~) E 

T S7. CDU·:\T 

,_frj s \;~ ;) ·!_::; 

J SZ STOP~) 

.Jt·!P LO 
TAD T MEt":CTR 
T/1-D CR 
T .1-\C 

hLT 
JMP T LE.'-1Df~~ 
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END 0125 
ENDG 1353 
END~1 0770 
END/~ 0427 
E{\1DZ 1223 
rem 0106 
nm 0s:..n 
EF-'.!WR ~) J 53 
ERROF~2 G J 7 J 

ERR2 j255 
F.SS 0166 
FF ra560 
FOUT 0473 
GEE 11 52 
GG 0.357 
GOUT 0335 
TN DEX 0010 
K1 0562 
K2J2 0563 
J.<21 5 0564 
!{2113 01 41 
i-<262 1270 
K277 0J40 
LASTM ca353 
U\STX 0352 
LASTZ 0:354 
LE,'-\DR 1 32 J 
LEDR t~ J 70 
LJ 1327 
LT N}< J 0165 
U< 0350 
LO J 325 
LOOPF (21463 
LOO PG ((i325 
LOO PR 0 432 
LOOPS 0402 
LOOPX l 27 Lj 

LOOPY 1307 
LOOPZ ] 1 J 6 
LOOPl 0235 
LOOP2 !3276 
LOOP6 0720 
LPND 0253 
iv!;C\SK 01 LJS 
M4SK3 ] 1 51 
MCOOL 0120 
ME: MC TR 01 l 7 
MF 066l 
~<FUN 0774 
t··!M 0356 
;_-;OREN 0254 
MSE:Q 0617 
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· i<.SUB 
MSU8R 
MTYPE 
MWYE 
~<X 

MY 
MJ 
\v~] 8 
Ml9 
M2 
\·126 
r .. ~3 

;,15;1 
NEl.r.IMEM 

NEXT 
NTNE 
i\N 
CXJTN 
OVER 
PACK 
PACK2 
PC~<2 
PECK 
PECt<H 
REP TX 
HEP TY 
RESET 
RES TOR 
RESTOX 
RE STOY 
RESTOZ 
RES TT 
RETE~J 

FE TURN 
Fm 
RSM 
SEQN 
STX 
SO RTF 
SORTG 
.SORTR 
~:O!~TS 
SOR TX 
SO h:'TY 
SOUT 
SF?T 
Sl~Tf-lf~E 

SF:TEFF 
SPTF:X 
SF<TGEE 

0600 
vJ J 55 
0753 
0643 
0775 
0776 
0126 
tZi J 73 
\?) l 32 
~j J 27 
W77J 
~j] 38 
01 3 J 
1254 
0 J J 6 
01 46 
0343 
0144 
0355 
0264 
1075 
1 2Lt4 
0164 
J 241 
1 :344 
1 J 5 6 
0635 
~3653 

01 5 '~ 
1 vJ77 
l 2~~2 
1062 
] J 33 
1200 
0Lt74 
0174 
0557 
rJ LI l.t2 

0267 
~j J 42 
Q';J 62 
()] 56 
0] 61 
0510 
0157 
01 6~1 
0412 
J 1 ) 2 
1071 
}126 
1224 
1000 
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!::RThlYE 
SS 
ST ('~~T 
STOPl 
STOP2 
~:3TOP 3 
STOF' 5 
STOP~)\) 

Ti~\P 1 
Tit!-=> J f~ 

Tf:1P2 
·rt1P2R 
TEl.,IP 
TLCH 
TT 
TTM 
TYPE 
TYPEM 
TYPEX 
n'PEZ 
Tl 
T80 
t'1F< T TZ 
t.1F~TZED 

ViYE 
!<OUT 
XS 
XSTRT 
xx 
i\YCTR 
X''fMEM 
XYTP 
YOUT 
yy 
ZCTR 
7EFW 
ZF 
ZMEM 
ZOUT 
zz 
Zl 

J f?i5 4 
fj~)56 

kJ J 33 
Ci J 8 I~ 
(J J 35 
iz J 3 7 
C51 3 6 
0517 
1 Vi34 
J J 5 4 
J 0 l10 

J l 5 5 
0773 
0715 
0772 
0777 
0100 
0760 
04].., 
1213 
~J 31 7 
QJ360 

0163 
J 2CJ6 
1 J 60 
1 303 
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